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-Aaams , Adrienne. U11-1E- CHRISTMAS _PARTY .v cribners,* 1978. 911W ..i'

Good will abounds in thIjogul:- story of -.Orson Rabbit whczi

give ,-their parents->a 'sur _lee= christinas-7party4 tale -emits{
,warfath as all helic.Preparej stylized:_coldr 1 lustrations
_delightful Christmas ----reading suitable -for

Ahlberg, Janet and Allan.; COPS ..ANb: RO_

Grades -K-4,

Grades

elps vil age bonnie
iendlyi neighborly°
Untended cOgy ,Tribi3d;

ividual or g cup 7 4

_Greenwillow, 19.78 --unp. . $7:25
;

ti

Frolicsome story of "cop_ d robbers of _ondon town"- and-honorable ;=0 ficer -Pugh ;.
who singlehandedly cats who have stolen Christmas toys,, x ing tetridal
verse and dinwll , but ref i ratiOns will tickle.-readers, lietenersi , "crime

1.

,..

does not pay" theMe 41 ously depidted , ;--- ' .1 ----= --I-- _ . .

Ahlberg, Janet- and Allan. EACH PEAC PAR PLUM: AI 'I SPY! STORY.. iriking,_ i978;
-unp. $8.95. Giade% _

Charmingly; fresh.'piotorial extension of riiirpery= rhymee; child' is invited_ to Espy,
---charedters-Whip tucked----into-the -elccp4isitely-draWri -detailed-illuetratione



-fective 0,-rff,-,.seLienthingerid-,CdfrititTuity

en tv.-,-e* ;:-W r a Ct- ive ,C OV 7-r addbreadable
Or ivi ual:ae wll A grou- reeling

_ Bradbar

6J64 Storytaboye--a little 1 baffled Ruby wgose
, ..

dijaMing* be#ig-a_rook- star, movie - star, autho
dentify,withhusiftgs a Out--ftiture fame; soft pastel sketches depict Ruby in-Pesen

4,andL,in'hSr-:-daydreaffis4_

Ous ionhasher
t, ,president;--childien-fcan'-

.1eL_VddabUlary-,- Ali4l-ittract=yOung-readers:T

eAChemu\ShgeM
HANUKAWMi14-

and adapted by Uri Shull 'tz and Elizabeth Shub.
97 '32;43., $6.67- rades,K;3, --,

---,

1 Eurplel_Matt_and= _brother -focus_ohLhoWmany____
rtibled they receive -r e 'thin reAgious details just ae-children today;vocav rather,

U gamed; customs' reflect'ancildITE- traditions; severil'large, representative_
,

lillustrations make .this appropriate foil ---readidg aloud to younger audiefice,and for..- , _,-r-
.

" 2 deOeh ent reading -

Merthd., SUR/AM:GLAD,Tp SEE YOU,.
4 1.75'Paper. :Greded,F3

Descrited on September- 1977(Eadir Hooke Advisory List

C BOARD BEAR

Alexander, ,Sue

Juxtapositio bf fantasYendreality pir%v us in ,story o boy -whoeMarc, y-who-dreams of
beinia-rinoWndd magician-bdt tistrodblihcompleting.his first tr?,ck; eMPhasiiee,--_,
blv,uSerd-fahoythemeoFperseverancelarge tempera. and ink illustrations splash.

-brigh4 tlyadross pagescto-vivifY-fteXt;-magid'book for the; very young-

C-THE MAGNIFICENT.: Panthebni,,1978unp. .$4.9

-;

-,J-
Alekander Sue-. 'MORE WITCH, GOBL1N,-411ND GHOST STORIES: AN 1 AM READING BOOK.

Pantheon, 1978. 61 p $4.99. ;Gr deeI-3

--70a11e4on of_eix=shOrt itories-ebdUi=adventures-ofthree\frieilds-- itchy Goblin
and Gho'fit;simpleplots include - rained d7out-pi pic;:exaggeration, exp oring;

--beginniAg-to-read-beok with many small c' nd4rhite_illustratione

Allard, Ha BUMPS IN THE NIGHT; Doubleday,.1979. 372 p. 7-.9D. Grades 3-5

tight-hearted-ghost,story about DudleY the,StorkpwhOse'house iShahnted;-Dudley
'gatherb\his comical 4iends--Trevor the Hog, Grandpa Python,- DAgmar the Babo
,Georgian the Ostrich+-fcr seanCe'with Madame_KreePY: black-and-white, :ting,
Pink, illustratiOns d4pict thia odd group:of anthropomorphic characters,, pl6Se

GI
ehtertaihidg -tal

Allard, Harry. WI No-,-go TO MARKET TODAY. Dial, 1979 unp. $6.46= Grades K-3

Fenimore H.- BCttercr uckless white rooster, needs jam for his-toast; each
Aky-he plans a-trip-to e arket.someplicng-stops him ,teging bliziard, oppressive
teat waVe, heavy fog, violent garricatie, threatening dinosaur, traffic jam, broken
leg; thesemenaces_whichplague Feni!nore, portraYed by :sharp, clear illustrations,
-will tickle young readers--as will the appealing cover illaywood County)



, - f, , -.- ,_ j J i c:
Mildred. THE WONDERSIL BOX -. -Dutton',,;.;97.8-:%'_ Unp-. :-95. _, -Graded _2-

-Three- children 'S. finding; a lbst"-boxrbegine--A !chain of events Uitiiriately--leading- t _

_-teali zation.-offtheir deePes tjwishes-'r_ --_...i -' u-tresabiecycl*,Midge_mtikedriew
rien_d:, Joey_ learifs to-' teed; -; realistic-Ja

te-- xt-on every tiage,`; -- ,,,
_ :- t,,,-

glurd,- Joan- Waish. T._ : JOAN WA'_ SH
ANGa

LUND 8'1O
-Ra_

n dal =1975
. ,

ck-and-white illusttations complement

Graded _K-3, = ;

/
olleation- of 13 children's Stories -and poems, cdpiOUS ilustrated with the artist'

awingdwhich-ate-ofterf --interspersed-with7-text;- rrra seasonal-:-e-g.,-.7-"A Christmas 4
- , .

a =Pumpkin Story," "The Great Green -Wave"; Anglund'd unique, charming -illus- - _-.._
ations --intensifyirmth and apPeal of -these = selections _ -.

no, Mitsumasa-. THE KING'S FLOWER. _Collins Pubs., 1979. unp. $7.95. Grades 1--
Everything the Wing Of.ins must be gigantic: hid-,toothbrush, bed, crown, si.lve ware,
_chocolate- ari_ he even wants to tow the

eautiful-' tiny - in huge- f- _
= appears

"biggest is, not --the -hest after ;',,large
detailed iilf6strations picturing e-' ling s.

alight young readers
_

biggest -flower in -a
loyerpot-, thee

attractive format
161)al. Subjects:an

11,-- the Agerld"-----;-Tihein
-decides . that = maybe
iinviting text, colorful,=
d enormous pOssessions

Armitage, Ronda and David: "DON'T FORGET, 1-. TILDAr" Andre Deutsch, .7-1979 (Ave able-
-from Dutton.)- ung. ades K-2-

Unusual,_ but winsome stor
othet's -going to twork an

sketches colorfully -depi
imphasizes human trait
entertaining read-aloud

r1 o oala be family which matter-of-factly feat=ures-_,
's ,staxing-ilome to keep house and _Matilda,texdevelopment=inforce -vocabulary developmen while --stoky

_ .orgetfulneSs; for individual- enjoyment or as instructive,
ight, eye7cat4hing coVer will invite selection

Armitage, 'Ronda and David THE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER'S LUNCH. Andrd.- Deutsch, 1979._
(Available-from -Dutton.-) -$5.95. Grades-1-
When seagLills -begin -to devour Mr. GrOling d lunches, his wi e deb es a_ snea
plan--mudtard s4ndwichesr average etc ry highlighted by large, brigIt-lwatercolo
illustraticfis 'text, characters, setting, some tblesome vocabulary for unacrou
plished young reader,- but apPealing format, vital drawings ='compensate; practical
for individuals or group = reading

-Arno sky Jim. NATHANIEL STORIES: - MUD TIME AND =MORE__
_ .

Grades K-1 .

Fbur y arnusing--, wordless little stories ViCh. delineate Nathaniel's unusual problems
and his unique way. zif handling thenil distinct iine drawings humoropsiy depict actiont-
Nathanie 's wildered expressions; will- entp-

_

rtain and stimulate response
/ ... r--

Aruego, Jose,- and Ariane Dewey. WE HIDE, YOU SEER. = Greenwi _..w,. 1979. 32 p.
$7 63. saradeb

plays hide-and-deek with animals of East Africa bu ys inadvertentl,
flushes them from their natural camouflage situations; wIien it is his. turn- to 'hid?
he-isjvs t as 'clever as his ;7 vibrantl; colored -pages7perfectly--represent
the topography while proViding a _ lesson in animal camouflage witgantle humor,
subtlety, -only. 27 words; end Rap6rth i nt.:fy by habitat 75 'cliff rent animal ':'species



Easy-1979-1

-4
. . .-

Asch/ F Onk.: MOON BE Scribners,- 19Th . -unp. $7.95. Grades K-
- .tear_. that= the shr Inking moon is Malnourished earls' him to_ set out bowls of

.el-7;7one of-the tirciSAwho has been ,feasting on hishoney finally 'tells the truth,
simpe.,--_ISfief,text contrasts with intricate, swirling designs ef sky; e exam-
inatifoll-revea-ls myriad creatures, obj'ects

.
, ..

, Asch, Frank.- SAND- CAKE: A FRANK/ AeSCIIi BEAR STORY.- parents,
4,Grades-It-2- -._:- . /

t '--_ ..- . -_ , . . - . _

Iihile.-at the beach-, -Papa:Bear _makes.,as Osand cake that Baby-Bear: promises to .eat;
after -draw-1.-4A gn ectg; milk-, flour an the Sand, Papa BeSi .tCooPs- up the ingredients,Oputs them-i-h-bdcket; to keep hid promise, Baby Bear draws a self-portrait. with the

. .
_
sand cakein-his -stomach; large, distincCdrawings in contrasting enhance

..-=

this unicfue.-twitt to old art of.MAking sand cakes; will inspire Maginativ ivity
--

.Asch,,t_Fratik.-,-z-TURTLE TALE. ,Dial, 197,8. unp. _$6:.29.-' Grades 6-2
.

Brdef-prcsa' tale about _a turtle who learns-when-to pull:in:11n head and when to-, ../- A iy ,.

..keep ot.: ;- full-Lpage,7 one-dimensional color illustrations with simple text. at '-----
bottom-of each page-will lure readers;-provides positive learning experience

B _ ,._ -or ,

Augardei Steve: BARNABY SHREW GOES TO SEA Andre-.Deutsch 1978. (Avi fable from
Dutton) punp., $5...95. Grades 2-5 :-_-

Entertaining story of sarnahy, Shrew, whose fantasy is to run away ,to sea;he. has
trouble' finding work until- becomes Cabin-Shrew-for_ eccentric Captain Rat; ----

roimerods color- illustration depict-'-droll rodent oharacters,, amusing aot:Ionj
tongue-in-cheek British humor may be too ubtle for some readers

_ .., ,-
Each, Alice. THE MOST DELI IOU g CAMPIN.TRIP EVER. Harper,' 1976. 48 P. $5.79.

-i-
`Lt-: Also available frolfi Dell, fort 1. paper;. Gredes-.1-3

(Described -on Sept tuber 1977 Reddction of Sex Bias Advisory List

Baker, Betty. PARTNER q. Greenwillow, 1978. 56 p.- '$5.71. Grades 1:-3
)-1 , -. . .

Three_stories akout partnership between careless, bmpat nt coyote and care t,_ . ,
methodical badger: arranging tar in thc skT when, the world was new, farming
potatoeS and mplons, hunting,pr fir- e dpgsk.only inthe farMing story does hard-working

_badger come out Ahead. o the ga e spare; colOrful illust ations of desert. scanes

B aker, eann GRANDMOTHER.
$6.95. Grades 6-3'
-First-peson narratiV by devoted little gkr_l visiti_ng her,Oarklmother, Whose
house is hijden. away n jungle-like ygroRndi; multi-colored col age illustrations
command reader's atten job 'sec darily shifts to accom anyin text in large -_which...,.
print; -nude statues in garden may = offensive,. but overall the boo has Striking
eyeappeal- ,

.

.'i
,

B.arian, Lords. TE R_T FpVALENTINE4_ 'Abingdon, 1979. unp. $.8.95. Grades K-'3. _

Andre Deutsch,-1938-.7 (Avai able frail Dutton' ) unp.

y

Oversiied baby nya =er ugly- ;eft at village "hall' is t ad ted by all o
she...grows so_ ,large eats = o mach that it takes enti e town to 'fee
her; wheri it.J.s time to:find her ,e. sweetheart, fate h pily interced
caring tare musingly expressed in details of tricace, pastel, fdll
which alone tell -story for ,yourigest readers,, reference!is inc
story .

,

StValentine,
-and clothe A

,warmth and
age pictures

ntal .to



Easy-1979-1980

'Barret, Judi. CLOUDY-WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBA4S.,-AtheneUrri

'Gradea -K-3

In Chewandswallmno. one had-tocook or shop for: food at brealcfast,--lunch, dinner

times the weather proved food; it rained soup or juice, snowed peas and mashed

potatoes; sometimes'storms broug ttamburgerS or chicken; Ait7then there was a,,

change-in the. weatherer s fu y alstory.is to te11,2fo d-filled-. -ges are even1
funnier--if reader's stomach Can'tolate themO

Balqtholic, Edw rd. L. CRICKET AND PA OW: FOUR STORIES. Collins Pubs.,- 109% ..

$6.91. Grades 1-..4

Four pleasing. little. tales about 'Cricket, Sparrow, theitforeat friends; written in

simple, straightforward style and adorned by detailed, soft blabk-and7white illus

trations;:gentlejhumor, derived4from Mild-teMpered characters, creates aerene-atnio-

sPheres. adMirable relationships , . .

. -

Barton; Jennifer. IN A MEADOW, TWO HARES HIDE. WHitman, 1978. unp. '$5

- Gtades K-3 .

ExCellent animal story will amuse : readers and-give facts concerning, the-lives of

hares; tells of twOlepisodes in lives of Lepo and Minx); beautiful watercolor,illus-
trationy'greatly enhance,the tale, making it a good choice for the picture book
collection; page offactual information at end makes this book also useful ininformation

t
science cblldctions ,

.-

Battles, Edith. WHAT DOES- THE OSTER SAY, YOSHIO' Whitman, 1978. unp.

Gradts K-2,

Japanese boy and American irl, comparing-sounds of anitals.in -heir own languages,.

f lly find ope animal t at Says, the same thingtb be _f them; water

or iliD$raions PPrtrY-lovable characterk; animals;=Useful for developing

un rstanding of, others and encouragingdacceptance of different cultures,. languages
le

Baylor, Byrd'. GUESS WHO-MY FAVORITE-PERSON IS. Scrihners,-1977. ".unp.

,

/.95.

-Grades 1,-4

-.Guess-what my-favorite -book is...this: one will. be. a,.like y chOice fOr_ any reader's;

two friends.in an alfalfa field choose 'favorite dreams, colors,'-places to live,
-things tb-taste't.both the lyrfcal text and delicate watercolor illustrations by

Robert Parker are enchanting,.gentle,:optimistic, imaginative; gpte's participants

make choicesitbat paint a world of eciting, versatile options;icharming argument

,--for_lookingrlistening, touching; aka°, an appealing invitation/to lie, in a field,

watch "ladybugs:climb yellow-flowerW 7Play thetellwhat-Oar-favorite-thing-i6
gamput 'tding selection .

B.171or Byrd-. .TRE-WAY TO START A DAY, -Soribners, 1978. unp. Grades

_-inspirational encomium to the-suntise illustrates-tow man, since time immemorial,.

ha paid-this tribute; poetic language, double-page diffusibn of vivid color create

jallatiCal tocvan this 1979 Caldecott Honor :Book; artistically emphasizes individual's

synse.of universal respogse to nature

Berenstain, Stan and .Jan. THE BERENSTAIN BEARS CC TO SCHOOL

3 99 $.,95 paper. .Grades

.Cheery4toryof-Sister_Beare.fi t-time at kindergarten4 large, brightly colored-
illUstrations, 'simple vocabulary- lively action create light-hearted atmosphere:

sus °e` to ire child's interest ;

Random,- 1978. :unp.

t .
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Berson,,Hatald.____:_JOSEPHAND__THE,SNAKE,

'Snake- wanted :to eat- Joseph, hts rescuer] until : fOx:pull -d a-sly trick, earning:-
-Joaephla-laating gratitude; a tale-with-food for thought-about greed?--tsincerityr
appreciation--even ler-younger childreh; elegant, detailed illustrations'of AISatian
countryside " I

Bishop, Honnie- NO ONE N0TI.CED RALPH. Doul?leday,, 1979. unp. $5.90.- Grades

=Ralph,--'a rathertalkative parrot, leave-the'.mbnotony of his home and
.. _ .

,

,z-,seek adventufessin- the woild; nabOdy-payahim anr,attentionuhtil he accidentally
sayat,ufiren -at _they moment flames gpmeout-ofia nearbybuilding;_he becomes-dm instanti_
-hero with all the attention he desires; simpl- vocabulary, amusing story lines Jha-
Kent's pidtures will-all hold _young Treaders' attention -

,..

_

ishop, Bbnnie.- PH RIDES AWAY. Doubleday,, 197_9:17763 $5.90. Grades-K-3

Gurioust Ralph, p4oftbregteen,parrot, gets separated from his .genial miners,
adilentures in the Zoo' and a joyful reunion with his

owners proVide-athusing plot; spaciouscolor- drawihgs interthingled-with large, readable'
int;___fun for,_ individual -or grouRreading

Boegehold, Betty.-PIPPATOPS OUTJ .FOUR READ.,Atotio READ-ALONE STOPIIES- Knopf,- 197-
59 p. $4.95. -Grades1 -4

-f-

Endearihg stories about Plppa-Mousev her -fathily", and friends; pippa_gete,16E-t-in the
-fbrest, gaing_arpositive self-image, learns-to fly, becomes a magician,. gets a new
baby brothert warm pencil sketqhes pictute such.adotable chqacters as Weber Duck,
Ripple Squirrel, Gray Bjrdtaithpleplotsk but crowded text

Bond, Mdchael, and Fred Banbery. PADDINGTPN AT THE SEASIDE. Rand om,-1978--,32.13
$3.99 Grades E-3

0n Paddington Bear'a first visit to the seashore, he learns to. swim. without his
duffle coat, then makes a nearly disastrous visit lo-a Punch and Judy Atm;
familiar, colbrful illustrations accompany text

Bak d Mi heel, andFred Banbety. PADDINGTON AT-THE TOWER.
$-8.09. Grades-K-4

. _

Paddington Bear and his friends visit-the Tower of LOndon, where the resident-rave-
5Orge on his marmalade sandwiches and, the -opal ,designates
eater "* ,charming illustrations-of;bits ofiLondon and the Tower's treasures,

% . I

B ttner, Barbara. DUMB OLD CASEY IS 'A AT TREE. Harper', .1979, 42_p.
cedes

$6.89.

s abblvcapey, who,bas-aWays wanted to be a ballet.dancer,, struggles to. overcome
:her -ineptnetsl-when she:is not chosen for a. lead role in her recital _she practices
har4,: becomes the lead'tfee, realizes her exhilaration Aen4dancing; reader-will:.
.empathize with Casey'spain,frustration, glqavpropriate-bleckandwhite illus--

t

trations teflect mood', Characterfzaticins

3ottner-i-Barbara,- MESSY.- Delacortei--:1979-- -unp.r-2$6,46 -Grades

Harriet; who likes to be called Harry, is messy in everything she does,evtything
except her starring performance-as the ptinCess in her ballet 'recital; -lioweVer,
being neat does not last 16ng; attractively witt', pink-tinted illustrations con-
tribute tothis numerous tale most children with messy rooms will lcive; for reading
;aloud: or rndepencleritly



Bowden, Joan Chas

-Eaiy- 197971980

THE BEAN Boy-ItEmuda 1179. .2 p.,_ 6 95..- Grades--K=3

Poor woman-sets out' td-aeek hbxfortune.carrying her little bean boy, carved by
her husband; after encountering a series of hungry animals and their owners, she,
eventually meets the king, who invites her and her husband .to live at the palace/
simple text, rhythmic repetition,' oblorfui illustrations of delightfully expressive
animals

I Brem,,_ElizabethSATURDAil4ORNING-LASTS-FOREVER. 8-5A7-. Grades. IC-2

Appealing/ dj.mplutive book in. which Susan resourcefully finds way, to -busy herself

while-her parents.,sleeplatef: abe takes a walk, picks flowers, cdllects bottle caps,.
has breakfasttwith.her heighbpr, observes ants on sidewalk; plain line drawings,
touched with.shades Of,orenge,.appropriately picture:the spatse text,-siMple-plot;
sine and format will attiactyOung readers

r = - - -

Bram, Elizabeth.: -TBM7Rt'

r

IS:SOMEONE, STANDING ON MY HEAEG0111-19,79 nap.
. Grades K-2

Unprententiioug story of,a,younCgirl, hei imaginary playmate, and th x games/
simple text-.accompahieS bold,'LlMembellihed color illUstrations; for child with

a. make-believe friend':

andenber, Franz. NICE NEW NEIGHBORS. Greenwillow, 1977. 56 p. $5..491 Grades K-3

When the six Fieldmouse children try Making friends in their-new neighborhood, Ole
grasshopper, frog, snail, lizard children'reject them but later join-the Fieldmo4se
production of THREE 'BLIND MICE; cartoon like illUstrations in shades of pink and
green effiphasize light-hearted tone of this entertaining. bibliotherapeutic book;
inviting cover will gliarantee selection

Brandenberg,Frani. SIX7NEW STUDENTS. GreenwillOw, 1978 56 p. $5.71. Grades 1-3

Six Fieldmouse children begin new school; first-grader Fetdinand is sure he will
'like none of it, but'his clever teacher keeps,him happily involved; throughout
day children's negative feelings are gentlyreverse by adults in a way guaranteed
to produce smiles; Aliki ingeniously captures expressions and atmosphere in her tiny
pastel drawings

Bridgman, Elizabeth NEW DOG NEXT DOOR. .Harper, 1978 31 p. $5.79. Grades K-2

Little boy describes how new neighborhood dog,makes'himself at hoMe wherexer he
_wants: he sleeps in garage '(in front. of car), he carries garbage (oCit of trash
can) he sits at door '(on ,flowers):; full -page, Idoin line drawings With sprinkling
of color juxtapose brief text; simple little book suitable for beginners

*Briggs
Bright, Robert. GEORGIE AND THE BURIED.TREASURE. Doubleday, 1979. .unp. $7.90.

Grades K-4

Georgie the Ghost fans will delight in this story about,Mr. Snead, who dreams
there is treasure buried:on his land; determined to find the treasure, he digs Up
his own yard and evenstarts to cut down everyone's favorite tree; Georgie and his
animal friends trick hiM:into digging a well forthe downcast Whittakers, in whose
home Georgie lives; blabk-and-orange cover, figures in blue-shaded:pencil drawings
are axpressive, appealing/ lengthy text may discourage some-independent readers;_,
"love thy neighbor" message is loud and clear (Haywood County)

Brooks, Ron. TIMOTHY AND GRAMFSB Bradbury, 1978. unp. $6.95.. Grades 3-6

Exquisitely delicate; entrancing color illustrations pervade this tender story about

a bOy-and-hit-grandfatherrTimothy's-distaste-for -school-vanishesafter-his-beloved-

*NOTE: See Page 51 t lan annotation of.THE NOWMAN by Raymond Briggs.
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TIMOTHY, AND -GRAMPS (Con0d. )

grandfather comes and. tells; a long story to his classmates -; subtle story line,
intricately-woven into the visual-scenes, will require perceptive reader and inspire
creative response; truly rewarding experience

Brown, Marc. ARTHUR'S EYES. Little, 1979. unp. $7.95s--Grades K-3

Sympathetica42y7-related-story-of-Arthdr,--ridfbul'e'd-by-hia'classmates-bacause:he has
to wear glasses; anthropomorphic presentation-of Arthur (afiteater), Francine (ape),
Arthur's teacher- (mooSe), and his friends_depiCts-children's typical actions,
feelings of rejection, learning experiences; large, colorful illustrations effec-
tively offset hold print

Brown; Marc. THE CLOUD OVER CLARENCE. Unicorn /Dutton, 1979. Anp. $7.95. Grades K-4
-7

Pleasantly instrUctional-book about careless, forgetful- Clarence; humorods depiction
'of- Clarence and:hip friends, all cats who act and dress humanly, will attract and
delight readersvemphasizes importance of loVe and support from friends, family;
full-page, multi-colored line and wash drawings' omPlemeni.cleari sizeable print

Brown, Palmer. 'HICKORY. Harper, 1978. 421). $7.49. Grades 2-5

-Heart-warming tale Of Hickory MoUse,' his antics-, and,his friendship with Hop, the
grasshopper; Hickory, in-this sobering look at mutability, learns that, all thing's,
must pass eWay, even his, newfOdnd friend; excellentlesson abodt.friendships; growing
up, death; dainty, refined illustrations embroider text with color; concluding somber_
tone may call for adult guidance of child reading this bensitive,-detailed story

Burningha, John.- WOULD YOU RATHER.. 'Crowell 1978, unp. .$8A5.- Grades K-.2

Vibrant watercolor illustrations' humorously portray a text which poses all sorts
-f steange'chcices for children-'-e.g., "Would you rather...be crushed by-a snake swal
lowed, by a fish/eaten-by a crocodile/or-sat on by a rhinocerouef large format, print
will attract young reader; excellent'for stimulating group discussion

Burton, Marilee Robin. THE ELEPHANT'S NEST: FOUR WORDLESS STORIES /; Harper, 1979.
unp. $8.79. Grades K-3

Jocular pictures of highly4expressive faces on various 'creatures and absurd si6.1a io s
combine to create fourshoA stories for which reader can use his own words; smal
size; durable binding repeats dust jacket illustration

Calhoun, Mary. CROSS-COUNTRY CAT.' ! Morrow,' 1979. unp. $6'..67 Grades K-5

Siamese cat, accidentally left.behind after a skiing trip, finds-the skis made for
him by The Kid and. sets off cross-country to find his owner; exquisite, soft illus
trations perfectly evoke the atMosphere of a snowy countryside, as the text .recoun s s
an amusing tale 'perfectly belieVable to cat owners

WATCM.OUTI.A GIANTICollins.Pubs.., 1978. unp.- $6.91. prade

HTwachildfen find themselvesiWthe land 'of .a giant- who promptly:captures:them .

and-locks them up; they'ebcape 'through a series'of doors, strange Openings. and
eventdilly'end-dp back at home, fascination of this-book lies in .'the doors which
;sally -openthiS:bay.--PkOVe-to-L a Maintenance problem for`librarian i1luthtratLons

Hare in carlets usual collage; format

- .Carlson; Natalie Savage. TIME-FOR THE WHITE EGRET. Scribners, 1978. unp/. $7.95
Grades K-4

- Uncommon fictional projection of the various implied Meanings of Time; curious
egret sdarches for, Time, which he.thinks will help him find his, own cow; this

I0*



TIME FOR THE WHITE EGRET, (Cont 'd.)

Concept may be confusing for children but will certainly prompt qu4stions; sepia-

toned illustrations are attractive, not eye-catching; provocative apprdach to this

subject

Carrick, Carol; PAWS.CHRISTMAS,BIRTHDAY. Greenwillow 1978. unp. Grades_K2

Paul's.- understanding Mother arranges party for his December 24th birthday, and Santa

takes_ a spedial visit; -pleasant, subdued pictures-realistical4 portraY home -and

kindergarten scenes in NeW England winter setting; surprisingly homogeneous kinder-

garten clais

Carrick, -Carol. A RABBIT FOR EASTER. Greenwillow, 1979. unp. $6. 6 7 . Grades K-2-

Famill-ar-daily-experiences---of-home-and-school-captured-in-story-of-yaung-boy_carIng - _ _

for class pet-bUnny at home over Easter vacation; captivating, lifelike_illustrations

(somewhat spoiled by yellowish, faces of people) in total harmony with stark, setting,

mood; realiatiostoryline; delightful additiori to ycung.child's reading lint

Cauley, Lorinda Bryan. THE_ANIMAL KIDS. Putnam, 1979.-- unp.

Four neighborhood kids -dress up as a cat, rabbit
animal party; animals- knew their guests are kids
surprise ending 'shows animals disguised as other
drawings tell the story; brief one-line-per-page
Makes for simple, hilarious-reading

Chapman, Carol. IG LIVES IN A CAVE. Dutton, 1979 56 p. $5.95. Grades 1-3

Five stogies in which prehistoric Ig and his family deal with-life's verities:

8.95.- Grades-K-2

, dog, lion to crash a private
but play along with their-antics;
animals; fascinating,- detailed color
text .(with asides by the anitals) .

sharingi love-even a father can she a teatrpersonabIe'iliuStrat
accompany text, appear on cover

Charles, Donald. CALICO CAT MEETS BOOKWORM. Childrens, 1978. 32 p. $4.

ns

Giadee K-2

Appropriate only as an introduction tothe'library for the youngest of borrowers; -

large colorful pictures, few words describe the kinds of books to be found; checklist

at,,the end gives painters for library use

Charles, Donald. SHAGGY DOG'S ANIMAL ALPHABET. Childrens, 1979: $5.50 -. 'Grade K,

Colorful, humorods anitals combine with short: catchy verses in fresh introduction

to alphabet; fun to look at or read aloud; bright colorful binding

D-Childrenis Television` Workshop. THE SESAME STREET BEDTIME STORYBOOK.

64 5,69. piadas ?-4,

ndom, 197

TWeive read-aloud stories featuring; Cookie Monster and other Sesate StreetMppets;
stories.and-illustrations are filled With excitement and action'

$7.50. Grades 2,3Chorto, Kay.. MOLLY'S LIES.. Seabyfy, 1979. unp.

Molly's habit of telling lies cases when she .learns on the first day of -school

that She can tell_ the truthan9 gain a friend; attractivei-soft-pencil sketeesL

- appealing little book to encourage youngreader that honesty-is best; bearded,

guitar-playing male teacher is an unexpected contemporary touch

Christian, Mary Blount. J. J. LEGGETT, SECRET AGENT. Lathrop, 1978. 5 p. $5.71.

On a boring summer day.Joshua Jonathan Leggett decidet to becomea secret agent;

complete with-shag carpet beard'and schoolbag brief-case:-"Double-J-Leggett"-entrapS
,
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J.J. LEGGETT, SJECPET AGENT.. (Cont'd.)

potential-bank robber; humorous text and illustrations
(Wilkes County)

ideal_ for reading aloud

bhristian, Mary Blount. THE LUCKY.MAIL MacMillan, 1979. 61 p. $6.95. Grades 1-5

Unlucky Felix draws the wrath of everyone he encounters as he heads for town. to
see judge about protecting his rightsto a rude cottage given him by his brother;
perceptive judge reverses Feli.x's luck--he returns home richer, luckier; light-
hearted, easy to read, large print; homeliest of characters: delightfully diawn in
soft browns and white'

Cleveland, David. 'THE APRIL RAEBITS. Coward, 1978, -.2u.np. $5.95. Gradea K2
A

Absurdly humorous counting story to use with yoUng'children--pspeclally during
April; Robert gees: one rabbit on, Aprillst, and each.day after that'he gees
rabbits'according to the number'on.the calendar;last day of April;*he seek note
single rabbit, but that night a hippopotamus follows him home; children will
especially enjoy funny line drawings of rabbits in unusual ,places7-e.g., in:super-
market, on clothesline, in backyard.roasting head of lettuce over campfire;jenter-

.

tainingly instructive

Clifton, Lucille.
Grades K-3-

Beautifully soft 15ancil sketches and poetic text capture warmth and love of
family's awaiting the birth of a baby; young Everett Anderson and his new step-:.

.

father grow 'closer as they share love and Yconcern,or Mama; patience is, eventually -
rewarded by arrival of .Baby EVelyn-Perty

Cohen, Burton. NELSON MAKES A-FACE. Lothrop, 19766 unp. $6.67. =Grades-K-4

EVERETT ANDE ON'VNINE*MONTH-LONG. _Bolt

-Nelsorif who enjommaking faces, meets-in the. mirror-a fairy.godmother-who allow
him to select a face which Will be frozen; sucdessively, he tried.outa happy, a
sad, and an angrY4ace; each brings him new problems; orange-gray illustrations
'tend to be overcroWded, but print is Sharp and-clear; suggested for r-read-alpud
(Clinton City)

Cohen, Miriam: LOST IN THE MtUSEUMr reenwillow, 1979. unp. $6.95 ,Grades. K-2

he,museum,proves to be a fearful plaCewhen.Jim. and ,a fdw felloW fiks graders
forget to stay with the group and get lost; in spite of being afraid of the giant
dinosadr,-Jim shows his bravery as he tells-his friends to stay put while' he kinds.'
their teacher; attractive, realistic. illustrations accompany this story which can

_

be enjoyed individually; also perfect for pre-field trip reading'

Cole, Brock THE KING AT THE DOOR. Doubleday,. 1979. unp. $6.90. Graded K-3

Charming humor of traditional fairy tales captured in this, Story of.kind-hearted-
Little Baggit as he'innocently acc9mo4ates an apparent beggar (desplte his Master's
scoffing), eventually to be rewarded with an invitation to,liveat the king's
palace; fanciful expressions,, humorous refrains will bd. dnjOYed for years to come;
black-and-white drawings intermittently'enlivened with wat4r colors

Coletta, 'Irene and Hallie. FROM A TO Z: TUE COLLECTEp LETTERS OF IRENE AND HALLIE
COLETTA.: "Prentict, 1979., unp. $7.95. Gradeaar4

Introduces_each_letter_of the_alph&bet_psingl:rhymed_rebuses,bOrdered_by_PictUres_____
of things beginning' with'that.letter; illustrationd in ivory, blue, brown, black;
unique_LalphAbctjxock good for-sharing Maywood urity).-
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Coontz, Otto THE QuIET'fiouu. Little, 1978. 39 p. $5.91a. Grades K-3

Bagsley, the pound -dog, lives alone in a house eo quiet that even the clack has no
tick; one night he hears a tapping at the door; after much ttepidation, he opens,
the_dobr_to find a note_advertisingeggs for the lonely ".; hia response to_the_ad
brings,joyous results; finely detailed, black - and -white drawings; easy-to-handle

size

Coontz, Otto'. A REAL CLASS CLOWN. Little, 19-79. p. $7.95. Grades K-3

unrealistic story of Rudy, a barn clown and his first days in school;
Rudy, appropriately Qressed up to his cherry nose, introduces the class and grouchy
Miss-Skreech-tOcircjps members--inc4pding Peter', .the snake; with subtle help from
his mother, Rudy at, last helps Miss Skreech yield to joys of laughter

Corbett, Scott. THE MYSTERIOUS ZETABET. Littlei 1979. 48 p. $6.95. Grades 3-5

Delightfully unusual story reversing, the alphabet; ZaChary Zwicker travels through
a dream world meeting people and places withZbaMes'beginnins,,witfi last letters of
the alphabet; all the ingredients to make a gobd'story--excit'ng plot, humor, nice
illustrati children anticipate numero _questions for Zac ary Zwicker

Craft, Ruth, and Irene Haas. CARRIE HEPP10E'S GARDEN. -Atheneum, 1979. unp. $9.95.

Grades 1-4

Three children lose their ball in eerie Carrie Hepple's yarrd4 they realize they
need_haveno_fear when they meet Cartig,anCget a tour through what turns _out to be
not a jungle, but a garden ofi herbs an'dAbaUtiful flowers, written in an especially
pleasing rhyme; illustrations of a summer evening are'delightfully enchanting on
hazy green pages

Craft, Ruth. ,TRE KING'S COLLECTION. Doubleday, 1970. unp. $7,90. Grades 1-4

Busy, busy book in story, pictures, and ideas; king collects different kinds of
everything--stamps, laces, toothbrushes--until-the day he has the fluvthen he
discovers all the quiet sounds he can collectthe sea by shaking hie box of shells,
A WoOdPeCker by tapping -his -fingers On the bed; and'hia- happy, 'Sleepy breathing;
small, with many 'pictures, but definitely for reading aloud

Cressey, James. MAX THE MOU6E. Pren be, 191 unp_ e 95. ulaJee h

Max the Mouse, interloper on the Cat family's quiet evening, intimiiates a olabk
cat, burglar who comes down the chimney; wild chase ensues, terminated by Maxi,s
fall and burglar's escape; characters, scenes are amusingly portrayed in bright,
oval-shaped illustrations; large print, few w,rds per page will encourage young
readers

Cressey, James, wET PARt OT Prentice, 1911_ (rnp 6Laciee K

Perky green parrot humorously tells his own atol.., atter being taken irom his
natural habitat, kindly domesticateu by Fra4er faa,lly, he becomes a detective
when their home ie'burglarized; pages framed in bright green contain large print
and oval - shaped, colorful illustrations; entertaining text and clean, inviting
format will appepl to young readers

Crews, Donald. FREIGHT' TRAIN, Greenwillow, 19/8. unp. t.6r. Grades

_Extraordinarily evocative of movement, double-page iliustiations foll,,w a
train through city and country, day and night in this 1979 Caldecott Honor

.well - defined colors sharply contrast with grays and white; large letters or 'few
words perfectly complement overalls impression of swiftness

13
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Crompton, Anne Eliot, THE LIFTING STONE, Holiday, 1978. unp. $6.95, Gr4eF K-3

Whoever car lift the heavy stone out of the field can many Wealtby, anAellent

cock,and homemaker; Mandy Jane, clever but plain, does not want herster Wealthy

toleaie home; il4e Knows how to lilt tine stone, so when handsome Moses Fiske promises

he will move in with the family it he wiry Wealthy, she reveals her secret; based on

alankee folk tale; attractively illustrated, well written text v(caldwell County)

Curili&fe, John, THE KING'S BIRTHDAY Andtd UeuLeon, 1919 (Available from

Dutton.) any, $5,95- Grades 3=4

Grandmother Gooseberry bakes a beautit01 trididay cake sod sends it to the king by

a passer-by; series of mishaps befall the cake, resulting in Grandmother's being

accused of trying to harm the king; eventually all is resolved, and a new cake

is.baked to be enjoyed by all; eqs11, brightly colbred illustratiehs of doll-like

'characters; frequent repetition creates bounc}krhythM in text .

Dahl, Roald, THE ENORMOUS CROCODILE. Knopf, 1978. unp, $5 99 Grades 1-5

Far too wordy rut a picture book, bungle animals speaking directly to children

by name, unbelievably lung day, totally siscaLre Spite of all these

weaknesses, radars will laugh at EnurmouGtocodile's aizurliVu atempts to

on a "nice juicy little child" and will re on to find out how he meets his final

comeupance; Quentin Blake's Illuettati0;15 Maintain
the light- touch that,kids will

love

C

Darling, Kathy. THE EASTER EUNNI" s ouU'lvbv'. Garrard, 48 P, $4,30, Grades 1-3

Spring Bunny and her father, Easter Bunny, hide eggs which
disappearbecause they

hatch; easy reading book for beginning reader; slight story will probably hold

interest of young child simply because of subject. -. Easter and Easter bunnies

De Brunhof LeUrent, BABAR'S MYSTERY, Random, 19754 unp. $4.99, Grades 1.4

w'(

MyStery involves Babar and elephaht firs $1y in seaside adventure; large, bright

watercolor illustrations make book ideal for large group of individual pleasure;

tinequality of 'other de BiLinhoffloM is evident here (Wilkes County)

Delaney, Ned, bte ANL) BARNEY, Houghton, 1919 4 p a1 9i dJes h

,Children Will enjoy tale of two best friend i(ogs ono nave o guar [CJ ihar leaves

each one lonely; a neat drowning almost spoils their
happy reconciliation but adds

excitement for rine reader; excellent foi concept
development and discussion;

brightly colored illustrations; easy, rather long text

Deltun, Judy. BRIMHALL COMES MY. Lott.rep. 1976. d2 p. $4 la ursdes 1-3

Bear was happy to have his cousin Bilainall collie Lo liVo
all Le 4,11,1 the accom-

panying mothballs, plants, and more plants; gcod.natuied Brinnall 14 oblivious to

Bear's frustration and totally unconcerned at the ultimate
disposal uf' the plants

and mothballs, perhaps because ne, is already steeped in thought.about his new

hobby--painting, homey illustrations with an extra sturdy cover

Delton, Judy, BRIMHALL TURNS TO MAGIC- lottilop, 1919. 64 p. $5.71. Grades x-a

Bear's cousin Btimhell has 0 new ns1,14,-magio, altel the eacow hd

produces a rabbit from his hat, Out neither Hear nor Brimnall succeeds In

help* poor Roger' (the rabbit) disappear agai
after days or trying, betwsen

fishing trips, shopping excursions, tap dancing, Raccoon
apd Porcupine provide

a happy solution,
freeing Btimhall to taKe dancing lessons; more

of these Bear

and Hrimhall stories, with their basicoocabulary,
gentle humor and amusing

illustrations, would be welcomed

,a
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D _OR, Judy. IT HAPPENED ON THURSDAY, Whitman, 1978', unp. $3'.38, Grades K -

Ames,"believing that Thursdays htiq him good luck, is disappointed when his

hospitalized mother is not well by Thursday; positive family life pictured in black-

-- and4filitelllustrations.tinted with green; large print makes this book manageable

for indepedent reading

Delton, Judy, 'FE NEW GIRL AT SCHOOL, Dutton, 1979. unp. $7,95. Grades 1 -4

Marcia has to go' to a new school when her mother gets a new job (note the single

working Mother); anylransplanted child will empathize with Marcia's plight--sitting

alone on the School bus,riot knowing locatiin of rest room; her adjustment, though,

is swift-' k 'ng with a short book; Lillian Hoban's familiar, charming characters

fr are shown in.som hat:drab, but pleasant blick, blue, and white illustrations

Delten, Judy, ON A PICNIC, 'Doubleday', 1919, Grades 1-3

(Gorilla cannot swim like Goose, whocannet cl -b a tree like Gorilla; each is keenly 4

disturbed about his own iMperfections until D , Lion wisely councils them; obvious

vocal handled with a light'touch; cheerful illustrations subtly reflect moods of

this easy-to-read tale

Be Paola, Tomie, SONGS OP THE F9G MAIDEN. NUliday, 1979. unp. 4,95. Grades 1-3

A 4

zbongs about Awn, daytime, evening linked with brief expository fines; verses are

not great poetry, should be skilfully read aloUd for maximum appreciation; softly

colored, d6ailed,..imaginativvillustrarions continue mood o, earlier WHEN EVERYONE_

WAS FAST ASLEEP

DeRegniers, Beatrice Schenk. LAURA'S STORY, Atheneum, 1919. unp. $7.95. Grades K-3

Laura tells her mother a story about a time long ago when Mother was so small she

fit into Laura's pocket; mother falls out, of the pocket and is swallowed by a fish,

who is swallowed by a dog; Mother manages to escape in time to tuck Laura into bed;

bright, uncluttered illustrations extend the text of thih easy-tolead, happy fantasy

Dr, Seuss. I CAN READ WITH MY EYES SHUTI Random, 1978. unp. $4,39, Grades 1-2

Cat in the Hat instructs young cat on the many things to lean by reading and

suggests that it is best to keep your eyes "wide openpt least on one side";

Dr.leuss maintains the high quality of his rhyming text and uniquely expressive,

colorful illustrations

uuncan, Jane, JANET REACOAR AND GHICKAbiRD. se0buo,, 1918, cup. $I as otedee li )

Because of an accident for which she is responsible, Janet oust iinksa a suicken

with a broken leg back to health; the chicken, secretly kept on the moors, disapperlia

for a few weeks and returns at Easter with a new family of half wild pheasant chicks;

unusual watercolors reflect misty,atmosphete of Scottish Highlands

Dunn, Judy, THE LITTLE GOAT. Random, 1918. unp. ai 99. $.95 pope, wuJG0 h 3

Expressive color photographs provide 4 iCl+u1,1 er hoJy'd Ladle, and tiii with hie

own baby goat; Andy is an appealing child, and the goat's antics and fondness for

him will convince anyone that a goat is the perfect pet) photographs, alone, tell

story for those not yet ready to read independently (A Random House Hictureback

book)

Farber, Norma, THERE GOES FEATHERTOP1 Unicorn /button, 1979, unp. $6.98. Grades 1-4

Pen-and-ink etchings, tiny silhouettes illustrate this unique version of Hawthorne's

tale about a scarecrow gitien life by his maker, Mother Rigby; in threadbare velvets

15
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THERE GOES FEATH RTOP1 ,(Cont'd.)

and satins, he becomes a social success until he glimpses himself in a mirror and

sees who he really is he then returns to Mother Rigby with a plea to 'be allowed to,

stand_peacefully_in_a cornfield.

Feder, Jane. BEANY. Pantheon, 1979., unp-. $4.99. Grades Kz3

Any bhild (or adult)Nho has ever;been owned by a cat will feel instant empathy
with J'onathan and Beany; Beany is all that any, human cat is: tolerant, playful,
-cuddly, demanding, loyal; story'is:straightforward and honest; watercolor illus-
trations'kerfecfly capture_total body expressions of alcat and full, busy life of a
little boy; sturdy, illustrated-cover will withitand the constant handling this book'
will have

Feder, Paula urzband. WHERE DOES TBE:rEACHER LIVE? Du on,.1979. 48 $5.95.

Grades 1-3

Three -econd graders decide that their teacher really lives in a 'boils* of ter own,

even t ugh Nancy is convinced that "all teachers live in school-- ;'after a fetcdays

of con sing detective work,,they ask her--with surprisingly ,Oappyresults; only the
reader gets to follow her to her houseboat; colorful drawings of reel New York City
scenes are balanced by text easily read by second graders; dust jacket illustrations

4reproduced on hard cover

Pender, Kay. ODETTE! A BIRD IN PARIS. Prentice, 1978. unp. $6.915. Grades K-6

Tale of a tiny bird- (Odette) and her friend a kind old accordian playet) is beautiful
and sad, without a toucP-Of sentimentally; tOgetlir they make music-Tor-the crowds

in the Paris Metro until time for Ode,tte to fly\so:th; exquisite watercolor4illue
trations sensitively reflect seasons and moods

Firmin, Peter. BASIL BRUSH FINDS TREASURE. Prentice, 1979. 48 p. Gra es K-4

Basil Brush, the fo)and arry the Mole spend their holidays at Basil's cottage
the sea; on an adventure fey find several lost, useful treasures: tunnel, Basil's.

lost bOat,--Harryis lOst -ddy beak; black-and-white, green- tinted illustrations-

depict amiable ch= _s, their warm relationship; clear print; text includes

brief passages of dialogue

Firmin, Peter. BASIL BRUSH GETS A MEDAL. Prentice, 1978. 48 p. $5.95. Grades K-3

It is the day when Basil Brush is to receive a medal from the Queen; however, she-

awards no medals before breakfast, which she has not had becau the farmer has not

brought the fkesh milk, because the cows have not returned from the meadow, because..
in this latt-st Basil episode, Harry the Mole is real hero; concepts of cause and
effect, generosity can easily be introduced with this delightful little easy-to-
read book

Fleischman, Sid. THE HEY HEY MAN. Little, 1979. 32 p. $7.95.

Funny pictur1es, funny Story, priceless facial expressions as the tree imp (the Hey
Hey Man) thwarts the attempts of a thief (he fancies himself a handsome fellow)
to steal the farmer's gold; fun for reading aloud or silently

Fleishman, Paul. BIRTHDAY TREE. Harper,-1979. unp. $6.89. Grades 1-3

Planted at Jack's birth, an apple tree reflects his life and health; by observing
the tree, his parents keep track of,Jack's whereabouts after he has run away to sea
until he safely returns home; strange, charming story perfectly complemented by cream'
and black pencil drawings; sturdy cover repeats dust jacket (Clinton City)

16
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Fradin, Dennis B. BAD LUCK TONY. Prentice1978. unp. $5.95. Grades 3-5

Tony, hie,grandfather, and a homeless pregnant g each gain ln this sentimental,
but realistic story; Moral t.-t what we do does _ect others may be'more obvioush.%4
adtats_thenchildren, but_chil ah_will eniok su= sense; characterizations_areWe
but the few black-and--white illustrations sensitively reflect Tony's emotions

Fradin, Denis Brindell. :BEYOND THE MOUNTAIN, BEYO THE FOREST. Chlldrens, 1979

p. $ 95 Grades 2-5

en-year-old Tor is certain that his Ice Age family can find warmth and food;
11enging traditional superstitions' by daring to explore beyon NatUre's boundaries,

he inally convinces the people of his cave that hope for survival lips in the land
beyond the forest; dream-like, sptare illustrations evoke feeling'of endless space

6

French, Fiona. HUNT THE THImBI,E. Oxford U. Pe., 1978. unp. $8.95. Grades K-3

Observant readers Will fipd thimble hi,,Jen by innocent-looki- -o long, before

Pieter and Anna complete their search; scenes; clothing, ar istic style all convey
mood of 17th-century Aarmterelat in the dominating double-page illustrationsv story
hat just enough plot to suptain'frequent'xe-readings ,--------

Friedman, Judi. NOISEr.IN THE WOODS.' Dutton, 1979. 40 p. $5.95. Grades K-2

Ideal for bdience o a udu instructs children in ways to observe creatures
in the woods: sit still, mo-e only when th: animal moves, other directional muted
brown'and, white, natural looking illustratlons of anima s and birds in wood And

settings

Gackenbach, Dick. CRACKLE GLUCK AND THE SLEEPING TOAD. S abury, 1979. unp.'

$7.95; Grades 2-4

far-fetched little story of the Gluck family d their reliance on A eleepk6g toad
to bring them gooaluck; only after small susicious daughter, Crackle,oputs an ena
to nonsense *of good tuck charms do Glecksealize"hardo.work is the ingredient for
prosperity; amusing three-cOlor illustrations; heavy-handed moral

- _
I

A 4

Gackenbach, Dick PEPPER AND ALL THE LEGS. seabury, ,l978. unp. $6.95. Grades K-2

Pepper, a dachshund,osn raLely. see anything face-to-face,'except for the animals .
who are shorter than he; he sees legs all day--chair legs, table legs', legs that

feed him, play with him, then hug him good-night and disappear upstaiA; curious to
see what is up there, he hides in a ClothesbaskeL and goes upstairs where he finds
new things to explore, one of which is a bathtub; wheel he turns on the faucets and is
almost drowned, he is put in the dark outside garage for the night--with no legs iq
sight; amusing story, large print, pictures in gray, brown, black, white (Caldwell
County)

tiseddert, Lou Aen. u0STAV ThL LiuD

Gradet K-3

Dial, 110 unv 46. $2.25 pa

Described on Fall 1978 Easy Books A0A/16Q14 13.4l

Gantos, Jack, and Nicole Rubel. THE PERfECT PAL. lioe,jht014, 9. it) p. $7.95.

Grades K-3

Vanessa's longing for a pal tcouiLe in k pwAL.AAarJilog =v=kal peL0-

.unmannerly pig, sleepy sloth, insultin.J pa.rot, pinching crab, ironically, sloa
finally finds "the perfect pal" in Wendell, the pet store clerk; simple, brightly
colored illustrations vividly depict this well - sequenced, fastpeced, humorously

didactic story

17
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Garrison,,Christian. THE DREAM EATER. Bradbury, 1978 unp. $8'.95. Grade K-2

Japanese folk-like tale about a little boy who rescues a baku, devourer of bed
reams; as a restiltArhe and his village are able to dream peacefully again; double-
age spread of full-coloOlillustrations inspiyeN by,antiqua Japanese scrolls

,

Godden, Rumer. A KINDLE OF KITTENS. Viking, 1-9S,),-un: $8.95. Grades K-
.

Since this story has its setting in England, there om terms that maLneed
explaining to American children (ridgepole, dustbin t lives all o r town but
is d ermined that each of her kittens will tiv suitable home; young children
,who cannot read this boa---will enjoy hearing storlrand studyin expressive, detailed

.beautifully colored pictutes

Goffstetn, M. B. FAMILY SCRAPBOOK. Farrar,

Deceptive simple little book which records ordin- ents in life of four-member
family; auobiographical, free verse vig ettes, such as "The Night We Got a-Pickup
Truck," "My.pitth ay," "Nal, Year's Eve," -om Kippur, " - reveal a young girl's perceptive
awareness and a ciation of her family's loving relationship; small line drawings of
charactars acco zany tender portrayals; text and subtlSty of meaning may require
readi aloud an discussing with younger readers

5.95. Grades 2-5

fstein, M. Bo MY NOAH'S ARK. Harper, 1978. unpj. $5.49. Grades K ='3

Not a retelling the Biblical story, but of a 90-year-old grandmother's recollec-
tions; when she -_ a little girl, her father had cOled the ark and its occupants
for her; when she married, her husband had gently carried the ark' to their new, home)
as a mother she had shared it with her children; all are now goneonly-the ark
remains with its memories of "fun and sorrow"; delicate, simple line drawings,
scant text invite readers t, share her memories e 4

B. NATURAL HISTORY. Farrar, L979.. unp. $6.95o Grades 13ft

PoigDant message about loving one another, living in harmony. spills 44autifully,.,
simply across each pager. message conveyed by few lines per page, but message,is
-greater : small 2hr x 31/2" wateroolor,Allustrationg -

Gordon, Shirley. GRANDMA ZOO.
6,*

atper, i9l i4 4. Grad.-s K-3

Refreshing grandmother-grandson relqLionsnip, which has been nurture for several
years over the telephone;ygdhdmother's different animal sountle have delighted arid-
entertained q4andson, but years have erased his visual memory oy her -; when she comes
to visit, Personal ties are reinforced; brightly colored illustration depict happy
faces exciting fantasies; exorbitant price necessitates second - purchase recomm dat on

e

Graham, Margaret Bloy, BENJY'S BOAT TRIP, Harper, 19/7. 'unp. $6.11. Grades K-3

When Benjy,- lovable brown dog, is not allowed to go on the family's vocation crati _

he stows away-on a ship--the wrong ship; Ginger, the snip's cat, does of appreciate
'a dog on board until Benjy helps rescue her from top of mast; they bec me friends,
and Benjy enjoys the rest of his trip; appealing illustLationa in blu and tan add
to enjoyment of this read-aloud story.

r/

Gr Mariono THE MAGICIAN WHO LIVE_ UN int, MOUNTA114 _97b p.

$4.95. Grades ,K-2

Bored magician paints the world Lo suit hie Coady grab a, yellow ..;3.4u,48, ..ka,kge

birds; two othimagicians set things right and plan to prevent. their friend from
feeling bored again; softly colored, detailed piCtures accompany text; Pointed
message about value of keepin
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Greenfield, Eloise.- AFRICA DREAM. Crowell, 1977. unp. $6.98. Grades K.!.3

Through shadowy charcoal drawings, author t&kes the reader across time and space,
to long-ago Affica; in her dream, a small b ack girl sees animals, shops, anoe s ors
with faces like her mother and

-,. - . - .

sense of cultural, historical id
fication with Africa in thia,te book with 'large, simple grin,

3

Greenwooa Ann. A PACK OF DREAMS. Prentide, 32 p. 9q#.95. Grades E-3

Beautiful children sensitivelci-drawn in imaginative situations with group of animals
(muster of peacocks, pod of seals); text is'negligible,- arM double-page fllustrations
e bound in the middleN*eamy quality of lovely sepia jictures will jrnif, frequent
- readings; illustrators Colonna and,Gordon have uncannily created ethnica ly uric

identifiable children1 .

c =

4 '

Gross, Alan. SOMETIMES) WORRY... Childrens, 1978. 31 p. $4.95. ,Grades K-2.

Depicts little boy's logical worries and some that seem far-atched; value of sharing
ptobleMs taught weakly; story might better have been based on one central theme - either
all examples of-realistic situations for effective values lesson or all inconceivable

- illustrations for' humorous entertainment; adequate, color illustrations; large, well-
spaced, dark rint; appealing, durable cover (Clinton City)

Hale,.irina. CHO °LATE MOUSE AND SUGAR PIG AND HOW THEY .t.A.19 AwAx,TO ESCAPE BEING

EATEN. Atteneum; 1978. unp., $8!95. Grades K72
-)

u j , .

Peculiar, b intriguing story about the adventures of __ma candied animals--their
escape fro dangerS, their journey to.a.safe home; odmbin _a humor and excitement in
imaginativ sit blurred pastel illustrations, the strength of book,',are appro-
priate to occasion llY stilted style of text; enchanting to all who love 'sweets"

a
I

Hall, Carol. NORTHERN J. GALLOWAY PRESENTS S - -VROOKER1 Doubleday, 193 unp.

$6.90. Grades 2-gt

-... aesse,4TOmMy, and Serajane bt,ikd _ razes uarantee win the bly unf
.

nattily, rack of btakee and helmet disqua ify them, bu Jesse-prove _at winnicig

More than receiving the medal r large 'dolorful'illustratiens are a ctive and
,

energetic; text is colloqu4ti1 "131a Enylish"

ball, Nancy. TuE eiG ENOuun HELI-LR, oolden Pr., 4!J/c5, unp. ot./. Gtades K-3
4 t

Mother insists Suzy is tqo young to help with the wash Out adm:tS ahe\was wrong when
Suzy is commended for her assistance by an amiable man at the aundromat; will'

evoke self - confidence in, young children who feel left out; oolo: illustrations
pictbre adorable Suzy, realistic

I) ettiny and characters; racially representative
groupin laundromat M.,

Hamilton, Mofse ,arid P111i ly ml NAME ib EMir. 6reen
Grades K-2

un,

Unique 1,itLi. unL,Aad In k, calla an-L.v.als

between Emily and her father reveal fa;41liar tale of a-little girl's running
because of feeliny unloved when a new baby comes into the house; old-fashioned,
meticulous illustrations in shades of apricot and green encidate text which is i

bold, readable type; format, children's eMPathy-with Emily make -for agreeable
reading lir

Hann, JacqUie_ Cl.(ulu3Y: Four WIndb, -de

Empathetic treatment of child who, when be is , ,:rigs ,and st-,

Matter what mother, -father, and brother do; scant textattop of each page, ,tfset
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appropriate
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d pink illustrations Of characters, simply tel story;
ld print,, s!4]ect matter children can identify with-will attract
-Wseful-device =_for_encouraging l .discussion about-response _response F

Hann -Ruth, retel: CHILD N S BIBLE STORIES FROM T:
45 la. $3.95'.' Gra es 3-6'

OLD TESTAMENT. Goldeii 19,78.

f0

- Favorite Old Testament.storiesrelted in uqsophrsticated pipe style suitable for
children;'charming, typical:Goiden book col& illustrations illuminate

suitable
of such

stories'as "Noah's Ark,-Th0 TentaCommandments,fr "David and Goliath";-decoratdd'cover,
. large print, numerous drawings will.ittract reader

Hautzig, borah. THE HANDSOMEST FATHER. Gr 'llov, 1979. '36 p. $5,71. 'Grades.1-3

In anti i_aticn of ',Fathers' Visiting Day, Marsha suffers typical

,
what 0 h people wilithink of\her father:, as the day wears on,

r into plea re at his presence; soft watercolor illbstratione add
,,

daughter Kari° ,. a x

aPprehenSion
her elncern fades
to warm father-

Hawkins, Mark. A L OW UNDER HER BED. Holt, 1978.. unp. $5.95. Grades l

No one Wlieves Molly When she says that there is a babYliOn under her bedl until

..-* her grandmother getaliokedswhen leaning over her;.inevitably, the cub.has been lost
from the z_o, and, lolly is suitably rewarded; moat appropiiate forread-aloud'

/6situatihn -because- is wordy; gtay, white, and yellow illustrations are dis-
appointingly fiat

e _
Herz Irene. HEY, DON DO THAT!. Prentice, 197a. unp.

t.. ,Stricfly make7believe playgrpundpvvenes in which elephant, p bon, hip o, and goats

.

take over equipment, leaving Scott and-his sister nothing, to syond rustrated.
pair return home to theie -ddly pets; warn, clear, ful_-page IlltistraAions are
full of amusing details

95. Grades

Hickman, Martha Whi4ore. MY FRIEN1,. WILLIAM MOVED AWAY, Abingdon,
K

unp. $6.95,
Grades -3

r

Typical plot'of best friend's,m0vinrawaY and leaving sad p aymatelehind;lhowever,
-insiead of the usual ending.with a new friend's,moving in, JimmTdiscdvers a friend
that was the all the time; even more unusual, the friend iq a girl; affectionately
related story intensified by sensitive characterizations and soft, color illustration
which overspr_ad the pages

Hiller, Catherine. ARGENTAYBEE'AND THE BOUNIL. c.:oward, unp. $7.50. Grades K-4

Lovable Emily, perfect little kitty, plays with her imaginary friends, Argentaybee
and-Bdonie, who often questiA rather and get into:mischief; when Emily starts
school and becomes friends with prankish November, Argentaybee and Soonisrunoff to
Paris;,lively-illustrations in shades Of pink and gray vivify action; excel]. ,

visual representation of Child's two-sided personality may elicit valuable discussion,
responSe

0

Hirsh; Marilyn. DEBORAH THE DYBBUK
Grades 2-5

A ST STORY. 1978. Lop. $5 95.

.MI lievous, energetic De6orah. falls in a well and drowns; her spirit enters obedient
nnah, suddenly reversing this quiet girl's behavicir; astonished villagers summon
mpus Rabbi, who exorcises the dybbuk when, the bird Deborah has befriended convince
im-that she is worthy,cf joining th angels': gentle ale enlivened by busy, happy
llustrations of,an East European,vill'age R(ATY
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Hirsh, Ma4lyn,r adapt. ONE LITTLE GOAT: A PASSOVER SONG. Holiday, 197'9. unp.

$6:95..'-brades K-6

Book relays enactment of song sung during Passover season; historical song
concers-111hd fire_ thn't-burned the, stick.. that beat the _dog._ that _bit the

'cat, that ate thevgoat" bolt by the father "for two zuzim"; symbolic
relatedness toJeVish histo'y may not be understood by young, but illus ra-
tfons, constant repetition, will be enjoyed; includes music to song for
children 'to sing hang, brief explanation of Passover;-for casual reading,
ethnic enrichment.

e

Hoban, Lillian. .ARTHUIOS PRIZE READER. Harper, 1978. 64 p. $5.79. Grades K-2

First-grader Violet p-rgove4 to her bigger brother that she can read even big
words-with'his encouragement; should be an incentive to beginning readers;
Hoban has included coldrful illustrations of chimp brother and sister on
almost every page

Hoban-, Tana. ONE 1TTLE KITTEN. GreernJillow, 1979. unp. $6.67. Grades K-2

'Superb bleCk-andzwhite phdtographs doLnate this thin book featuring cute,
cuddly kitty who spends his clay exploring; large print, with few words, per page,

' tells brief.story in elementary rhyme--e.g., "a funny place/to put my faces ";

inviting-becik,for cat lovers, but price ne essitates second - purchase recommendation .

Aa
Hodgetts, Blake Christopher: DREAM OF THE DINOSAURS. Doubleday, 1978. unp. $7.90.

' Grades 3

Exciting introductian
/
to dino curs written in tall tale, picture-book fashion

by elementary boy whose sourc is ream he had at age of seven; accurate portrayal
'of dinosaurs'in over-sized, gray pencil drawings; appendix includes identification,
proper pronunciation of pictured dinosaurs; while mot aesthetically pleasing, pages
are sure to ,ittxactireaders intejested in dinosaurs

gird. SLUGGER'SAWS SLUMP. Windmill/Dutton 1979. 48 p. $6.95. Grades- K-4

Black-and-white bartOon-like.drawings picture baseball player, Slukger Sal in
a slump; when he changes his attitude, begins to think of team, Sal breaks his

slump; bliVnt, encouraging mesf age for team participants; large, readable print

1W -
lmes, Efner"Iudar. CARRIE'S GIFT. Collins Pubs., 1978. unp. $6.49. Grades 2-5

Tender story of how Carrie, curious young girl, wins friendShip of Duncan,
mygtprious old man living alone in'the forest; injury of Carrie's dog: Heidi,
unit& the two characters; muted watercolor illustrations will appeal to nature,
animal viers; also suitable for reading aloud

Horvath, Betty. JASPER AILTHE HERO BUSINESS. Watts, 1977. unp. $4.90. Grades 1-3

Jasper, young black boy who is anxious to become a hero, discovers that it is
the everyday things people do and the attitude of others that create heroes;
attractively bold illustrations, large print, eye-catching cover will entice
readers

Hutton, Warwick, retel. NOAH AND THE GREATTIOOD. Atheneum, 1977. unp. $7.95.

Grades 2-4

Tale of Noah and the flood which closely parallels account found in King James
version of Bible; style reflects that of the Bible in a simplified versionl
'the-fountains of the great deep Were released"; story evokes somber tone, but

Jull*age_to watercolor.illustrations justify batik in spite of melancholy

air
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Hughes; Shirley. DAVID AND DOG. Prentice, 1978.. unp. $6.95. Grade -2 -:

Youngsters will immediately empathi2e with David's feelings about theiloss of Dog,
his favorite toy friend; colorful Alustrations showing real people in close relation-
ships-leadthereader_through_David!s_sorrowful_time_until_Dog is recovered in w__
perfect, happy ending

20

=IL

Hurd, Thacher. THE QUIET EVENING. Greenwillow, 1p78. unp. $5.71. Grades K-3

Slight little book gilled with quiet scenes and gentle thoughts to lull little ones
(and even adults) into relaxed mood; descriptions move from scenes in a home,'where
the faily.prepares for bedtime, to rustling trees, flowing river, quiet ocean that
has "wrapped its arms around its fish" and on to "the earth...turning silently it the

starry night"; sure bet to Mesmerize :3reschoolers who have to nap after lunch;
peeOeful full-page and double-page watercolorcliTlutrations in serene, muted tones

Hutchins, Pat. HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SAM. Gr enwillow, 1978. unp. $6.67.- Grades K-2

Sympathetic treatment of Sam- -child who is unable to reach his light switch, his
ol9thes, the sink until his grandfather gives him a little chair for his birthday;
Clear, distinct print juxtaposes bright, detailed full-page illustrations; desirable
emphasiS on child's potential for ingenuity

4
ichikawa, Satomi. Translated from the French by Denise oheldon. SUZANNE AND NICHOLAS

AT THE MARKET. Watts, 1977. 30 p. $6.90. Grades K-5

Straightforward story of market_ trip by Nicholas and.Suzenne; at eaOh open-air stall
Nicholat or. the seller briefly explains origin of item being sold; outstanding
feature of this read-aloud is the quality of illustrations of French children and
French countryside; projects contentment and peace in the same mood as Kate Greenaway

Ichikawa, Satomi. Translated from the French 4y _enise Sheldon. SUZANNE AND NICHOLAS

IN THE GARDEN. Watts, 1977. 30 p. $6.90. 1radee K-5

ReaderF intro uced to Suzanne, Nicholas, ad their family, who live in a cot ,tage
surround d by ountry gardens; quaint illustrations_ reminiscent of Kate Greenaway
fill lPage and Surround text of NiCholis' painfully pedantic diacoUrSee on the
French coin r side

Isadore, Rachel. THE PUTTERS' KITCHEN. urcauwillow, 1911, unp. $5.21. Grades K-2

The Potters area happy country family depicted in warm, busy kitchen; when father
taked a job in the city, children are apprehebsive about the new apartment home;
after moving, making a few new friends., turning the kitchen into a family acSivity
center, the children feel at home in new surroundings; good story to ease the pain
of "transit" first graders; very easy reading; nicely illustrated in black, white,
yellow (Wilkes County)

Iverson, Genie.' I WANT TO BE BIG. Unicorn/Dutton, 1219. unp. $6.95. Grades K-2

Understanding, sensitive account of child's longing to be big enough to do things
she likes, but not for things she does not like--"Big enough to know I have room
for another ice -cream cone /but not big enough to have room for eVen one helping of
peas"; expressiVe pen-and-ink sketches clearly illustrate each idea; satisfying
reading for all--in a group
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Jameson, Cynthia. THE HOUSE OF 'FIVE BEARS. Putnam, 1978. 47 p. $5.29.

Graded 1-3

Adapted from an old Russian folk telt about anold couple whpse house is
buriedin-a-show-stormlmystertous-tunnel leads to-house -belonging-toftve------
bears; soft-colored pencil drawings, true to story's _ ssian origins,
illustrate series of events which cause bears to aba_ on house to
-resourceful trouple; easy -to-read'vocabulary

Janie MR. AND MRS. BUTTON'S WONDERFUUWWATCHDOGS, Lothrop, 1978, unp.

6, Grades K-3

Three household pets and fbur watchdogs are all loving and affectionate
-_ toward any visitor when a real thief arrives, he is routed by-geven hapPY,-
bounding animals;' though story is not outstanding, Roger Duvoisin's illustra-
tions--particdlariy of the hapless burgl --are lively, and appealing

;Jensen, VirginiaAllen,and Dorcas Mbodbhy Haller. WHAT'S THAT? Collins Pubs., 1978.
23 p. $9.95 paper.., K-3

Bright yellow, ring-bound book, designed specifically for blind children,'
presents different Sizes,,shapes, textures through personified characters;
Little Rough and family,: Little Shaggy and family, Little Spot, Little Stripe,
Little Sthooth4 while blind children can listen to story and feel the pictures
and brained page numfDers, sighted and partially sighted children can visually
enjoy large print and pictures; blind children could not handle this book
alone but would not have to be left'out of picture book appreciation; highly
commended by UNICEF'

IV

Jeschke, Susan. ANGELA AND-BEAR. Holt, 1979. unp. $7.50. Grades K-4

At secret Pia es where he will not frighten people, the bear in Angela's
drawingscomes ut to play with her; during the raiiy spring, she introduces
,him to the zoo's bear, Lola, and love blooms; Angela's attempts to reclaim'
her bear results in such great unhappiness all arbuna thal she eventdally
',eta gbi large, -:OreeSive pencil sketched company simple text

Johnson, John E. MY FIRST BOOK OF THINGS. Random, 1979. unp. $2.50. Grades K-1

Brightly colored illustrations labeled with single wards- -e.g., bed, grapes,
wagon; 50 items on thick cardboard pages in small book

0

Johnston, Tony. FOUR SCARY STORIES. Putnam, 1978. unp. $7.95. Grades K -i

ree little creatures, frightened by boys, sit at nightell'seeing who can tell'
ji scariest "boy story"; after storytime is over, the imp, goblin, scalawag
discover a boy eavesdropping, but their fears dissolve as he tells his story;
im ginative tales keep reader enthralled; colorful in paint and prose; ideal
for Halloween

Johnston, Tony. LITTLE MOUSE NIBBLING. Putnam, 1979. unp. $7.95. Grades K-3

Simple Christmas story conveying delicate beginnings of friendship between
a shy mouse and a tuneful cricket; and mouse's first tentative meeting
with other woodland creat es' soft-toned, whimsical drawings add to tender.-
ness of story
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Kahl, Virgihid. WHOSE CAT IS THAT?. Scribners, 1979. unp. $7.95. Grades K-3

Unusually amusing tale of adventures of one little white cat adopted by seven
village families; sequence of events, chantable rhythmic repetition of at'd- seven
names make this perfect for reading aloud; in her unique fashion Kahl m nages with
few details to create delightfully expressive charaters

Keller, everly. PIMWS 'LACE. Coward, 1978. 64 p. $5.49. Grades K-4 i

Any.child who has ever suffered from secreti.fears will empathize with radley Pimm's
constant apprehension about sharks in the bathtub, sand in the potato alad, snakes
under lager; noisy cousins; his fears surface at a- family reunion, but ousins learn
to share his "quiet places," and he learns to take risks; fairly long _tory but
totally am sing in both text and illustrations; good for quiet reading alone or
sharing

Kelley, True, and Steven Lindblom. THE MOUSES' TERRIBLE CHRISTMAS.
63 p. $4.76. Grades 1-3

Difficulty selecting a tree, a broken chimney, a fire in the cardboard replacement,
Santa's falling through subsequent hole, a blizzard following Santa's visit are just
some of the troubles the Mouse family has during-an apparently typical holiday season;
eVr, 1.17e, three-color pictures' humorously reflect easy-to-read, fast-paced action

Kellogg, Steven. MUCH BIGGER THAN MARTIN. Diaj, 1976. unp $5.47. $1.95 paper.
Grades K-3

Described on September 1977 Easy Books Advisory List

Kellogg, Steven., THE MYSTERY OF THE MAGIC GREEN BALL. Dial, 1978. unp. $4.58.
Grades K-3 S

Children will like this beguiling story of Timmy, who loses his personalized green
ball; he and his friend, Peggy, search for it all year in.Fall leaves, Winter snow,
Spring; surprise ending will amuse and please young-readers, who will also delight
in quaint peniand-ink illustrations tinted with green that reflect fast-paced action
of text; small, -thin book-has durable-binding,-eye-catching'cover-

Kennedy,' Richard. THE LEPRECHAUN'S STORY, Unicorn/Dutton, 1979. unp. $8.95.
Grades K-2

S
This Irish fairy tale with humor and phrasing of the Irish Contains enough trickery
and mystery -to hold attention of all readers; especially detailed illustrations
almost tell the story without words; good story to introduce customs and speech of
other countries

Kent, Jack. FLOYD, THE TINIEST ELEPHANT. Doubleday, 1979. unp. $7.90. Grades K-3

Floyd is such a,tiny elephant (the size of a mouse) that none otthe circus animals
or people ever notice him; Floyd runs away from the circus ant{ luckily is discovered
by a group of mice; when Floyd helps to save them from a cat gang, he finally gets
all the attention he wants and is invited to live with the mice; simple, yellow,
black-and-red illustrations make this an appealing story for young ,children

Kent, Jack. SOCKS FOR SUPPER. Parents, 1978. unp. $3.99. Grades K-2

Poor old marl) and his wife trade socks for milk and cheese; these-socks are made from
little old man's sweater; at last the sweater has yarn left for only one sock, but
a bargain is made for-it too because farmer's wife is making her husband a sweater
from the socks; sweater, too big for the husband, becomes gift to the little old
man, "and it is just the right size; cartoon-type pictures are simple, bright,
humorQus; text is well-written for beginning readers; good addition to easy shelves
(Caldwell County)
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Kent, Jack. SUPERMARKET MAGIC. Rando- 1978. unp. $2.95 paper Grades K-2

Simple-minded plot, colorful car, -like pictures, eight realistic scratch-
and -sniff supermarket smells; small e with cardboard pages, spiral binding

Kimmel, Eric. WHY WORRY? Pantheon, 1979 unp. $A.95. Grades K-3

Good news (grasshopper), bad news (cricket) plot scheme has cricket arid grass-
hopper first. caught by a crow and then, through a series of misadventures,
-dropped from a kite back to their own tree; flat text never quite matches
beauty of pastel watercolor illustrations; one-page song about smiling has
piano or guitar accompaniment

Kingsley, Emily Perl. THE EXCITING ADVENT
48 p. $4.05. Grades K-3

S OF SUPER- GROVER. Golden Pr.,

Collection of adventure stories abbut Sesame Streetkcharacter, Super-Grover;
easy-to-read material in cartoon and comic strip style; overcrowded illustra-
tions(use variety of color; not, appropriate for beginning readerS is suggested
by author; best suited for second_ and third §Fideis; could be used as book of.
read-aloud stories for 1(71 (Clinton City)

Kirk, Barbara. GRANDPA, ME AND OUR HOUSE IN THE TREE. Macmillan, 1978. unp

$7.95. Grades' 1-4
4

Black-and-white photographic essay accompanied by little boy' brief f -t,

pictures warm relationship of boy and his grandfather; kind of fun they_have
together must now change because bf'grandfathees illness, but child'adm rably
copes with reality; loving concern of all characters:appears in sharp photo-
graphs, well-integrated text; valuable treatment of youth and age, change;
pictures of tree house, telephone made of tin cans will fascinate readers

Klein, Norma. VISITING PAMELA. Dial, 1979. unp. $6.46. Grades 1-3

Warm, realistic story of little girl who is scared to go visiting her friends
in a atrange housewith_strange :toys; when.Mom :insists, Carrie finds her
experience at Pamela's to be new, exciting fun; few candid remarks of when
"Mommie gets fat and babies come out" or of Pamela's old dog, "If she throws
up, she eats it!'; young children can identify with leaving Mother and home
for first vielt; easy vocabulry,' large black-and-white pencil drawings

Knotts,'Howard. THE LOST CHRISTMAS. Harcourt, 1978. unp. $'4.95. Grades 1-3

.Duke, becoming very sick on Christmas Day, must give up playing with,his
train and be put to bed;.he soon drifts off into sleep and begins a fantastin
journey; after flying_Ihrough the air past forests, castles, mountains, he
comes to a-familiar loOking train and caboose which take him back to, his bed
and- home again; easy reader with shaded pen-and-ink illustrations; not a real
Christmas story, buf' a fanciful experience

Krahn, Fernando. THE BIGGEST CHRISTMAS TREE ON EARTH. Little, 1978, unp.

$5.95. G4des K-I

Purely, 73c7iallittle book imaginatively portrays little girl's magically
helping forest animals and insects decorate their gigantic Christmas tree;
story ends with girl and her townspeople sitting on a hillside admiring the
Mystically beautiful tree; graphic line drawings, tinted with shades. of
orange, warmly. portray enchanting scenes
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Krahn, Fernando. THE GREAT APE: BEING THE TRUE VBV.SION OF THE F .MOUE SAGA OF
ADVENTURE.AND FRIENDSHIP NEWLY DISCOVERED, Viking, 1978. _unp. $5.95. Grades K-3

in a series of wordless black-and-white pictures, descendant ot King Kong rescues
little girl as she falls from cliff; in near slapstick fashion, movie ctew rescues
her, causing sadness for both; photograph of little girl (impossibly standing on
board-a'ship in front of Empire State Building) is special delivered to-ape; perfect
fox just plain fun bare-chested native women are generously, but inoffensively
shown cheering a turtle Ace F-

Krahn, Fernando, ROBOT-BOT-BOT. Dutton, 1979. unp. $5.95. Grades 1(2
IF

Lively black-and-white pictures in wordless book portray eL,,ry of robot brought
home by the father to his wife and daughter; after daughter investigates its inner
workings, the robot destroys the living room and runs through the picture windoW;
story ends happily after the father rewires the robot; entertaining, expressive
cartoons; second-purchase recommendation

Krasilovsky, Phyllis. THE MAN WHO TRIED TO
$5.90. Grades K-2 0

Doubleday, 1979. unp.

Somewhat didactic story or oha de,;;IwiOn L., IstCkwaS by Quiii

pressing his regular chores through such measures as eating bieakfa4Vet night,
sleeping in his clothes, buying 30 bbttles of milk at one time -witti thqex cted
results- expressive illUstrations and easy-to-read vocabulary

Kraus, RobOtt. MOU$E. Windmill/Dutton, 1978. 32 p. $1.50 paper. grade6 K-
,,

Will produce chuckles from the first page as Mouse tries to make himself acceppable
to the family with wHibh he liVss--he succeeds admirably; simplevocabulary'NmUsing
black-and-white illustrations may necessitate frequent re-purchase of this delightful
little paperback

KrauS Robert. SPRINGFELLOW. W- indmill /Dutton, 197 unp. $6.95. Grades K=-3,

large,_thinbook pictures.Spr_ingfellow,,00lt,who wants to run and,play,with
yearlings, but he is too unsteady and inexperienced; perseveearice and maturity pay
off as he finally accomplishes his goal; shaded gray illustrations sensitively
portray Springfellow, his parents, yearlings; clear print, format sure to attract.,
young animal lovers

Kroll, Steven. FAT MAGIC. Holluayt 1978. unp. $6.95, O._a¢es x -3

When Prince Timothy is nut eating, he is dreaming about fOod- buttelsootch puJOing,
chocolate eclairs, and the like; this preoccupation leads to a run-in with Edgar,
the court magician, who casts a fat spell.on Timothy; after Q series of misadven-
tures, he accidentally discovers Edgar's magic source and gleefully turns 4 to his
own advantage; amusing story and illustrations give a light touch to "fat"

Kwitz, Mary DeBall. RABbITS' EARCI-1 eOR A LITllA HuubE. Grc wn, 19//. 32 p. $6.95.
Grades K -2

. L

Mother Rabbit and Little Rabbit set out to rind a home as winter approaches, but
ToaC, Mole, Shrew refuse to -rent to thew; rinally Mother Rabbit and Little Rabbit
build a home in a hollow oak'sttimp; book gives subtle treatment to discrimination
(signs are changed as the rabbits apply, shrew says-she does not rent to rabbits);
beautifully detailed lineAnd watercolor illustrations add to delightful rabbit
story,



Lantz Walter. WOODY'WOODPECKER: THE PIRATE TREASURE. Golden Pr., 1977
$3.95. Grades 2-4

unp.

basically a large-Size, hard-Cover Woody "Woodpecker comic book with straight ,
printed, text rather* thaniballoons

Lasky Kathryn. MY ISLANDNDKA. -Warne, 1979.= unp- $7.95. 'Grades K-3

Abbey's tender narrative about her and Grandta s simple summer activities on
an_island-off coast if Maine; gently pictures their easy, loving ralattOnship
as they swim in.sea,' pick blueberries, Ndetinighttime.summer sky, sail and tell

cloud atoriesMakemosa gardens and moon, cookies; story flows easily into
beautifully descriptive passage's; ink and wash illustrations in-suft'pastel''
shades; delightful read- aloud ,(Haywood County)

Leari-Ed rd THE OWL AND-THE PUSSY-CAT AND OTHER NONSENSE.- Nikingi_1979.
8;95 ,Grades

Intricate, elaborate,,colorful!,illustrations of this classic verse and eight
iimericks;:multiplicitY-of detail will keep a child- happily .occupied identifying
specific and :whimsicar itema--even the -runcible spoon; bright dustja.cket:
illustration repeated on binding

Leech, Jay, and Zane .Spencer. BRT HT FAWN AND ME.
.Grades

Crowel 1979. unp.

First , person narration of. Cheyenne girl who thinks her younger sister is a -_

-pest hut resents. anyone else'S saying so;. warm shades of brown are
suggestiVe of Indian life on. the plains;short sentences, simple vocabulary
result in clipped style mahageable'for-young.readers .(Haywood County)

'Leithauser, Gladyi, and LOis BreitmeYer THE RABEIT'IS NEXT-. --Golden Pr.,:1978;-

unp. $4.57. Grades 2-4

Engaging accounts)I Jenny's visit to animal, hospital to gel her rabbit
repaired; in the waiting room Jenny watches antics of,dogs, a'cat, turt11,-
hatster, monkey;-rePresentative group inoludes-oldpeOple: children,
minotities,.and female veterinarian;- mUlticolored illustrations-portray
pleasant characters, Attitudes.

Lesikin Joan, DOWN THE RbAD Prentice, 1978. 32 p. $5.95. Grades K

Pleasure of his bOok is in the carefully executed illustrations which are
unfortunately not in color; text is monotonous as snake and turtle wiggle
and waddle down the road in search of joint home; conclusion fails to-enliven
story as they join other animals in:a crumbling wall

_Lester, Helen. CORA COPYCAT. Dutton, 1979. unp, '$7.95. Grades K-1

Mischievous Copycat Cora ilas irritating'habit.Of mimicking everything and

everybody:. the dog's "Barkii_yruff," the clock's "BRRRING," her parents'
directions; Cora is. scared -out of her habit by-Wild-Woolly Wurgal who escapes
from zoo; humorous pen-and7inrawings shaded with gold are animated, appealing;.

manageable-for individual or group.reading..
:ot .

Leverich,Kathleen; THE HUNGRYJOX-AND 5THE FOXY- DUCK. Parents

$4.99. GradlI K-z

Age.-old tale of fox's being'-outsmarted by wise little duck; told with
repetitive,pattern easy for young children to read and follow, ending presents

witty,Unepected.twistl. large, vivid watercolor illustrations; pradtical
reading ,aibUd or giltritlY

1978. imp
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LevY,'Elizabeth. SOMETHING DEER AT THE L

$5.47. Grade 1-3

RY: A MYSTERY. Delaco

When Jill and Gwen decide to'enter,their basset hound in dog show, they go to the

library to get a book about training dogs and discover that some "creep" has been

cutting pictures out of books; girls solve mystery by collecting available clues

and reasoning through problem; line drawings help to convey both the humor and
seriousness of situation; well-written mystery story for young readers

Lexau, Joan M. I HATE RED ROVER. Dutton, 1979. 56 p. $5.95. Grades K-4.

Absorbing tale of how diminutive Jill overcomes her inability to play Red Rover'
by shsrieg,her dilemma with her grandfather, who Also has problem; empathetic.

treatment of pain which results-from being laughed at; soft gray, ogange-tinted

drawings are vitally realistic, expressive; bold, readable print suitable for

individual :or` group reading

Livermore-,Elaine--,=-THREE-LITTLE__KITTENS_LOST.THEIR_MITTENSL.Haughto..
$5.95. Grades-K-2

Innovative approach to an...old favorite nursery. .rhyme. invites Feeder to'.find kittens'.

lost Mittens in detailed pen.:-andrink'drawings on bright yellOurbackgronnd; simple,

brief.text in,b,ald print appears opposite amusing rl ustrations; will encoprage
reading,. develop observation skills

NINA- q CARNIVAL. Crowell 1974. -unp.. Grades K-2

AiIef,PleSSUrableistory of distreieed-Nini,--Jamaieen.child who has ho'costuffie for

carnival, magically transforMed:bysmall-pitce.ofdloth,INini'-becomes-QUeen'of
Carnival; largo .print enveloped. by Multi-colibred, doubleepage,illuetFations:of
children-in variety of costumes4 Will appeal to cliildren's..love of .dressing : up,-

tasizing

Lobel, Arnold. GRASSHOPPER ON THE ROAD. Harper,. 1978. Wp.' .79.- Grades K-3

Humor. of grasshopper's six encounters is unusnalli subtle fer- a-beginning reader

7-------' -and'more-likely-to-bring-smiles-than:chuckles; each- brief-chapter_involves:
adventUrous grasshopper withcreatures-committed to a routine--e.g.,.a super clean

housefly set on cleaning-the whole world, 'an overly.zealous mosquito ferry boat

captain Soft, predominantly-green drawings reflect gentleness of easily read

story

Lobelf-A-fhold. HOW THE ROOSTER SAVED THE DAY. Greenwillow, 1977.

Also available from Pufgin.$1.55 paper. Grades K-3

Described on Pall 1978 Easy BooKs Advisory List

Lobel, Arnold. -A TREEFUL OF PIGS. -Gieenwillow, 1979. unp. 7.95. Grades K-4

Peasant farmer and hiswife buy some pigs to raise, but he is too .ray to help

care for them; wife 'reeorts.to extreme actions to get him to work, humorous tale

with Meticulously detailed, color pictures; amusing cover and text illustrations,

readable print will lure numerous readers (Haywood Cd'untY)

Alice. THE WITCH WHO WAS AFRAID OF WITCHES. Pantheon,A978. unp.99 mgr,

urip.. $5.94.

Grades ,K-:

With help from,a ghost gFiend, Little Wendy learns to fly and cast spells well

enough to be acknowledged by her older sisters as a creditable, if different,

witch; non-scary Halloween story abundantly illustrated' with tiny, impish

erecters
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Luke'sova, Milena. THE LITTLE GIRL -AND THE RAIN.- Holt
Grades K-2 _ s 4

While some animals run to-hide,- rainisa playmate for little girl, ducks,
geese, others;. large, pastel illustrations of interesting:-animals; minimal
text

Maglachlan, Patricia. THE SICK DAY. Pantheon 1979. unp.- $6:95. Grades K-8

Noteworthy hreak from tradition as Father tenderly cares for Emily, who has
"a stomach.ache in [her] h4ad," While Mother is working; Father's patience
and gentle concern reflected in-his-telling Emily stories, answering her.
continual requests; .sensitive illustrationa demonatrateraffectionate-father-

,

daughter relationship-

McNaughton, Colin. .THE GREAT ZOO ESCAPE. Viking, 1978. unp. 7.95. Grades K-3

Ruffles, tropical island bird who entertains hi 'nged friends= with tall
tales,: iscaptured and taken far away to a zoo; thr e-seagullsfly to zoo,
-abscond with zookeeper's keys, free all:the animals text= s superimposed on
bright; double-page illustrations;-entertaining, b expensive purchase.

McPhail, David. MISTLETOE. Unicorn/DUtton 1978.

Mickey, disappointed about receiving a wooden horse Tor Christmas, fantasizes
that Mistletoe transforms into, real horse; her exciting ride across sky on
Mistletoe's back leaves Mickey grateful for Santa's mistake; pastel-tinted,
pen-and-ink drawings imaginatively re-create the enchanting text; small,
delightful book with readahle print will touch children's fancy

unto. .$6.95: Grades .K73-

McPhail, David. STANLEY: HENRY BEAR'S FRIEND Little
Grades 1-4

1979. '47 p .95.

Stanley,adorahly sad-eyed raccoon, leaves home in search nf.happier-life;
heartwarming, but:sombertale of Stanley's attachments to cunning Fenster
Fox, temperamental4Chatto Rat, .good-natured Isaac; themes Of self7aWareness,

-7value-of-friendship-and- honesty supplemented-by-warm- finezaine-drawings-of
characters; numerous words per page may necessitate reading aloud to,some
groups

McPhail,_DAVid. WHERE CAN-AN ELEPHANT .HIDE' DoubledaY, 1979. unp. $7.90:T
Grades' K-3

Humorous jungle tale _about Morris an elephant whose inability to hide easily
from.hunters causes him great.'frustration;with aid of animal friends, Morris
finds perfect hiding place,resulting in happy ending; colorful, appealing
illustrationa; beautiful, durable cover; excellent for reading aloud or
individual-entertainment (Clinton City}

Maestro, Betsy and Guilio. LAMBS FOR-DINNER. Cro 1978. -32 p.
Grades 1(3

Clever Mr. Wolf'uses many tactics to entice Mama Sheep's little lambs in order
to have them for dinner; when Meta disCovers three of her children have been
stolen by Mr. Wolf, she-rushes to- his house-only.to find them :sitting at
the table-ready to-eat dinner; large print, -surprise-ending, distinct
illustrationa.in shadesof blue and orange will delight children
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Maestro, Giulio. LEOFARU. .ND THE NOISY MONKEYS. Greenwillow, 1979. 47 p. 71,

Grades K-3

Too much noise from monkeys spending night-with Leopard,leadS to eguence of
events resulting in several jungle neighbors spending the night-in each Other s'
homes; expressive illustrations in softuclear colors; simple vocabulary with sturdy
colorful binding will' make this book popular for independent enjoyment

Maestno, Giulio. LEOPARD IS SICK. Greenwillow, 1978. 46 P. $5.71. Grades K-

Leopard'has to stay ifi bed to recover from a stuffy nose and sore throat;pis
attempts to- cheerllim are rebuffed until- they disguise themselves as-doctord;-sim-
pliatiq approach, but light hUmor attached to familiat'situation will be apPealing;

.

simple text accompanies-large,. clear illustrations

friends'

hlgvist, Stefan. I'LL TAKE CARE.OF THE CROCODILES.- Atheneum, 1978. unp. $6.95.

GradeS K-3

Eric has trouble getting to sleep one night; with his father in bea with-him,-they
have a.serieS of dream-like adventures; although not the best story, illustrations
are bright, eye-appealing and will interest a young child--particularly pictures of-

father s hiding-his head under a pillow.

Mantinband, Gerda. BING BONG BANG AND FIDDLE DEE DEE.
Grades-K-2

Playful story-ofold who, when he tries to fiddle, scares off .his farm animals;
when he and his wife go in pursuit, they are caught in storm,-separated, rejoined;
animal sounds, dialogue, large print, colorful caricatures will appeal to Young,
listeners or readers

Doubleday, 1979. 57 5.90.

Marino, Barbara Pavis. -ERIC NEEDS STITCHES. Addison, 1979. 32 p. $6.95. Grades 1-6

IndisPensable book emphasizing necessity of psychologically preparing children for
vemergency room visits; written by nurse, story'reveals Eric's injury, his fears,
his response to medical help; accompanying black-and7white photographs depict EtiC,
emergencyTroom-facilities-, instruments,-treatment;-utilitarianvas wet. -l- as-interestin

book; will generate questions, responses in group discussions

Marshall, ,James. GEORGE AND MARTHA ONE.FINE DAY., Boughton, 1978. 47. p.

Grades K-2

Five more brief, humorous stories about two hippopotami: 1) Martha almost loses
her confidence as she walks a tightrope; 2) George is overcome with curiosity as
Martha writes in her diary; 3) Martha convinces George not to tell any more nicky"

r. stories at meal time; 4) George scares Martha; 5) Martha. scares' George; simple text,
crayon-like full-page illustrations (Caldwell County)

95.

Massie, Diane Redfield. CHAMELEON WAS 'A SPY. Crowell, 1979. unp. $6.89. Grades K-5

Certain that Ye will make the perfect_ spy,, Chameleon convinces pickle company to
hire him to recover their secret formula stolen by rival firm; while escaping with
the formula, poor Chameleon slips into a jar of pickles destined far markettescue
and, heroism eventually come in this sprightlY', easy-to-read tale full of small,
amusing illustrations

Mayer, Mercer. OOPS. Dial, 1977. unp. $1.75 paper. Grades -K -3

Described on Fall 1978 Easy Books Adv



Merriam, Eve.,, UNHURRY HARRY Four'Winds, 1978. unp. $5..95. Grades K-4

' Hectic day in the life of-Unhurry,Harry, boy whOSe-mother, sister, father,
friends, teacher are always saying, "Hurry, Harry"; black-and-white line
drawins, representing dull-reality, juxtaposed with brilliantlycolored
illustrations, representing Harry'ilantasies,:will evoke significant
student reaponse

-MiklOwitz, Gloria D
Grades 1(4

.

Tender, realistic story about what happens to raccoon when his .forest home-is
demolished 'by raccoon and other fOrestianimals,who-wreak_havoc in the
town where they-take-refuge, are caught-and e0ansportad to,new-home; meticulous

,t-rz

pen -and ink drawings tinted with orange appropriately depict the appealing,- .-

SAVE THAT RACCOON! -Harcouit. unp.;-:.$5.95 -$1.95 paper.

informative text

Iles, Miska. -ENW-S-CATT--Uni-corri/Dutton, 19-

Io days of oil lamps aa.Coal furnaces, little Jenny and her family move to
new town when her father begins-newroute as passenger train conductor';
disOirited and friendless, she adopts a stray cat in spite of her mother's
forebodings; unusually welI-deVeloped characters convey family love,without
trace of sentimentality as. the cat and her 'Inevitable kittens find-welcome
homes and. Jenny finds a friend;-black-and-white drawings reflect tone of
story easily read alone by older students

Miles,.Miska. MOUSE SIX-AND THE HAPPY BIRTHDAY; Unicorn/Dutton, 1978. unp.

$5.-95: Grades. K-3

Mistaking Mouse Six's intentions when she sees him with a knapsack, Squirrel
starts a rumor that heis running aWay; local animals talc gifts to cheer Mrs.
Mouse, arriving just as Mouse Six returns with his knapsack full of gifts for
her birthday; all join in happy, low-keyed.c&lebration; black-and-white
drawings emphasize animals, not activities

Gradem K-4_

idlers J. P. and-Ratherind Howard. DO YOU KNOW COLORS?. Random,-1978.: unp.

$3.99. $.95 paper.- -Grades K-1

Fourteen colors_ including lavender and-;gray illuStrated hy.plantaiand
animals;.though pictures are large and Clear, some items. selected.:seem
arbitrary because .of their unusualness7blue dragonfly, white rooster fun
for color study (A-Random House PicturebeCk-BOok);

Mllord,-.Sue and Jerry. 1.1kSiGlE AND 'THE GOODBYE GIFT. Lothrop,'1979. unp:
$6.67. Grades K-3

Maggie and her :family -are:transferred to a town filled with strangersL bored
with her-familyN_moping-, she decides to openand play. with a special.good-bya-
gift; there was only one thing to do :with all those open cans of food,.so the
familydid it-- turning a neighborhood of srrangers.into a backyard full of
friends; Maggie and the text are bright blue spots on black -aid white pictures.

Crowell, 108.Mitchell, Cynthia. HALLOWEENA HECATEE AND OTHER RHYMES TO SKIP TO.
unp. $6.89. Grades -K -4

Wide array of rhyming lyrics designed to
verses for a fast skip, a daring skip, a
group counting skip, many others; sugges
timely detailed, intricate illustrations

adcomPany skipping rope; includes
hoPpIng-from-one-legto-anotherskip,
s number of jumps for each;. imagine-
will jnitiate enjoyable browsing as

well _as___actual 'skipping; _for children_who_love_this_favgrite _recess activity
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itchell,.Cypthia. PLAYTIfi-_.':ECollind pubs., 1978. unp. $6.91. Grades. K-3

Beautiful rhymes (Participled-Only)-and lively. pictures of charming group of
children "running, rac4hg,-cheering,-chasing...growing"; Ichikawa's pencil and
watercolordraWings will be enjoyed alone or in groups; verses.will encourage imag-
inative adqitions .(Wilkes County)

ris n, Bill. -LOUIS JAMES HATES SCHOOL. Houghton, 1976. 2 p. $6.95. Grades $-3

Amusing story about Louis Jmes, who hates and frequently skips school; heaearna
.the hard way that if he wants a good job, he must learn to read and write, mediocre
story line uplifted by fast-paced action, striking, illustratians, valuable thehle;
entertaining and encouraging to students who are-apathetic about attending school

Mountain, Lee. UNCLE SAM AND fHE FLAG. Oddo, 1978. 32 p. $5.75. Grades K-1

The Pledge of Allegiance explained in terms easily understopd by young child;
definitely a usuable look, in spite of painfully cute animals and 'instructor,.
Uncle Earn a-straight-hacked eagle-with a-red ,-whitey-and-blue-top llat

Myers, Steven a THE ENCHANTED 1STICKS. CoWardv 1979. unp. $6.95. Grades 2-5

'Old man, assisted by bundle of pernatural sticks, triumphs over brutal band of
robbers who kidnap yoUnggirl; antasy'set in ancient Japan is enhanced'by
delicate pen-and-ink drawings

Ness, Evaline MARCELLA'S.GUiRDIAN ANGEL.

Marcella'd invisible guardian angel hovers over her, acting. as her conscience; since
Marcella incliried to midbehave, her angel is busy; Marcella can rid herself of
the angel by leaFning to "turn herself inside out"; when Marcella tries this "flip-
flop," she has more friendd, positive feelings; self-discipline, the story's moral,
doubtfully-will be recognized by this age group; attractive woodcuts, portraying
Marcella in various_ moods; accompany fairly sophisticated text; read aloud or
silently

Holiday, 1979. unp. $6.95. Grades K-5'

Newman, Shirlee P. TELL ME, GRANDMA; TELL ME,GRANDFA. Houghton, 1979. 30

6.95. Grades K-2

When the little girl asks her grandparents to tell stories about her parents, th
readily oblige with brief, amusing incidents; she, however, can only imagine he
parents as they are now--a fact outrageously and brightly illustrated with scent
such'as Mommy'S riding her bike aroundthe living room and Daddy's sitting in
high chair with bowl of cereal on his head; good fun for reading aloud or alone

N v0I4,-RkIth.. THE:MESSY RABBIT. Pantheon.) 1978, 35,p. $5.09; Grades-2-4
.

'Charming, detailed -watercolors. take'edge-off-didacticism of this tale of little.
rabbit. taught leasori,o&-neatneiet;, large Margins',

,

manageable format ideal4or
r-individualsHand small..groupsAWilkes County), - -!-

Nixon, Joan Lowery. THE BOY WHO COULD FIND ANYTHING 1978; uns

$1.95 paper.--Grades K-3

David muddles his way to fame. as a finder of lost objects--lost speech falls on his
head when he bumps into ,a bookcase, lost false teeth take a strategic bite, when
he sits; unfortunately, his luck does not hold when it comes to his iown possessions.
at home; familiar 'Syd Hoff fdre in illustrations
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Nixon, Joan Lowery. FIE MOUSE AND THE BUSY BIRTHDAY. Seabury, 1978 .47 p.
$6.95. .Grades 3-5

Muffle Mouse helps her mother have the beat possible birthday by.preparing
breakfast in bedPeppermiqt candy sandwich and root beer; during theday-
she,teachea anon-sharing,Priend-to share,, a ,cousin pass tbrough a

&.scary "phase"; daYendaalkuffie provides prettiest party decorationa
smiling fade;, lengthy text: in fair chapteri accompanies smallIdackand-
white draWings

Nixon, Jogn-Lowery, THE NEW' YEAR'S MYSTERY. Whitman, 1979.
Grades 1-3.

When NeW' Year's partytreats disappear, Susan and Mike set outtO.solve the
mYstery; intriguing and-fast-moving tale for beginning readers; humorous
illustrations in blue tones

Noble, 7 net TWO-HOMES-F $6495. Grades, 2-

Unfortunately'shallow treatment of the breaking up of a home; actual pain
and confusion six - year -old Lynn feels after her parents' divorce is quickl_
suppressed'with acquisition of imaginary friend who is unreservedly welcomed
by both Parnts;challenging vocabulary for early readers, but book could
serve a.need'if readaloud; soft brown-and cream colored illustrations .are
realistic, attractive

I

Oakley, Graham, THE CHURCH-MTGE AT BAY. Atheneum, 1978; unp. $8.954 grades 2-6

Sixth story about church mice-and Sampson, the cat; Sampson gets
cat

out
when substitute "mod" vicar decides to replace Sampson with a cat who will
"catch mice, not hob nob. with. them"; mice reveue-Sampson:from the pound and
subtecidentlY:eject-tbe new vicar; caorfully detailed pictures are witty-.--
extensions of matter-of fa4 text; delightfully funny

0a.nai May D. THE LITTLE .DOG WHO WOULDN'T BE.
Grades -K-2

Even a four-year-old will understand
ow-Owl grants plain Bruno's-Wishes

suffering predictable misadventures,
large,, unusual dark print and Colo

Oana,.Kay D. ROBBI
Grades

Oddo,-1978., -32 5.757

the moral, "Be yourself," as the I-
to be various other animals; after
Bruno welcome& chance to be himself;
ful, oil painting stYle illUstrations

AND THE RAGGEDY SCARECROW.

Pleasant picture-story about a little boy's visit to his grandmother in
the country; Robbie saves her cherry tree and future cherry plea by building
a scarecrow to scare off noisy birds; unfortunately, Jackie Stephen's
colorful illustrations lack charm or hUmor

Otto Svend, TAXI DOG; Parents, 1978. unp. $5;41 Grades K-2

In COpenhagen Jasper-enjoys pretabls,.coffee,' taxi rideg until he gets.Anto
trouble chaaingchickens;_c4fing short_resultant:atint as tied-up watchdog:,
he catches ride on-a taxi baa to the city and resumes hip former way of
lifeuntil-he-Meetava-charming_dachshund,-"by far the- sweetest dog-he'd-
ever seen";clear, colorful, full page pletures-With minimum print make:
this ideal for-gharing; durable
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Oxenbury, Helen _THE QUEEN
Grades K-3

-- 3=

U ROSIE-RANDALL. Morrow, 1978. unp. $6.-67.-

A telephone,call from the Queen sends. Rosieto the palace to help organize enter=
tainmerit fox visiting King Wotteemazzy; she leads royalty and staff in a variety ot
children's 'games, such as blindman's bluff and hide-and-seekr each game ends in
pandemonium, but a'good time is had by all; full-par color illuFtrations prolect
distinctly British flavor; tiny black-and-white drawings decorate text pages
(Wilked County)

anek, Dennis. CATASTROPHE CAT AT THE ZOO Bradbury 1979 unp. $7,95. Grade K-2

Catastrophe CaWthrough series of misadventures, cavorts with various animals in
zoo; large, double-page illustrations colorfully depict Catastrophe's riding
hippopotamus, sliding down camel's neck, swinging oVer alligators, being balanced by
seals, rescued by giraffe; action-packed picture book with only four pages-of 1Drint

a enteau_u_Shir1ey-__SECRETS_OF SCARLET,Childrena, 1979. 31 -$5.50. Grades 2-5

Moral4stic.Story which teaches that something old can.be just is good as
something new;. n Marie's case,_ learning her grandmother's art-of making lace,
instead ofsdiscovering-aninnovative idea for solving her village's financial

,,dilemma, is best solution; early histOrical setting lin-SOuthern France; plain black-
,

ra
.

and-red illpstrationa do.nOt detract from entrancingstoryline, thought-provoking-
theme ; fot i tired ofchild td o dbhventionalstyle books '

Farish,'PeggY. BE-READY! ATEIGHT. Macmillan,-1979.' 63 .95, 'Grades 2-4 .

Lovable, forgetful Miss'MollY must ,Ilbe ready at eight," but she does,not remember-
whyv after adaY.of questioning fr-i'ends.and neighbors, she'surprises herself with -
a birthday party; children'sand adults' affedtion for Miss Molly is unmistakable in
their acceptance6pf_her absent=mindedfiess and'in.gay, line drawings shaded with-green,
()tinge; readable text,'Iikable chaxacters-will.attradtreaders

Ptrish,, Peggy. _MIND NUR MANNERS! Greenwillow, .1978. .56.1).- $5.71. Grades K=3

:Beginning-guide-toLcourtedy;_includes_sleepover,_supermarket,
well 4s expected basics; ideal for class discusbions, ttiough illustrations will

'be enjoyed.for themdelves

P r, NancY-Winslow. THE CROCODILE UNDER LOUIS FINNEBERG'S BED. Dodd,,157 unp.
r

;50. Grades' 2-4
)

When his pet cr000dile'is top big to.fit under his bed, Louis Finneberg disappears;
IL

only -the reader knows for sure why the crocodile inexplikany begins to speak and
fly kites; humor of newspape story style and vocabulary will not be grasped)ay
intended audience unless read aloud; neat black-and-white'drawings are as precise
and uncluttered as text

Parker, Nancy W4nslow. THE ORDEAL. OF BYRON E..BLAGKBEAR. Dodd, 1979.'. unp._

Grades 2-5
f

Engaging dramatization of hOw the best laid plans. -of even scientisti go awry;
ligh-heartedly exemplifies steps of a scientific experiment designed to answer the
question, "How do bears bleep .five months every wintex?"; HyroplB. Blackbear's
amusing 'reaction to this invasion Of privacy not only-evokes empathy for the bear
but alsb insight into resiliency bf scientific community, simple text complemented
by apt illustrations of story scientific equipment, types of bears. (Goldsboro City)



Paterson, Diane. THE BATHTUB-OCEAN. Dial, -1979. unp- $6.46.= Grades Kr-1

Inventive story about Henry, typical littleboy-who-imagines his bathtub is
the ocean; he-dons his flippers and oxygen tank, dives into his ocean-i
where he rides -the back.ofwhele,.sails with-a sailfish, sees other fish,
then starts home as-he hearshis mother's call; effective full-page pastel,
pen-and-ink drawings; good read-aloud (Haywood County)

Pate''-rson,,Diane.- THE BIGGEST. SNOWSTORM EVER. Dial 1974.- -1111p..
Gladesq-3

Described on JanuarY 1976 Easy Books. Advisory List

A PEACEABLE KINGDOM: THE SHAKER ABECEDARIUS, Viking, 1978.- unp. -$8.95. -Grades-K-40

Unusual alphabet book based on an. old 19th-century-Shakzr Abecedarius used-for
teaching. reading; soft, delicate -watercolor illustrations.by Alice and Martin
Provensen,simply,.butartisticallyrepresent spchlines_ofAbededarius_ag -

-"Aliigator Beetle, Percupine, Whale/Bobolink, Panther, Dragonfly,'-Snaii";
,

ftfrword, providing-information on Shakers,'makes this'booka,-potential.
supplementary_ source for-older children.studying U,S..-HistorY

Pearson, San. EVERYBODY KNOWS THAT! Dial, 1978. unp. $6.46. Grades K-2

Kindergarten story about best friends, Patty and Herbie, who had always played
together, until-they started school -and suddenly there were games and things
boys did that girls could not do; Patty decides to teach Herbie a lesson about
the disadvantages 9f "male" and "female" roles; heavy-handed and inconclusive
but good for those interested in the rights and importance of girls; brightly
colored, full-Page-drawings

Peet, Bill. COWARDLY CLYDE. Houghton, 1979. 38 p. $8.95. Grades K-4

Clyde, faint-hearted war-horse of brave, young Sir. Galavant, hopes that-his
---13ravery-will never be tested;' when countryside,is ravaged by "owl-eyed, ox-

feoted ogre," Sir 'Galavant and Clyde set out to destroy the beast; they
accomplish-their -Mlesion- faehijinihuniarans crayon and bliCk-
line illustrations accompany this amusing adventure tne which will be an
appealing addition; lengthy text may require reading aloud to.seme groups

Peterson, Eether Allen. FREDERICIOH,ALLIGATOR.' Crown 1979. unp. $6.95.
Grades K-3

PleaSantly entertaining story of Frederick who. Invents stories about _having
wild animals; no one-ever believesihim until he finds an egg that hatches into
a baby alligator; after excitingepisodes at-school, Frederick decides to
returtalligator to, riverbank; boWever, now his friends pay serions'attention
to Frederick's animal stories; ink and-color wash illustrations-depict amusing.
scenes, expressive characters .racially representative school, group-'

Peterson, Jeanne Whitehouse. THAT. IS THAT. Harper, 1979. -unp. Grades 1-4

'Reveals Emma Rose's feelings'and her relationship with her yonnger brother when
their father leavea home;. contemporarytheme unusual for Children's books;-
poignant content and warm, sensitive illustrations; however, illustration of
child's nudity _may prove offensive 'to some parents.

pfloog, Jan. PUPPIES; -Random, '1979. unp.- $2.50 paper. Grades 1(1

Adorable color pictures of various types of puppies dominate this eye-catching.
_

book which simply describes puppies' characteristics: =_ noisy, hungry,
naughty,---sleeP-9T7ffaniateibid-iiiel7thiak-bo-aa gaged Wil attract young=readers,
viewers; deserving of -individual or-gropp-use - -35
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Phillips, Charles Fox; RED RASPBERRY CRUNCH. McKay, 1978 unp. $5:95- Grades 174'

Novel little story done in rhyme about an old lady and ,:her 59. dogs, 33 chickens,

44 hogs, who invented and. deoided to-market Red Raspberry CrunCh; humoroUs fantasy
exquisitely depicted in busy pen-and-ink drawings; subtle moral and ambiguous ending
will provoke diScUssion; rhythm, rhyme will make this am,entertaining read-aloud '

Pierce,'Robert. THE DAY' OF THE WIND, RAIN AND_SNOW Golden Pr.,1978, 72 p. $5.95.

Grades K-3

Three viVidly portrayed action stories set in different kind of stormy-weathersnow,
wind, rain; basic plot of Child's getting stranded-and being rescued appears.. in each

,stOry; rhymed couplets, brilliantly colored-illUstrations-assure student selection;
-Perfect as read-aloud (Clinton City)

. . .

Pinkwater, Daniel M. PICKLE CREATURE. Four Winds, 1979. unp. -$7.9 Grades K-2

Conrad brings home from the grocery store a green, lutpy; friendly Pickle Creature-
with a fondness for raisins; his grandmother knows just how.to make Pickle Creature
comforttble-with-oatmeaa-cookiesnd-a-fuzzy-bedspreadl-smplest-of=stories-with
bright, full7page, simply.drawn pictures

Pollock, Penny. ANTS DON'T GET_SUNDAY OFF. Putna a978. 47 p X5,69. Grades 2-4

Worker ant, Ar ya, bbred and overwqrked, longs _ r change of pace, until,arainstorm
brings more than enough"adventurevher diligent habits pay off, even though she his

to eat a wad of bubble gum,iS orderto regain h _ home and-again be-told to get back

to Work; realistic details in simple to and alternately blaCk-an&-white and colored

pictures (Wilkes County)

Postma, = Lidia.- THE WITCH'S GARDEN, McGraw, 1979. unp'. $7.95. Grades K-5.

Bewitching story of children who become-enchanted by an old woman they have previously

feared as :.a wttch-;:after meeting-the-old woman; visiting hdr garden, liStening to,

her. tales of gnomes and elves, children rush home to discover their own. Little

People; intriguing adventure into fantasy, delicately detailed color illuatrations_

will-spellbind readers, listeners sophisticated text will necessitate reading aloud _

to`_come groups.

Prelutaky, Jack. THE MEAN OLD MEAN HYENA.' Greenwillow, 1978. . unp. U.67, Grades K-3

_In-fresh, sustained rhyme, Mean Hyani:plays trick after trick on his jungle friends,

chanting his proud'eefraih.afte-r each sly act,khe remains unrepentant to the-end;

blaCk-and-white illustrations highlighted with! yellOw capture' chagrin, humor of each

scene

Provensen,-Alice and Martin. THE. YEAR AT MAPLE HILL 'FARM. Atheneum, 1978. -unp.

$569. Grades K-4 .

Numerous' illustrations, informative text eldte year -round events on a New Engla'd

farm; temperaments,.activities of both people and animals reflect seasonal environ-
mental-Changes; practical formit includes basic text. at top of each page, detailed

text at bottom, thereby making book useful for grout) or individual readingv versatile

purchase (Caldwell'County)
-

'QUakenbush, Robert. CALLING DOCTOR QUACK. Lothrop, 1978. 63 p., -$4.76. Grades 3-6

r. Quack- is kept -busy,curing _ailments traceable, toSnappingTurtle, whoes bad temper
.

is finally cured by removal 'of-cans- and bottle Caps under his shell; pronunciation

is provided for six.medical.terms; could be used for-beginning career education;

charming pictures-mould have more appeal in_colors other than green, black, and

white .'(Clinton City)
0



Quackenbush, Hobert. DETECTIVE MOLE AND THE., TIP-TOP
$4.76. Grades 24,

Emery Eagle, Tip Top Inn manager, hires- Detective Mole to solve mystery of strange
occurrences which \have led to departure of inn's guests; treasure is discovered;
culprits Unmasked, \reputation of inn preserVed-;-4Donus of simple, healthy snack
recipe at end; simplistic tale for early mystery readerd; multi-shaded green illu -
trations have no particular appeal (Clinton City_)

Q4in-Harkin, Janet. PETER PENNY'S DANCE. Dial, 1976.
Grades 1-3

$7.47. paper.

Described on-January 1977 Easy Books AdvisoryLid

Rabinowitz, Sandy. A COLT NA_MXD MISCHIEF.. Doubleday, 1979. unp. , $7.90. Grades K-3

Mischief, -a colt, 'lives up to his name by plucking chickens, chewing clothes, making
a general nuisance of himself Sara's father decides he must be sold; he changes his
mindchowever, when thecolt catches_two4oattle_xustlers_by_chewing tires_on_their
getaway :truck; text is almost unnecessary and-clearly secondary to warm-hearted,
watercolor illustrations (Haywood County)

Raney, Gail. THE NIGHT STELLA HID THE STARS. Crown, 1978. unp. $8495. Grades K-2

Story-hour fantasy of Stella, -the Star Lady who rebels against dusting stare everyday;
she hides them and flies off to enjoy a couple days.of freedom, thus. causing misery
and confusion on earth; brief .tekt supplemented by humorous illustrations filled
with colorfdl details , (Caldwell County)

Raphael, Elaine, and Don Belognese. DONKEY AND CARLO. Harper, 1978.
Grades K-3

c.,f1
Simple? commonplace actions carry story of Carlo and. Donkey

,

as -tfiey tend their
garden; Donkey reluctantly agrees to go. to market after Carlo promises to get
home by dark; distractions of bustling marketplace nearly spoil trip, for donkey;-

_ soft? _ brown -toned drawings- are as gentle as. story _

--Raphael Elaint,i-arO-DOn BOIO-grie-se; BAKER, GONE WEST.'
Grades 2-5

Viking, 1977. unp. $6.95.

Sath Baker, hungry for more land, follows directions- of peddler and takes, his
family West, where he hopesLto get land for -"next' to nothing"; Sarn's greed-,
ironically', leads to his oWn- despise so that all he needs is a plot of land six eet
long; Tolstoy's "How Ouch Land -Does a Man Need?" inspired this.moralistio tale
Which is:.-vividly por-trayed in the mixed media of pen-and-ink and dolor acrylic
paints

Ressner, Philip. DUDLYIPIPpIN's SUMMER Harper, 1979.. 42;p. $6.09. Grades_ 2-4,

Dudley's 'summer in the country".,beginb as his family leaves the city early pne
morning when the air i"thrnelied as if rio one 'had breathed it yet ", briefly we share
some of his,@pecial encounters: the farmer who invites him- to listen to the
potatoes grow, his special friend Mariot, an elf who has, no family--only a big
boWling team; short, independent chapters perfectly complemenid by -pencil sketches
(Clinton City)

. ,

=Richter ; Alj.ce, and Laura Joffe= Numeroff . YOU CAN '-TPUT-- BRACES ON SPACES
GreenwilioW, 1979. 56 p. $5.71. Grades 2-5

1 _

Informative story concerning an experience many children face today, gstting braces
on their teeth; told with empathy and humor, young boy witnesses. his 6iothei`'s
getting braces and Wishes he had rthet too; not an _exciting story, but pleasant

reading -for -child havindi or- soon- getting braces
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_ _
-Bigitsi:Charlotte,H411,- LOOK AT 1E Houjhtn,-1979-; 32 p, $7.95. Orada'K7Z.

Having .used: all theHingeniousness'imaginablev.0 therine is still= unable to get her
-busy mother's: attention-untilahppUllabff her disappearing act; beautiful- treatment

a little:girl!s -need .for"reassurance-of her m thesis lovevcne -line of print per'
page under simpiei full cdior'i4ustrations

Robb, Brian. MY GRANDMOTHER'S WINN. Parents, 1978 unp. $5;41. Grades 275

Humorous, fanciful tale of djinns that takes the reader from afelatiVely sedate
family life in England to mysterious, exotic lands of North Africa; after many years
of being imprisoned in a bottle, a friendly djinn escapes.and persuades English
family to-help him fin_ d his wife from whom he was.separated-yearit before; lengthy,
occasionally tedious, text accompanied by enterfai4ing,'4colorful illustrations;
could be read loud to-Younger children

Robinson, -Marileta. MR. GOAT'S'. BAD GOOD IDEA. Crowell, 1979. 39 p. $6.89. Grades 1-3_

--Nu-vela:setting Provides backgroUnd.oethateithree briefTbumorous.storiesT7-Mt-Goat
searches for,mcke:d4t.tofinishjiis hoUse;-Grandfathet Sheep cannot find his factorite
Old -hat, Zerry.Prairle DO4 has lowthia:blue grid white coffee pot;- gay illustratiop
depict' lusterless, predictable stories;'-however, argeint,',animil:vharacterOV1
1Sngth of pointed tales will hold children's attention- ,

Robison, Nancy .L. THE MISSING BALL OF STRING. Garrard, 1877. 48 p.
Grades N-3

Unbeknownst to Peter, a robin confiscates his kite string everytime he puts it down-
children will enjoy slight suspense as peter,; searches for2'culi*itoften evident in
three-colbr illustrations

,Rockwell, Anne and Harlbw.-BLACKOUT.- !flan, 1979'; -83:13.8.95 'Grades K:4

Interesting informatiVe story about inconveniences, dangers which accompany power
faildge; in calm, 'well-Organized way each family member, does his part; includes
.helpful suggestions forpravention -of pipes.' freezing, :ir:,geeping warm, for eating
simplyf-fast-paced-aptibft ip logical in gray
drawings tinted with,blue;'excellent:for preparing childreriffor blackouts

- -
RockWell, Anne. THE BUM IN TIE NIGHT. .Greenwillow, 1979: '56 P1-5..45.71 Grades 1-3

,

Easyto-read storTabont Toby the Tinker, who reassembles a Shakespeare-like'ghobt,
who fired been chopped by'rbbbers;'TobY becomes rich after digging up ghost's
treasure and TearliSsly inhabits the-§host's castle; bold print, repetition,

. .

sequencing of test will maintain-reader interest, as will the suspense of this st
simple but attractive drawings 'adequately represent 'tale

,
.,,,,,

li
4 4

T Rockwell, Anne. _GOGO'S my PAY. DoUbleday, 1978. 32 1: $6:9 .

Brightly colored illustrations and Clear, green print depict Gogo the clownhis
benevolence and his lack,o'restraint;-when Gogo gets-a raise, he spends his money-
on presents fortis fiiendbrgetting to save for his rent; excellent lesson in
economics proVidea simple.representation of managing, borrowing, repaying money;
for group-or. indiVAdd41:freading,

Rockwell, Anne. TIMOR. TODD'EtGOOD.TBINGS ARE GONE, Macmillan, 19184 63.p.

Grades K -'4

yr..

Grades 2-4
.

Timothy Todd, peddler,. loseshis pack; after spotting a bobcat, crow, bear with some
of his wares, he:barga4n.s WIth an old man for lodging; lengthy text in large print,
poetic format is:IllustrAted by line drawings tinted with blue; not, particularly

_extiting, but_!StoryimaY,attract_youngsters_interested'in':6iMplistic mysteries
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TEDDY. Scribners,-178, .unp.Romanek, Enid Warner. x.95'. Grades K-3

Typical day in life of any' youngster is illustratedwit Tddli:and other stuffed
lanimals; unremarkable story is given unique character bY:heautifully detailed etchings
and whimsical ending of Teddy's taking his tiny humant to bed

Rose, Anne. AS RIGHT AS CAN BE. Dial 1976. unp. $5.47. -

,-Described on JanuarY 1977 Easy. Books Advisory List

Rose, Gerald= THE,TIdER-SKIN.RUG. Prentice, 1979. .unp =7 '$6;.95, Grades K-4

Tired_cld-tiger substitutes himself for. palace, unfortnnately,.his leisurely
life adds baspiciOut he risks diacdvery until his tiffielY.routing of burglars
leaVes him a her lastrations are bright and humOrdut-

Roy Ron AWFUL THURSDAY. Pantheon, 1979. 42 p; $4.99. 'Grades' K-3

ackj-t"awfulL-Thur-sdaystarts-after--sclibol-When-bag-eontaining-,--tapp-irtdorder-he7i-S.

bringing home frOm school- gets squaphediiafter apending ail evening, worrying about,hoW.,
, .
bringing

. , .

'tcp explain to the: librarian, K disdOvtra'be-'wat carrying:an-OMpty bOX;easY reader...,,.., - - - , .
-.with plot that will keepOhil interest to the endik blackand-White.illustrationt-

,

by -L ',Ebben -''
-,, -.

;.

Roy,,Ron:, THREE DUCKS WENT WANDERING.. Seabury 1979. unp.
,

-$8.95. - =rades\K-2-

Three little duckswander away from their mother and barely, escape twit their lives
.from several dangerous situation4; ducks are- unaware of their nearTdiva a and
thoroughly enjoy their; day; Illastrations:are typical.first qualityof.Galdont;
suspense makes thts book a good choice foitstorYtelling

...k,Ruck-pauqubt, Gina. 10n, THAT KOALA! -McGraw t9.79. ant). $7.95.. Grad es K-3
. 1.---N- ,- '

.

ConfOrming punctual.Bear Street residentsOticome Kodla-bear untilhis homesickness
,

surfaces with the full moon monthly perfo Mande.cf:rbOftop singing and danding in-'
his sleep distresses ne1ghbors; nasty fall_ 'efts hitil-tb the problem; greatly em--
barrasped, he resolves to return to.iaistra iai.Nbssak-owskalaclear7,_warm 4doubleage
i

.

lluatrations are perfect for enjoying as to is read Cloud

uffine, Reynold.
Grades K-3..

R NEVER FEEDS THE CA Scribners,'1979. unp.

.-narzdoes ten chores one
delightful story (on 1i1/4
treated to scenes of d -k
jobs'to be "dOne by:anyon
trations not only.aupplem
(Ha ood County)

der; Joanne. -. FOG -IN

Poetically, writ
'meadow; first lo
safely eluding th
evoke windy,tVe

.g:George

Gradesf,,-24

..'7-arhof-the-denturystory
.1nravel mystery of neighbb
. :little tiring,.readeris

-tipeciallythroudh black-a

SHE

ay while her brotheR.Barney -acep'eonevbesides having a
ast page;we find that Barney isaAaby), readers are

'cooking, -an fategratpdihel rhood,, a discussion-of.
h4 boy or girl about double-page illus-
rief text but also f-Anna',s elusive cat

pw. Harper, -1979. 32 p. $7.49.. Grades K-3

cqou earch'for shelter as fog is waftg4-cv the
r4Cohfused, they gradually recognize scents and sounds, has
4ently waiting-gray fox; soft,-pastel illustrations perfectly

hed.by fog

LLOWEEN7PUI6KIN SMASHEW.-.Putnam. 1978; 47

,qt_a_little girl and_ her imaginary playMate who, try to
d6d_pumpkip smasherl,.albhough.:imaginary friend becomes,

roduted to many faatur of life in "this' peribd,
hitt and autuinn-aolcire

=



Salus, Naomi ;panush. MY. DADDY'S MUSTACHE. Doubleday, 1979. unp, $6.9q. Grades K-
-

Warm, loving book about young borie. tenchantmen with his.father's mustache; father
,

and son, ino. moment of cuddling affeation, imaginesilly fantasies'of what-could
lurk in the EmStacher-delightful black-and-white drawings emit tenderness; large,

.

...

easy-tó-read print ' ' -
.

Salzman, Yuri, -HOE YOU'RE'FEELING-BETTER.' Harp et, 1979. unp. $8.79. Grades 1-3

Fat, inactive -Morry" thp ,bear clearly represents ,.any, damper who has ever felt out of
. ,

place;thoOgh good-natured with his hands, Morry is teased because hi
, .. .

avoidP.physical-aativity; on illtated raft trip, he rescues fellow campera and
, . .

dis overdhoW much -they do like' him children- wilt easily identify with illustrations?

;
spf nimal.ampers .f-

_

'

Scarry, Richard; RICHARD SCA POSTMAN PIG AND HIS'ATSY NEIGHBORS. Windom, '878,

'unp.s 3.99, $.95 paper.: -ade K-1

PostmSn Pig-delivers mail throughout the towi, ending witha-delivery to .himself - -a
gift from his neighbors for his faithful service,' primary students will.enjoy iden-
tifying activities of -communityhelpers,such-as Snip-Snip, the:barber, and Miss Noney,

-,"the sdhoolteacherr busy, multi-colored'pictures,:.With animals which all look alike- -

_&v
Schermer, Judith. MOUSE IN HOUSE. Houghton, 19,8'. 32.p. $6.95. Graces:K71,

'
faMily members makaa_shaMbles,of their:-'home as they try tdiyca e the

reSident'Mousevjust20 simple word.Sand severalarvalously detailed'illustration-
_tall the story,_complete with_perfActly happy\ending

Schick, Eleano- SUMMER AT THE,StA. Greenwillow, 1979. -56 p. $5.71.' Grades

Plea in ly tranquil story aboift-young girl's sumer at the beach with-40r family -..
'end'ariendsvipalistic characters, explote described in chapters about the sea,
planting--pansies,Aoing fishing, returpinghome to,pity; vivid, poetic images'.: °$
reflected in _softly shaded illustrationWclear, bold print and picturesque,cover

. -. 4 l'
will invite selection i -.

_ _ __ ___ _ _.___ _ __ _____ _

ALLINKA AND THE BIRD. Prentice, 1978; unp. 6.95.

-1Beautiful Christmas-story of a woodearver'S='s n -rederick, who' makes.a great -;

sacrifice by deettoYing-his mesterpiets-t6A)lake a bird for- his sick friend, lovely,
.

, ,-. -
warm, exptessive illustrations by Bernadette.Watts;'good story; to read small :

at- illustrationschildren Who will-enjoy just looking

Schulman,. Janet. CAMP KEEWEE'S'SECkET WEAPON. Greenwillow, 1979%
Gra.deS2-4'.--1

Trueto-life-.:stery, divided into. six'secti Of Jill's struggle-to find het
i entity with her peers' children-will undestand:hbw-she feels about summer camOiY
eking neW'friends;.buitable_vocabUlary, print acCoMpanied-by.expressively v.ital-
illustrations; excellent selection for-individual reader -,

- -
_ - .

6chOley, Arthur.:.,..

Grades K-3

10 Schulman, Janet, THE GREAT Big priMmr. Gre6nwillqw- 1979. 30 p. $5 9 Grades-K-3
- _

Since no pne ip free to play, nna4 reates her own playmate just her own sjse by
using-her.own clothes; together_ they have a nappy, busy time; text and simple,

,'bright illustrations-perfect for independent enjoyment; attractive wipable binding
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Schulman, Janet. JACK THE BUM AI D THE UFO. Greenwillow, 1978. 56 P.

Grades 1-4 4

Dubious coincidence,of U. S. Weather balloon's arriving just ih time to scare,off
a land developer may stretch adult credulity, but will cheer young readers--espe-
cially those who have seen favorite play spots converted to houses or parking lots;,
adults may also be put off by smelly Jack, but he is too amiable to offend; text,
with, just a few challenging words, illustrated with simple, watercolor scenes

Easy 1979 -1980 n

Schultz, Gwen. THE BLUE VALENTINE. Rev. ed. Morrow, 1979. 64 p. $5.71. Grades 1-4

This story may.have been written to remind teachers of how it feels to be the new
child in a classroom: lonely, scared, eager to be liked; children will understand
and sympathize; although written about a-first grade:child, level is closer to thi,
illustrations of this 1965 story.have been updated, but directions for constructing
Cindy's blue valentine remain intact

Schulz, Charles
Grades 2-.5

IT'S YOUR FIRST KISS, CHARLIE BROWN. Random, 1978. unp- $439.

Hardcover, Comic-book-style version of television Show in which Charlie Brown must
escort the Homecoming, Queen to the dance--she-happens to be the little red haired
girl; devastation at his loss of the football game (thanks to Lucy) is ally

eclipsed when the queen accepts his, kiss; tivbeat ending for-Ch erlTeS

Schwartz, Stephen. THE PERFECT PEACH. Eitele, 1977. 48 p. $7.95. Grades K-3

Oriental "folktale-like" story written in verse; Pee-chee, Chinale prince, decides
to run away from his doting' parenti and have fun, like other children; his travelS
takeliim to the home of the sky gods, where his games cause problems on earthl'h49
is finalry returned to his home in the form of a giant peach, which later opens.to
r,eveal him sea, and unharmed; tedious stbryline, best read aloud, offset by metic-
ulously contrived illustrations which deserve close individual attention; instruc-
eional'in area of ancient Chinese culture

Beabrooke,Rrenda THE BEST BURGLAR ALARM, Morrow A. 1978. unp. $6.67. Grades 2-3

Humorous story in which three house pets outdoila cd plicated alarm system in
catching a burglar; combination of cartoonish illus rations and lively adventure
complements this amusing treatment of a repprobliam:,today--burgfavy

_

Segal, Joyce. IT'S TIM TO GO TO BED. Doubleday, 1979. unp. $ .90. Grades K-2

Droll illustrations' of 13 different animals'and simple text depict the eternal
struggle-between mothers and children at bedtime; unrealistically, not a 'Single
father is shown, nor does any baby animal disobey his mother cClin ty)

snarmat, Marjorie Weinman. MITCHELL 16 MuVING. Macmillan, I97o, 46

Grades 1-3

Tired of his ,Id surro aings, reatlms4 MiL,Alull, L140 UlLi(JO,AtAL, sAck.;16- Lo

a new home for himself "two weeks away"; however, he qiiickly gets very lonely fot'H

his old friend and neighbor, Margo; warm, humorous st_6), about friendship, written
and illustrated in clever style, sure to entertain readers

Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. MR. JAMESON AND MR. PHILLIPS. Harper, 11979.
unp.

$7.89.

Grades K-4
4-0

Adifying animal story truly depicts our crowded'aociety; lesson in ecology ma.jui-
fied

y
Mr. Jameson and Mr. Phillips, artists who search for a clean, quiet place

to live and work; readable print interspersed, with detailed color4pici6res that
effectively reflect-mood of atory7,separate chapters enhance practicality of.
Aindependent or,group:_reading 41



Sharmat, Mar3ori
Grades. K-3

einman. SCARLET MONeuR LIVES HERE. Harper, 1919.

Scarlet Monster, anxious to make friends in her new neighborhood, goes to all
extremes to attract visitors: hangs a sign, .makes brownies and pidkled beets,
builds a fire; height of irony depicted when Scarlet discovers, after berating h
ugly self, that her neighbors are monsters too; expansive color-illustrations
accompany -print-whiCk is .spatiously -placed -on -deCb,Pagel-eye-catching -cover bizsr
visual characterizations will encourage seleCtion; theme will encourage discussion

iShatmat, Majorie Weinman. :THORNTON THE WORRIER. Holiday, 1978.' unp. $5.95.
Grades-K.7.2

ThorntbnRabbit,prize-Vorrier, sees a house sitting half on and half off amountain;
though' he worrieaabout.its falling, the owner` does not--until it does fall; after

Thornton inexplicably changes his attitude and joins ranks of his non-worrying
friends; amusing,. delicately shaded black-and-white drawings ,(Caldwell County)

harmat, Marjorie Weinman, THE 329TH FRIEND. Four Winds, 1979. unp. $8.95.
Grades K-3

While washing 1,975 dishes after his Party for 328- guesta, Emery Raccoon reflects
that he is his own best friend; read-aloud text accOmpaniedby colorful pictures so
detailed they invite delighted scrutiny

..el

Sharmat,,Marjorie WeinmanNcLE BORIS AND MAUDE, Doubleday, 1979. 62 p. $5.98.
Grades

:Maude Mole uses her ingenuity and finally devisea a plan to help Uncle Boris with
is-boredtim-during-th& snowy- winter; half-page and frill-page yen-and-ink-drawings,--

clear print add to appeal of-story; last lines on pages 30 and 31 were out of order
in preview copy

er,:tzt,
Sharmat, Mitchell. REDDY RATTLER AND.EASY EAGLE. Double ay, 1979. 63 p. 5.90.

Grades

Unusual-plot line cente-son Reddy Rattler's search for solution to his problemof
not being liked because h is a snake; Reddy's innate ability to rattle gains him
e:placewithflbandctheAelvimptovingReddy's popularity and
three-color sketches ecOmpeny bold print; useful bibliotherapy forindividuals
or groups

Shearer, John. HILLY JO IVE AND THE CASE OF THE MISSING PIGEONS. Delacorte, 1978.
47 p. pf47. Graded-1-.3

Billy,Jo'alye and Susie Sunset help Flip find person responsible for stealing his
.

pigeonavatory ends on a moral note with Sunset's injunction, "Man, stealing ain't
what's appenin ; situation, jive talk, and.characters in three-color illustrations
are familiar toftegular Sesame Street viewers

Shearer, John. BILLY JO ,JIVE: SUPER PRIVATE EYE: THE CASE OF THE MISSING,TEN SPEED
BIKE. Delacorte, 1976. 47 p. $5.47. Also available from Dell for $1.50 paper.
Grades 1-3

Described on Fall 1978 Easy Books; Advisory List

Shulevitz; Uri., THE TREASURE, Farrar, 1978. unp. $7.95. Grades K-3

Short,-simple folktale with universal message; Isaac dreams that he should travel
to capital.city, I,ofok for a treasure under the bridge by the Royal Palace; reluc-
tantly,.he _travels to capital city and surprisingly finds clue to- a.treasure that
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THE TREASURE. (Cont'd.)

was in-his-home all the time; luminousicOlor illustrations are inShulevitt-'s
'Usual high quality; brief text in clear, readable print; for individual or grohp
reading, discussion

_S11visl_Craig.EAT±STEW,___Houghton,_1971 1.p. $6

Extraordinarily creative book, written in seemingly nonsensical rhymes, about
nature of relationships,' intriguing verses about such unusual associations as the
Complementing lantern and night; dashed hope and memory, transient friendship
between breeze, and feather; difficult, masterful allegory can also be simply
a roached as putzle, riddle; large print neatly pirallels boxed-in, colorful
drawings; entertaining bibliotherapy; positive learning experience

Singer, Marilyn. THE PICKLE PLAN. Dutton, 1978. unp. 5.95. Grades K-4

Wily Rachel trite to get attention--by being different, by being mysterious, by
being lively; what finally bringS her out of-her self-centeredness is asking Billy
Michaels why he always has pickles in his lunch box; the two diseover they have
Many thoughts and questions to share; intricate line drawings, shaded with gray,
portray demonstrative, likable characters; large print, brief text suitable for
even youngest readier°

Skurzynski, Glaris. MARTIN .BY HIMSELF. Houghton, 1979. 36 p. $6.95. Grades 1-3

Mother's first day on anew job and Martin's-first afternoon.at home. alone result
in pandemonium for the hOusehold until Mother and Martin together set things rights
soft color drawings augment this humorous, possibly relevant, tale

sleator, William. ONCE, SAID EARLENE- Dutton, 1979. 56 P. $5.95. Grades 1-3

Darlene tells ,her friends that she was dnce in a jungle, once in a desert, once on_
a ship, once lived in a castle, once had fairy animals, once was a princess; when
only peter says he believes her, she returns to her own magical home, taking Peter
with her; imaginative tale with simple text, vivid gray and yellow drawings;
attractively illustrated Cover '"

Smith,- Jim. THE-FROG BAND'AND THE MYSTERY OF LION CASTLE. Little, 197 unp.
$7.95. Giedee K-4

Alphonse le Flic, frog detective, unceremoniously arrives at Brookeron'S
castle just after arrival of the Frog Band; through a series-of misadVentures thty
manage to solve ancient disappearance of one of Brooker's relatives; large, colorfUl
illustrations have enough detail to keep readers and non-readers happily _coupled
through many sittings'

Smith,, Lucia B. A SPECIAL KIND OF SISTER. Holt, 1979. unp. $5.95. Grades K-3

Feelings of love and responsibility commingle with embarrassment and resentment
for sensitive seven-year-old S ah who struggles with these conflicting emotions
regarding her mentally retarded younger brother; compassionate, brief, simple tekt
with soft black-and-white drawings

Stadler, John. CAT AT BAT. Dutton, 1979. 31 p. $5.95. Grades K-2

Simplest of rhymes with no more than:ten syllables per tale accompany accurately
detailed; full-page, black-and-white illustrations; true humor provided for begin-
ning readers in this book of silly verses about various animals



Stanton, Elizabeth and Henry. THE VERY MESSY ROOM. Whitman, 1978. unp. $3.56.

Grades 1?

After parents totally empty her room, narrator faces absolute necessity of cleaning.
it; she redecorates with branches and plants, among which she arranges her toys;
simple text, bright and realistic pictures depict unique idea

- _

Steinmetz, Leon. CLOCKS IN THE WOODS. Harper, 1979. 32 p. $7.89. Grades K-2

Amusing tale combines things that fascinate young children: animals and clocks;
sprightly, full-page illustrations in soft colors portray animals' excitement and
response to wearing watches sold them by porcupine; entertaining pItht, predictably
realistic ending, .clear print will attract readers; adaptable for tell-a-story

Stevenson' James. "COULD BE WORSE!" Greenwillow, 1977. unp.. $5.9-4. Also available

from Puffin for $2.25 paper. Grades K-3

Described on September 1977 Easy Hooka, Advisory List

Stevenson, James. MONTY. Greenwillow, 1979, unp. $7.63. Grades K-3

Every day Monty the alligator takes his three friends (rabbit, duck, frog) across
the pond to:soh-volt tired of listening to-their continued suggestions for smoother,
straighter crossings, Monty decides to teach them a lesson; when he takes a vacation,
his friends soon realize they have taken. his service and good nature for granted;
pastel,watercolor illustrations, uneven print in comic strip form impart humoro6s,
valuable lesson eye-catching cover (Heywood County)

Stevenson, James. THE SEA VIEW HOTEL. Greenwillow, 1978. unp. $6.67. Grades K-t
_ .

WinsOme Herbert, yoUng mouse, turns disappointing,two-week vacation with his parents
into an exciting adventure; bored at the exclusive resort where there are no other
children, Herbert-meets Alf, handyman who introduces his young friend to simple
activities and wonders. of the area; comic book format, including pen-and-ink:wash
draWings and simple verbal style, should appeal to wide:audience

Stevenson, James: WINSTON, NEWTON, ELTON, -AND, ED., Greenwitlow, 1978. 56 p.

$5.71. Grades 1-3

Winston, Newton and Elton, three walrus brothers, fight at the flick of a tail;
missed supper-ito competition to be most courteous--with inevitable results;
after ice split separates penguin Ed from his family, he becomes Message writer for
gregarious terns; to repay'his kindness, _they arrange ansportation home for him;
simple text extended by humorous illustrations in icy _d grays, blues

Stone, Bernard. EMERGENCY MOUSE. "Prentice, 1978. unp. -7 5. Grades 1-4

During his hospital stay, Henry worries about his pet mo_ e, Whitey; his concern
spurs a dream in which Henry views a-mouse hospital:, comlete with mouse surgeons,
mouse patients, and Champion Mouse; entertaining text acc mpanied by. funny color
illustrations of distorted looking mice will probably not do much to allay children's
fears of hospital .

Stott, Rowena. THE HEDGEHOG FEAST. Windmill/Dutton, 1978. unp. $6.95. Grades K-4.

Ten naturally beautiful watercolor paintings by Edith Holden,,Whose earlier paintings
comprise THE COUNTRY DIARY-6F AN EDWARDIAN TApi',are complemented with an imaginative
tale of Hedgehog family preparing for their hibernation party; credible sequences
involve father's transport of apples, frisky curiosity of hedgehog children;glossy
rose-beige paper, brown print are suitably subordinate to full-page Prints

44.
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Stren, Patti. SLOAN AND PHILAMINA OR HOW TO MAKE FRIENDS WITH YOUR LUNCH.,
--DhiccirniDUtton,19_79. unp. 1695: Grades:3=6 '-

.UnuSual treatment of traditionally :incompatible types choosing to be friends; with
an 'elephant joke, ant Philamina halts anteater Sloan just as he is about to have her
for lunch; in spite,of dire threats from other anteaters, they stay together, even-
tually having 4- successful party for Eli theirs disbelieving relatives; pace of- rather

y-maintained-by-fre4Uant jokes, s -line -draWinge-With-bU6b163&6thent:s---
strategically highli=hted by splashes of blue; some humorous references may be beyond
yoOngaudienCe

Stubbs Joanna, -HAPPY BEARS DAY. Andre Deutsch, 1978. .(Available from Dutton.)
unp. $6.50.- Grades K-2

Baby:-Sear hates being around other bears until the day he discovers that he- needs,.'
belt and that working together can by fun; vivid watercolor illustrations alternate
with .black- and -white drawings, lengthy text, deSpite large. print, may necessitate-.-
reading aloud tO.younger :groups; moralistic, happy ending will satisfy readerbwho
select thisthis attractively bound book

Sumera, Annabelle. WHAT LILY GOOSE FOUND. Golden -Pr.` 1977. unp. $4.57. Gradee<=2.

Lily Gopse'unsUccessfUlly looks for something special for each of herfriends
Telm Turkey,-three ducks, Black Cow, SMiley Pig--until she finds a hat that is-perfect
for Fat 'Brown Hen's roosting; -children will enjoy detailed color pictures of animals:tr._
readable print, manageable size, appealing cover

Sutton, Jane. WHAT SHOULD A HIPPO WEAR? Hought0n, 1979. 32 p. $6,95. Grades K-3

-Charmingly fat-Bertha, a-hippo, -discovereoialue-of-being natural when -Frpd,-:-:her
giraffe date for jungle dance, prefers her without s ke-up and.i-fanOY.:dresavvoqab-
ulary, lengthytextmay be advanced and plot.sompw pedestrian, 6xprsesive

.

illustrations=are_CptiVating . ' 3

Swindells, RoberC. A VERY SPECIAL BABY. Prentice, 1977. 47 p. S 9.5 . Grades'

Abdul and his son.Ali know that their.demel born with three humps must have a
special reason for being; purity of their confidence foretells that the camel's
destiny must be tt)- serve the.Three Wise Men--as 1t-does slight adventure-of Ali.
will interest capable readers at any season

Taber, Anthony.

Tiger's life
captUre many

not vital

CATS' 'EYES. Dutton, 1978. unp. $9.95. 'Grades K-6

from b h to deathlearning, doing, _resting; detailed pencil drawings
scenes from cat's point of view; sparse separate text supplements, but
to enjOyment of extraordinarily expressive, photo-like illustrations

Tallon, Robert. LITTLE CLOUD. Parents 1978. unp. $4.99. Grades-K-3

Mean Mountain scares, all away from the dry valley behind him; Little Cloud,
,defying Mean Mouhtain's gruffness, gathers a flock of.his cloud friends, returns
to dry valley and -its thirsty animals to sprinkle them with rain; instructive,
personified. explanation of rain cycle enhanced by simple, eye-appealing pastel
illustrations; elementary vocabulary in distinctly readable print

Tarrant, Margaret, -sal. NURSERY RHYMES. Crowell, 1978. 96p. $7.49. Grades K-6

Splendid collection offavorite and unfamiliar nursery rhymes;_superb,color
trations scattered throughout text reflect simplicity of Tarrant's original drawings;
,independant reading for older-children, readaloud for younger children
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Taylor, Mark. THE CASE F THE MISSING KITTENS. Atheneum, 1978. 46 p. $7.95.
Grades K-4

Detective Angus, long-haired dog with seriocomic expression on his face, perse-
veringlyAlunts for Mrs. Friday's hidden kittens; after finding them in basement of
old house-, he painstakingly carriee each one to safety; blue-and-white, detailed
Sketches_winsomely_glepict,Angus_and_his_surroundings;_tender_etory_that_will_par,
ticularly touch animal lovers

Thaler, Mike. MADGE'S MAGIC SHOW. Watts, 1978. unp. $4.90. Grades-K-3

Madge perforts her magic before an enthralled audience; all goes-well until she tries
to produce a, rabbit and pulls everything else -- including a horse--from her hat;
slight, amusing story with large print, colorful illustrations

Thayer, Jane. GUS WAS A GORGEOUS GHOST. Morrow,- 1978. unp. $5.49. Grades K -3

Gus, an amiable ghost who is disenchanted with traditional sheet outfit, sets out
to add color to his attire; he finally decorates his drab'white'with colorful potato
prints after reading in "Laws of Ghostdom" that white is n'Ot specified; black-and-
white illustrations at beginning of book/ colorful potato prints -later on'add excite-
ment to Guals efforts to remain spooky,, but colorful; audience will certainly want
to create vegetable prints after hearing'story

Thomas, lanthe. ,HI, MRS. MALLORY! Harper, 1979. 48 p.: $7.89. 'Grades 3-6

Li'l Bita,young black girl, lovingly tells of her relationship iith old Mrs. Mallory,
her poor white'neighbor; their sharing friendship is touchingly described and portrayed
in_accqunts 'Of:Mrs. .cooking and fairytales,..scenes_of_Li'l Eits's helping -_

around the Shack; shaded pencil sketches tinted with green warmly depict tender story,
characterizations; individual or group reading will evoke important discussions on
death, love, poverty, friendship

Thomas, Patricia. "THERE ARE ROCKS IN MY SOCKS!" SAID THE OX TO THE PDX. , Lothrop, 1979.
unp. $6.67. Grades K-4

Light-hearted nonsense abounds as the fox attempts to'help the ox get rocks' but of
his socks; however, situation goes from bad to worse as this rhythmic rhymihginarrative
continues: the ox-gets a tack in his back, a rail on his tail, a bee on hi knee;
a bird,gives the logical solution; comical black-and-white line drawingsr interspersed
with few coloredOnes, depict hilarious charIcters, circumstances; large prlint in-
tensifies book's appeal to young readers who like to laugh (Haywood County)

Thompson, Jean. DON'T FORGET MICHAEL. Morrow, 1979. 64 p. $6.95. Grades 2-4

Four delightfully told 'short stories about Michael, hock he thinks, feels about being
youngest member of large, active, noisy family; true-to-life experiences, with touch
of humor and adVanture, will maintain students' attention; large, dark- print supple-
mented by-occasional black- and -white sketches which are appropriate to text; useful
for encouraging children to write or tell about similar experiences

Thomson, Ruth. PEABODY ALL AT SEA. Lothrop, 1978. unp. $5.71. Grades K-4
4

.
.

.

Another solve-along mystery in which Detective Peabody and Humbug, who are on vacation,
q

soiVe a thievery case at sea; each stage of story contains question in dark print that
encourages readers to scrutinize copious illustrations in order to locate desired
objeot,,response; bright, vivid pictures, exciting plot, reader participation format
Will invite individuals or groupa
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Thomson, Ruth -PEABODY'S FIRST CASE. Lothrop, 1978. unp. $5.-71. Grades K-A.

Busy litt book about Professor 'Augustin Peabody and hid dog Humbug, who with three
clue first case - -a bank robbery; solve-along format entourages readers'

io y poding questions that can be answered by examining multi-colored,
multi7d ailed illustrations which 'overspread pages; designed for readers to ex-
periente,':not just readi Potential sharing prdject

.

Titus, Eve.: ANATOLE AND THE PIED PIPER. McGraw, 1979. 32 p. $7.95. Grades K-3
, -

In his tenth recorded adventure Anatole, most talented mouse. in Paris, rescuee--
24 schoolmice piped away by flutist Grissac who uses their reactions to gauge the
success of his new musical composition -- "mice are known as excellent judges of music ";
Anatole's fescue plan involves a mouse orchestra and chorus production of the
1812 Overture; Galdone's illustrations, lie'"the story, maintain familiar quality of k

these stories

Tobias, Tobi, AT THE BEACH. McKay, 1978. unp. $5.95. Grades K-3

Serene first-person narrative by little girl who spends quiet, pleasant day at the
beach with her brother and parents; such family activities as walking, swimming,
eating, napping,'aliSandwithet1 between child's peaceful morning awakening and her
calm evening' tetirement,'establish the tranquil tone emulated by soft, halcyon char-
coal.drawings; for individual'Or group reading

Todd, H. E. GE0119E THE FIREENGINE. Childrdhs,'1978. 31 p. $4.95, Grades K-3

CheerfUl detailed story of how Bobby.BreW6SraVes.George, an. old7fashioned'fi0.
engine, from being scrapped; large pr effectiVely interspersed with vivid; cartoons
.like illustrations which depict ge considerate Characterpf satisfying ending- ---
will please children

Tompert, Ann. THREE FOOLISH TALES. 1979. 48 p. $6.95. Grades 1-3

On their way to the fair both RaccCon and Skunk tell a tale for Fox to judge which
is best, the prize being Fox's cheris 0Uple umbrella; when the tales about
foolish animals are told, it isgtie.,st yllers who become the fools; clever-story
with cheery, predominantly purplcilvlus ations, clear print, simple dialogue will
hold beginning readers' intdreSe4

Torgersen, Don Arthur. T
$4.95. Grades K-5

Beguiling tam of "old, ugSo
ish and leave a mess in .4figi
reach compromise; entertat_
accompanied by striking wa#FO-
aloud to younger children'

E. Childrens, 1978. 31 p.

o isiangry because children catch all his
likeA: all ends well as troll and children
blot with valuable environmental lesson
_41ope; lengthy text Will require reading

Tudor, Bethany: SAMUEL'S TREE;5OPS

Appealing storybook about Sam 1
in the process he learns that:i.
.friends; tiny watercolor illustr;ations'ed
Mr. Owl-, red squirrel, Mrs. Chi*aldeei-17iorldpeci4rs; simple vocabulary, precious.
drawings on cover and in text, st014,:lessOn sutetgovdelight young readers

1979. unp. $5.91. Grades 1-3

_..,mads',of plush" who builds a tree house-

-things alone, but more fun with
y'40Pipt Samuel and his friends--

Tudor, Tasha, and Linda Allen, illusTSHA',--
McKay, 1978. 52 p. $7.95. Gracis1 -fii.1

'Seventeen old favorite Christmas-9
4.

illustrations (Tudor's easily
their origin and survival throughel

kS.FAVORITE CHRISTMAS CAROLS.

aided by full-page-colo=rlui/- delicate
-cOtgivs a brief history of carols--
'vidualtarols are accompanied by
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TASHA TUDOR'S FAVORITE CHRISTMAS. (Cont'd.)

historical sketch, national origin, ana composers when known; last page contains
guitar chords; for all to enjoy, but fQnmat invites use by elementary grade children
first learning carols

Turkler Brinton. RACHEL AND OBADIAH. Dutton- 1978. Unp. $7.95. Grades 1-2

Rachel and Obadiah Starbuck,,Quaker children on Nantucket island in the early 1800's,
race to win the chance to carry message to the captain's wife that the SPEEDWELL is
arriving.(TORTOISE AND THE HARE theme); sensitive color illustrations; girls will
find this story particularly appealing

Van Horn, William, TWITCHTOE, THE BEASTFINDER. Atheneum, 1978. 36 p. $9.95.
Graaea 273'

In the land of Little, odd jobi are done by beasts, such as akinnywiggie and Int' k-
_

wottle; being naturally lazy, they tnd tide and have to be found' byVictor
Twitchtoe, beastfinder; elusive Snort is the first beast to outwit _im; though never
actuallYcaPtUring Snort, Victor does succeed in controlling hiM; u usual read -aloud
story with appropriately imaginative orange and purple illustration

Van Woerkom, Dorothy O. DONKEY YSABEL. Macmillan, 1978. 45 p. $6.95. Grades 1-3

Donkey Ysabel, replaced by an automobile, is sad.amealous; however, when the car
fails, Papa-returns to dependable Ysabel; livelyaialogue presentsrthe animals'-point
of view on the farm; appropriate pen-and-ink colbr illustrations in text and on cover

van Woerkom, Dorothy O. HARRY AND sHELLHURT. Macmillan, 1977. 48 p. $6.95. Grades K-2

When Harry Hare and Shellburt Tortoise restage.fabled race, Shellburt outwits Harty
just as Aesop would have bet; but the winner does not waste hiJareath moralizing--
insteacL Ile invites Harry Hare to share a friendly lunch; warm green and gold illus
trations depict detailed, yet uncluttered setting; -positive attitudeS toward Com-
Petition can stimulate discussion in young readers and listeners (ASU)

,,ith.. ANYHOW, I'MGLAD I TRIED. Whitman, 1978. unp. $4.31. Grades K-3

atortries to befriend class misfit and bully, .Irma Jean; throughout book
ing efforts are unoppreciated, but end of book lets reader in on Irma Jean's
01:_large watercolors interspersed with gray and White. illustrations; molt
t4uped for classroom discussions (Caldwell County)

HE SNAKE: A VERY LONG STORY., Houghton, 1978. unp., $7.95.

.longest trip ever taken by any snake--past innumerable signs of City and
til,he ende up where he started; no particular plot in brief, large print,
Iy intriguing for observant child attuned to symbols and subtlety; green

'Snake travels above mixture of impressionistic watercolors

Wagner, Jenny. ARANEA: A STORY ABOUT,A-SPIDER. Bradbury, 1978. unp. $6.95.
Grade's K -3

Well -told story spanning a few summer days. gives factual information about a spider
and entertains the reader -- details about building a web are especially good; appro-
priately illustrated in black and white; Could be used as picture book story with . .

xoUng phildren.ar as informational book with middle grades
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Wahl, Jan. THE TEENY, TINY WITCHES. Putnam, 1979. unp. $6.95. Grades K -3

Ma, Pa, and Gam, a teeny, tiny witch family, are constantly being run out of every
little home they find because they are too small to perform great magical feats;

.after many moves,-they find a cozy cottage with, hospitable mouse who asks them to
share his hole; while not highest quality literature, this story will entertain
children during Halloween season and is one beginning readers can man: black-and-
white line drawings interspersed with those shaded by warm, fall colors

Wakefield, Joyce. .ASK A SILLY QUESTION. -Childrens, 1979. 32 p. $5.50. Grades K -3

Rhyming, nonsensical comparisons in riddle formN-let's the difference between
a ni.ekle.and a pickle? If you put a pickle in a parking meter, you'll get a
ticket"; funny, even silly content and pictures sure to'appeal to young children;
May encourage attempts at thinking up non-sense questions; in spite of brightly
-colored cover, illustrations are dull gray, blue and white

Wakefield, Joyce. FROM WHERE YOU ARE. Childrens, 1978. 2 p. $4.95. Grades K-1

Nice little book teachingconcept of perspective: "a ball looks small...unless
you're not tall" (as an ant); 12 ideas illustrated with large, colored pictures,
clearly showing contrast; easy words in large bold print

Walsh, Ellen Stoll. MINUS AND THE NEW BEAR. Doubleday, 1979. unp, $8.90.
Grades K-2

Brunus, a teddy bear, becomes jealous when Benjamin gets a new teddy bear; at
first sad and deserted, he soon learns that he still holds a place in Benjamin's
life; delightful read-aloud story with obvious moral for youngsters who may be
faded With new younger- siblings; lovely, neat illustrations in soft colors
(Haywood- County)

Walt Disney Productions. THE LOVE BUG. Random, 1979. unp. $3.50,. Grades 1-3

Picture book version of movie about Herbie, spunky little VW with a mind of
its own and a tendency to win races; simplified text and bright pictures charac-
teristic of WONDERFUL WORLD OF READING books

Walt Disney Productions. DONALD DUCK-, INSTANT-MILLONAIRE, Golden Pr. -1978.
unp. $4.95. Grades 1-3.

Donald Duck and his nephews look roLwaLd Lo 4 Jay at nu worX As They nousesit
in Uncle Scrooge's totally automated home; being suerounded by pre-programmed
automatons proves more hazardous than fun; familiar:dharacters and format

Walt Disney Productions. MICKEY AND HIS FRIENDS. Golden Pr., 1977. 48 p. $4.95.
$1.95 paper. Grades K-4

Eight pleasantly humorous stories abbuL Mickey, Donald, Gooty, unoic scroo9s,
and the kids; typical Disney fart with plenty of colorful illustrations

Walt Disney Productions. MICKEY MOUSE AND GOOFY ; THE BIGBEAR SCARE. Golden P., 1978.
unp. $4.95. Grades 2-3

Mickey, Goofy, the.nephews are foiled in their camping plans unill Goofy manages
to scare away a family of bears who have taken over camp site; colorful Disney
illustrations, easy vocabulary
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Walt .Disney Productions. THE MOUSEKETEERS' TRAIN RIDE. Golden Pr., 1977.. 'u

$2.85. Grades K-2

Mickey Mouse Club members take a train trip to Disney World with a special, un-

identified friend ("you," the reader); on board they learn a few things about

activities on a tr large, full-color illustrations-accompany text which may

be-beyond-teading evel-of _audience_JClinton

Ward, Leila. I AmEYES, NI. MACHO. Greenwillow, 1978. unp. $7.63. Grades K-3

Breathtaking,aesthetically gorgeouS illustrations dominate this narrative of

a young African- girl who is enthralled-by the beauty of her native land:` "sun-

flowers and skieW "flowers and flamingoes," "moon and moOnflowers," other

poetic descriptions; simple pose and charcoal drawings of girl appear on pages

opposite the vivid illustrations framed-by colorful bands; overwhelming visual

experience .

Watson, Pauline. WRIGGLES, THE LITTLE WISHING PIG. Seabury, 1978. unp. $7.95.

Grades K-4

Wriggles has the misfortune of having his wish granted,and- becomes an unwelcoMe-

"gator-monster" with a kite tail, alligator head, crane legs, and pelican wings,;

amusing watercolors will hold attention of listeners to familiar reminder that it

is better to be-oneself

Watts, Marjorie-Ann. CROCODILE MEDICINE. Warne, 1978. unp. $6.95. GradeG K-3

.Julie oVercomed'her own boredom during a long hospital stay by helping a crocodile

adjustvfarfetched:tale has many busy illustrations., most in color; appro. riate

for children in or about to enter. hospital-

Weiss, Leatie FUNNY PEET! Watts, 1978. unp. $4.90. Grades K-2

Useful tale for children with some temporary handicap; corrective shoes are

prescribed for Priscilla, pigeon-toed penguin; at first she is too embarrassed

to wear them, but her,love of ballet eventually wins out, and, she performs

gloriously in a- dance recital; simple, 'brief text; large black-and-white pictures

brightened with purples and blues

Wellington, Anne. APPLE PIE. Prentice, 1978. unp. $5.95. Grades K-2

Chain of events, repetition of rhythmic text will have children chanting with the

reader as Mr. Single eceives numerous suggestions for reaping the topmost,

enormous, juicy apple o put in a pie; full-page, detailed illustrations are

alternately black-and-w ite and brightly colored

Wells' Rosemary. MORRIS'S DISAPPEARING BAG: A CHRISTMAS STORY. Dial, 1975. unp.

$4.58. $1.95 paper. Grades 1-3

Described on January 1976 Easy Books-Advisory List

Wells, Rosemary. STANLEY AND RHODA. Dial, 1978. 40 p. $6.46. Grades K-2

..Humorous story of two mice siblings in three vignettes; mother tells baby sister

Rhoda to Olean her toomv she is too. tired, so Stanley does the job while she

picks Lierries;. Rhoda steps on a bee, screams until Stanley tels'her Daddy will

fix it by oaking it irCboiling butter or letting the doctor work on it with his

dri117-She decidesAtAloeS not hurt sOmuch after all; both Rhoda and the baby-

sitter are done in by Stanley'S care---aing of Rhoda;

large, bright tures provide additional details to the simple, brief text

(Caldwell.COU
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an. 41UNTER AND HIS DOG. Oxford U. Pr., 1979. 31 p. $7.95, Grades K-3

Tender, Sensitive Story of compassionate hunting dog; his mastet is filleci with
shame when he disdovers dog lovingly caring for wounded ducks, instead of,
retrieving them; hunter-takes injured ducks to his home and then releases them
after caring for thei wounds; beautiful, stylistic illustrations done in bright,
rich oils; bold pTint; eye- catching oil painting on sturdy binding (Haywood County)

Wildsmith, Brian. wIlAT TOE MOON SAW. Oxford U. Pr.,'1978. unp. $7.95. Grades K-3

Moon complains ofhowlittle he sees, so sun gives him a tour of. daylight world
dkiftig which WildsMitOcuses on contrasts: fast cheetah -- Tow turtle, fierce
tiger-=timid rabblt4Orge, colorful-geoMetric and impressionistiepictures
accompany. single line :Of text on each page

Williams, Barbara. JEREMY ISN'T HUNGRY. Dutton, 197,8; unp. $5.95. Grades K-3

'Truthful depiction of little boy's diligent effortto appease his unhappy_ baby'.
brotherwhile_Mama is getting ready for 4 schoOLProgram, Davey tries to stop
Jeremy's crying by playing with him, feeding him; frustrated Davey, Jeremy, Mama
are realistically portrayed in the shadeq,gray and orange illustrations; humorously !"1
baffling situation will appeal to Craldren with younger siblip s

Williams,, Jay.

1F''M

THE CITY WITCH AND THE-90UNTRY'WITCH. Macmillan, 1979. unp. i8.95.
Grades K-3 ,

Belladonna, city Witch, and Foxglove, country witchc decide'-to change "laces for
a vacation; they discover their usual forms of magi have little use iri their new
environments until they learn to improvise on old tricks; delightful, humorous
story-will delight and amuse children any time of. year

Williams, Vera H. IT'S A GINGERBREAD HOUSE: BAKE IT, BUILD IT, EAT IT!
Greenwillow, 1978. 47 p. $5.71. Grades 2-6

Brief story introduces detailed recipe; precise, easy-to-follow, illustiated
'directions also indicate when additional assistance is required; patterns and
spedial hints included -

Witt _Evelyn. -.THE MYSTERY. 9F THE MISSING BICYCLES. Childrens, 978.
4.95. Grades 2-5

Jenny Marsh, her_brother, and her friend discover stolen bicycles in the old
carriage house; realistic plot, curiously daring characters, simple mystery will
attract young readers to this typical, thin Witter book; readable print balances
bold, color illustrations'

Witter, Evelyn. THE MYSTERY OF THE RED-EYED CAMEL PIN. Childrens, 1979. 31 p.
$5.50. Grades 2-5

When Jenny Marsh loses her family's antique camel pin at school, Roger, Al, and
Jenny gp,on a treasure hunt; they follow dirdotions of a mysterious note to not
only the pin but also to a.new friend; intriguing story weaves themes of respons
bility, compassion for others; satisfying conclusion, obvious moral, realistic
color illustrations will content young mystery lover

Wittman,- Sally. A SPECIAL TRADE. Harper, 1978. unp. $7.89. Gr4des K-2

Tender stoty ofhealthy relationship between youth and age) when Nelly is small,
-Old Bartholomew walks' her, plays with her., talks to her, loves her ; -when
Bartholomew gets-older, Nelly takes care of him by pushing his wheelchair, talking
to hin, loving himvthis natural exchangeie affectiOnately rendered in the- deli-
Catei multicOlored line drawings which profusely decorate,the_straUhtforward
tekti::ComOectItttle book with-valuable, heart-warming .theme
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Woldin, Beth Wein r, BENJAMIN'S PERFECT: SOLD=ON Warne, 1979. unp $6

Grades K-1

How to get quills like other porcupines is Benjamin's biggest worry; he dOers
himself with mudand puts branches in it, sticks on a book of matches, even'
a sweater of nettles, but he cannot fool anyone;.discouraged, he goes away and

meets a stranger,who solves his problem by telling him he is an oppossum; Charming
pencil-drawings-in-soft browns accented in red-'beautifully -coimplemerit-reed-e14d,---

story (HaywoOdiCdunty)

Worsham,Genevieve COTTON CARTA: TO OUR CITY COUSINS bId;VG- U.S.A. Odd?, 197-
. .

32. pi ,Grades K-3

Though the title will take some explaining by the teachet, this attractive,
'easily understood picture and resource book provides clear description of the
growth, processing, use of cotton; rhyming text, accompanied by brightly colored,
appropriate illustrations on-slick pages, is interesting and informative

Wright, Dare. ''EDITH AND MIDNIGHT. Doubleday,. 1978. ppp; :$6.90. Grades R-2

,Anotber in a series-of,picture'books about Edith, a dollP,this time blac-and-
w

,,
hitephotographs teIlof':dith.and her adventures with Little'Bear, a° stuffed

'animal,' as thelr'taMe'ind:capture e-w*ldpony;-although charaCiersare.inerliMate
7-, ,

objects', theirappearancekri-reaIi;tie settings will captivatednd delgit, willing
young.readera

Yolen, Jane. THE GIANTS GO CAMPING. Seabury,' 1979. 48 p. $6.95. Grades'2-'4'

Five entertaining episodes feature five lovable giants on cation in the Mountain;
Grizzle, Stout, Grab andGrub, and Dab. have such camping ventures as assemblin
atricky hammock, soft-heartedly returning a caught fish _o the river,, bringing a
stray bear to the camp; readable texf, accompanying black - and -white 'sketches tinted
with turquoise expressively portray amiable giants; humorous characters and situa-
tions

yolar, Jane. NO BATH TONIGHT. Crowell, 1978 unp. $5u95. Grgdes K-3

Jeremy manages-Bome) o t of minor injury each day so thaE he does not have to
__ take a bath; at'end eek,Jeremy:s shrewd grandMOther shows him how to read

tea leaves, then pr, to tell him about his padt.and future by reading leaves
from "kid tea"; Jerentt:h is to make the "tea" by sittipg in a tub of water; clever
story adroitly enacted by distinct line drawings shaded with various bright
colors; fun for individuals or groups

Yolen, Jane. THE SIMPLE PRINCE. Parents, 1978. unp. $3.99. Grades K-3

Young prince, tired of dress balls and foolishness, leaves his castle, determined
to experience the simple life; after learning from farmer and his wife that simple
life requires hard work, prince hurriedly returns to his castle - -a more polite,
grateful,Man0:Tportunity for children to learn manners and to be thankful for
what they'havt;)pright, expressive illustrations'by Jack Kent obviously portray
changes in prince's attitude

Zemach, Kaethe. THE BEAUTIFUL RAT. Four Winds, 1979. unp. $7.95. Grades 2-4

Because her mother feels that Yoshiko is too beautiful and clever to marry a
rat, they appeal to the sun, a cloud, others until their search leads to the
rat next door; original folktale told in simple language; bold illustrations':
transmit aura, but not style,-of Japan
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Zimmernithl Andrea Griffing. YETTA,TBE TRICKSTER.
Grades 1-4

. -

Four stories about Yetta, misChT6You0.
who plays tricks (which backfi'rp.by tne

-community members; detAiied per-and.,1nk .
peasant costume; open,' War6youthadult

__=zations-and humor.,

-351
-----

Sea bury, 1978. 48tp. $6.95.

ung girl in an. Eastern European:village,
end of each story) on her family and
drawings picture characters in authentic
-relationships; delightful characteri-

*Briggs; Raiment:1. THE. SNOWMAN. ,Random. 1978. unp. $5.99, Grades K-3

Wordless book, illustrated with several small frames pe -r page,'portrays small boy
and snowman he makes which comes -to life; first the boy shoWs the showMan his,
World; then the snowman takes the boy on Short trip to snowy lands; pastel drawings.

-maintain appropriate snowy atmosphere

Books a Series

Delage; Ida. OLE.WITCH BOOKS, Garrard; 19787 1979 -each- -48 p. each $4.48.
GrAaes,K-3 .

Titles THE,OLDTWITCH AND. HER MAGIC BASKET; TIE OLD WITCH AND-THE_DRAGON;
THE OLD WITCH AND THE GHOST PARADE

Amusing- books depicting advehtures of Old Witch-with nearby tOwnspeo010;.tales
L

playful.frightehing, entertaining child40i,th magic, and ridding town Of'

dra060,.4re depicted intoldlyoolored easily read text,-exciting-; iut

hot-so4qaty stories .ferany.-tillis of year -
- ,

EASY VENTURE wpm. OarrardiA978,.1979. each
DeLaget

Leonard. Db YOU'HAVE ANY CARROTS?
Ressler, Leonard. TRICKS R TREATS:ON HALLOWEEN--'

'Winsomely. adorable aniMal.aharacteisadorn these prOfusely illustrated books
"'osigned'for earliest readdral.simpie plots instructively entertain readers:

bunnies,-in search of more carrots, meet many dikkerent animals, and squirrels
not knowdpg:what to do on a rainy day,_ prepare for'., -a sunny 'day party;_ largebald_
print, 4prOOriately spaced for_easy Leading and attractive cover will attract
inexperienoeareaders--

FAMOUS ANIMAL STORIES. Garrard, 19/7;-19/8. each-48 p. each 4.7 Grades -6

Colyer, Anne. PLUTO: BA-AVE LIPIZZANER STALLION
Deniel, Justin F. SCAT: THE MOVIE CAT
Glendinning, Richard and Sally. STUBBY: BRAVE SOLDIER DOG

Heart- warming,-well- written stories about historically and fictionally famous
animals; Stubby, mascot of Yankee Division of World War,I, follows his friends
to battle in Prance, warns soldiers of gas attackaicaptures a'-prisoner4 receives
many awards for bravery; Pluto, lead stallion of Liedzzaners, during World_War II
courageously performs for General Patton, who decides to Save these famous

.
horses.; Scat, stray cat that becomes movie Star, daringly kinds his way'home.to
his ownrA'even though texts are lengthy and there are feW pictures, manageable
vocabulary, thrilling plots will quickly i1 yolvean4 magnetize readers

p. each $4.48. Grades Kr2

GOLDEN LOOK-LOOK BOOKS. Golden Pr., 1977, 1978. unp. each $3.30. .Gradep K-3
Reit, Seymour. .BUGS BUNNY.00ES'TO TI-1E DENTIST,

Alf,SW.05511r. BUGS-MCWMR" T-
ScarrY; Rickard. NICKY GOES TO'illE.DOCTOR

.

FaMiliai'boM0 characters, full-page, color ul,illustrations, and basid voca,
Ulary introduce readers to importan0e,ofroutine-health care (see Science lit
additional GOLDEN-LOOK-LOOK BOOKS).
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Gunther, Louise. FOR REAL BOOKS. darrard, 19781979. each 48 p. each $4.
'Grades 1-5

Titles: ANNA'S SNOW DAY; A TOOTH FOR THE TOOTH FAIRY

Entertaininginner city books introduce good friends, Anna and Rose--not tbe
same girls in both books, however; easy-to-read, cheerful stories describe a
fun day of playing in tfie sr-16, and Rose's anxiety about losing her tooth for
'which'she expects money from, tooth fairy; well-spaced bold print and easy vocab-
ulary chara6terize this text which includes frequent dialogue; multi-colored
illustrations adequately represent characters, plots

Holl, Adelaide. SMALL BEAR ADVENTURES. Garrafd, 1978, 1_979. each 48 p. each $4.48.
Gradeso K-4

Titles: SMALL BEAR AND THE SECRET SURPRISE; SMALL BEAA WOLVES A MYSTERY

Simplest oft mysteries in thete books featuring Small Bear and his friends,
Binky_ and _Alprd-,14- tender , heart-warming-staries-centbr ori -Binicyl-s-new-baby sister-

,

and Small Bear's thwarted apple party; large, dark print, basic vocabulary,
amusing black-and- white` llustrations shaded with blue will attract, entertain
young readers

IMAGINATION BOOKS. Garrard, 1978, 1979. .'Orades K-4
Hoff, Syd. HENRETTA, CIRCUS STAR. 48 p.1. $4.60

'- Hoff, Syd. HENRIETTA,GOES TO THE FAIR. 48 p. '$4.60
Kesslpr, Leonard. THE PIRATES.' AWENTURE ON SPOOKY ISLAND.
Papei:Dorina LUgg., DOGHOUSE FOR SALE. 40 p. $4.48
Pape, Donna Lugg WHERE IS MY LITTLE JOEY? 48 p. $4.60

-Colorfully -animated stories with elementitry, plot lines: Kora Kanga 's loss,of !

her baby, Freckles' making numerous improvements on his doghouse, Henrietta Hen's
experiences at the circus and fair, Captain Ben's rescue of prisoners from Bad
Bert; plethora of_ illustrations provided for the fast -paced actionp easI-to-read
print, UnsoPhisticated dialogue;)excellent for individual or group reading and fof
experience in observing use-of quotation marks

MYSTpRYAOOKS. Garrard; 1978, 1979. Grades K-6
Hall-, Lynn. THE MYSTERY OF THE SCHOOLHOUSE DOG. 64 p. $4.70
-Robison, Nialilcy L. THE MYSTERY AT HILLTOP CAMP., '48 p. $4.60
Shapiro, Irwin. THE HUNGRY-GHOST MYSTERY. 64 15. $4.70

-Intriguing stories with simple-plots will charm and interest young mystery lovers; ,

schemes include such puzzles as missing milk, apparitional dog, spectral,paptain
Greybeaxtd, exciting, satisfying conclusions will whet reader's appetite for more
sutpenee; attractive covers, manageable vocabulary,' unaffected style, black -and -'
white 'illustrations shaded with color will appeal to readers 4Clinton City)

Pattaron, Lillie. FIRST HOLIDAY BOOKS. Garrard, 1979. Grades K-4
CHRISTMAS TRICK TREAT. 4t,p. $4.60
imp GROUCHY SANTA. 4'0 p. : $4.40,'

HAUNTED HOUSES ON HALLOWEEN. 46p. $4.60

Oharming,ttories that all end happily treat such favorite holiday motifs as
launtedlicuses, gnomes who are teStoWers of good fortune and o'f'devilish,pranks,
retirmed'Mr.,GroUpb,In,A CHRISTMAS CAROL tradition; simple plots, large print
wjdely spaced, colorful text and cover illustrations will attract variety of
,kaderal THE-GROUCHY SANTA ig misleading tie

4
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Lantz,- Walter. WOODY''WO6DPECKER: THE PIRATE TREASURE. Golden Pr., 1977 unp.

$3.95: Grades 2-4

Basically a large size, hard-cover Woody Woodpecker comic book with straight
printed, text rather- tharOalloons

'Lasky, Kathryn. MY ISLAND4AANDKA: 1979.= unp.. $7.95. "Grades

Abbey's tender-narrative about her and Grant:line's simple summer activities on
an_island off qoasOkf Maine; gently pictures their easy; loving relatfbnship
as they swim in.sea,' pick blueberries, Nd.elinighttime-.summer sky, sail and tel

:cloud stories,,Make moss gardens and moon cookies; story flows easily into
beautifully deBcriptive passage's; ink and-wash illustrations insoft.pastel
.shades; delightful read aloud.. (Haywood County)

Lear,4Ed rd THE OWL AND-THE PUSSY-CAT AND OTHER NONSENSE.- Niking 1979. unp.

$8.'95 Grades K-6

Intricate, elaborate,,colorful.illustrations of this classic, verse and eight
limericks; multiplicity of detail will keep a child happily occupied identifying
specific and, whimsical items--even the runcible spoon; bright dust ja.cker
illustration repeated on binding

Leech, Jay, and Zane.Spencer. BRIGHT FAWN AND ME. Crowell, 1979. unp. $6.89.

Grades.-3

First person narration of Cheyenne girl who thinks her younger sister is
-pest hut resents anyone 0.se's saying so; various warm shades of brown are
suggestive of Indian life on the plains; short sentences, simple vocabulary
result in clipped style manageable;' for young readers (Haywood County)

'Leithauser, Gladyi, and Lois BreitmeYer: THE-RABBIT I STNEXT": --GOiden

unp. $4.57. Grades 2-4

Engaging account o =f_ Jenny's visit to _animal hospital to get her rabbit
repaired; ill.thevaitirig room Jenny watches antics of,dogs, a'cat, turtle,

- hamsteri monkey; rePresentattve-group includes-old_peOple: children,-
minotities,.and female veterinarian; multicolpred illustrations portray
pleasant characters, attitudes

Lesikin, Joan. DOWN THE ROAD. Prentice, 1978. 32 p. $5.95. Grades K-3

Pleasure of his bOok is:in the careflilly executed illustrations which are
unfortunately not in color; text is monotonous as snake and turtle wiggle
and waddle. down he road in search of joint' home; conclusiOn fails to-enliven
story as they join other animals-in:a crumbling wall

_Lester, Helen. CORA COPYCAT. Dutton, 1979. unp, $7.95. Grades K-1

Mischievous Copycat Cora has irritating'habit,Of mimicking everything and
everybody: the dog's'"Barkii..yruff," the clock's "BRRRING," her parents'
directions; Cora is.sCared -out of her habit )by-Wild-Woolly Wurgal who escapes
from zoo; humorous pan-and-inkdrawings shaded with gold are auimated appealing, .

manageable for individual or group- reading

Leverich,pKathleen. THE HUNGRY -.FOX-AND -SHE TOXY-DUCK.

$4,99. ,GradLi,

Age oln tale of fox's tie ng'.outema_rted by wise.little dna; told with
.repetitiVepattern-easy4or.yoUng:children to read and follow; ending presents-
wittY,unekpettedtwistI, large,- viVid-.watercolorillustratiOns; practical'
for'xeading aibud ordiIentY--

Parents, 1978. unp.
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LevY,-Elizabeth.
$5.47. Grade

SOMETHING QUEER AT ;`THE

1-3

Y: A MYSTERY= Delacorte, 1977. unp.

When-Jill-and Gwen decide to-enter,their basset hound in dog show, they go-to-the

library to get a book.about:training. dogs and discover that some "creepu'has been

cutting pictures out Of.books; girls solve mystery by collecting available clues
and reasoning thgough-problemz line drawings help to convey both the humor and

seriousness of sifuation;- well-written mystery story for.young readers

Lexpu, Joan I HATE EEL) ROVER., Dutton, 1979. 56 p. $5.95-. Grades' K-4'

--Absorbing tale of how-diminutive Jill overcomes her- inability to play 'Red-Rover

by sharing.her' dilemma with.her. grandfather,- Wbo-also has Problem;emPathetic.
treatment of, pain which results-Trcim-being-laughed at; soft gray, ogange-tinted
drawings are vitally realistio, expressive; bold, readable print suitable for

ind,ividual oe group reading

ivermore Elaine.--THREE-LITTLE_KITTENS_LOST_TEEIR_MITTENSHoeghton, 1_575.

$5.95. Grades K-2

Innovative approach to an old favorite nursery rhyme invites reader to find kittens'
,

lost mittens in detailed pen-and-ink drawings on brigh yellow'background; simple,

brief text in bold print appears opposite amusing il ustrations; will encourage

reading, develop observation skills

Lloyd, Errol. NINI CARNIVAL.. Crowell, 1978. unp. $6.89. Grades K-2

Brief, pleasurable story of distressed Nini, Jamaican child who has no costume for

carnival; magically transfored by small piece of cloth, Nini becomes Queen of

Carnival; large print enveloped by multi-colored, double-fpage,illuSrations of

children in variety of costumes; will appeal to children's love of dressing up,

tasizing

Lobel,eArnold. GRASSHOPPER ON THE ROAD. Harper/ 1978. 62p.' $5.79. Grades K-3

Humor of grasshopper's six encounters is unusually subtle for a-beginning reader

-----and more likely to-bring smiles- than- chuckles, each-brief-chapter involves.

adventUrous grasshopper withcreaures-committed to a routine --e.g., .a super clean

houpefly set oncleaning-the Whole world, an overly.zealous,mosquito ferry boat

captain;_. Soft, Predominantly-green drawings reflect gentleness of easily read

:story.

Lobelf-AThold. HOW THE ROOSTER SAVED THE DAY. Greenwillow, 1977. unp.. $5 4.

Also available from PuTfin,$1.95 Paper. Grades K-3

DeScribed on Fall 1978 Easy Books Advisory List

Lobel, Arnold -.A TREEFUL-OF PIGS. -Greenwillow, 19-79. unp. $7.95. Grades K-4

Peasant =farmer and hisAlife buTsome pigs to raise, buthe is too lazy to help

care for them; wife 'retorts_to extreme actions to get him to work, humorous tale
with Meticulously detailed,- color-picturs; amusing, cover and text illustrations,:

-T
readable print will lure'numerous readers (Haywood CdUnty)

:0.

Alice. THE WITCH WHO WAS AFRAID-OF WFCHES. Pantheon 1978. unp.

Grades .K-.3
-

With help from,a ghost Triendi Little Wendy learns to fly and cast spells well

enough to be acknowledged by her-oldersisters as a creditable, if different,
.

Witch; non-scary alloween story abundantly illustrated' with tiny, impish

araCters
_ _. _
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lukesovg, Milena. THE LITTLE IFd AND THE RAIN. Holt, 1978,
Grades' I -2

_Uhile some animals run to rain is playmatelaymate for little girl, ducks,
geesei others;.large, pastel illustrations of interesting animals; minimal
text .

agLachlan, Patricia. THE SICK DAY. Pantheon, 1979. unp.- $6:95. Grades K-3

Noteworthyhreak from tradition as Father tenderly cares for Emily, who has
"a stomachlache in Eherj-h4ad," While Mother is working; Father's patience
and gentle zonCern reflected in-his-telling Emily stories, answering her
continual requests; .sensitive illustrationa demonatrate-affectionate-father-
daughter relationship'.

dNaughton, Colin. THE GREAT 400 ESCAPE. Viking, 1978. 'imp. $7,95. Grades K-3-

Ruffles, trOpical island bird who entertains hi- 'nged friends-with tall-
tales,:is captured and taken far away to a zoo; th e-seagullafly to zoo,
abscond with-zookeeper's keys, free all the animals text.is superimposed on
bright; double-page illustrations;-entertaining, b expensive purchase.

McPhail, David. MISTLETOE, Unicorn/DUtton, 1978.- unto. $6.95: -Gradea K73-

Mickey, disappointed about receiving a wooden horse for Christmas, fantasizes.
that Mistletoe transforms into, real horse; her exciting ride across -sky on
Mistletoe's back leaves Mickey grateful for Santa's mistake; pastel-tinted,
pen-and-ink drawings imaginatively re- create, the enchanting text; small,
delightful book with readable print will touch children's fancy

.McPhail, David. STANLEY: HENRY BEAR'S FRIEND. Little
Grades '1-4

1979, 47 p.. .95,

Stanley, adorably sad-eyed raccoon, leaves hmne in search of happier life;
heart-warming, but somber tale of Stanley's attachments to cunning Fenster
Fox, temperamental4Chatto Rat, good-natured Isaac; themes Of self-aWareness,
value-of frioOdship and honesty-supplemented by warm-finezaine drawings-of-
characters; numerous words per page may necessitate reading aloud to some
groups

McPhail,_David. WHERE CAN AN ELEPHANT HIDE? DoubledaY, 1979. unp, $7.90:-
Grades K-3 -

Humorous jungle tale about Morris, an elephant whose inability to hide easily
from hunters causes him great.frustration; with aid of animal friends, Morris
finds perfect hiding place, resulting in happy ending; colorful, appealing
illustration's; beautiful, durable cover; excellent for reading aloud or
individual, entertainment (Clinton City)

Maestro, Betsy and Guilio. LAMBS FOR DINNER. Crown, 1978. 32. p.

Grades K-3

Clever Mr. Wolf uses many tactics to entice Mama Sheep's little lambs in order
to have them for dinner; when Mama discoversthiee of her children have been
stolen by Mr. Wolf, she rushes to- his house--only to find them Sitting at
-the table-ready to -eat- dinner; large print, surprise ending, distinct
illustrations-in shadesof blue and orange will delight children
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Maestro, Giulio. LEOPARD D THE NOISY MONKEYS. Greenwillow, 1979. 47

Grades K-3

Too much noise from monkeys spending night-with Leopard,leadS to eguence of
events resulting in several jungle neighbors spending the night'in each dther's
homes; expressive illustration's in soft,.clear colors; simple vocabulary with sturdy
colorful binding will make this boOk popular for independent enjoyment

Maestro, Giulio.. ...LEOPARD .IS SICK. Greenwillow 5.71. Grades K-

Leopard has to stay iii bed to recover from a stuffy nose and sore throat; pis friends'
attempts to cheer-him are rebuffed until they disguise themselves as doctors; sim-
plistic approach, but light humor attached to familiar situation will be apPealing;
simple text accompanies-large, cleSrillustrations

IdgVist, Stefan. I'LL TAKE CAREiOF THE CROCODILES.' Atheneum, 1978. unp. $6.95.

Grades K-3

Eric has trouble getting to sleep one night; with` hisfather in bed with-him,-they
have.a.Series'of dream-like adventures; although not the best story, illustrations
are bright, eye-appealing and will interest a yOung childparticularly pictures of
lather's hiding-his head under a pillow

-Mantinband, Gerda. BING BONG BANG AND FIDDLE DEE -dEE.
'Grades-K-2

Playful story 4JE old mw-l_ who, when he tries to fiddle,- .scares off .his farm animal
when he and his wife go in pUrsuit, they are caught in,storm,-separated, rejoined;
animal-soUnds, dialogue, large print, colorful caricatures will appeal to Young_
listeners- or reAders

Marino,parbsra Pavia. -.ERIC NEEDS STITCHES.- Addison,- 32 p. $6.95-. Grades 1

Indisriensable book emphasizing necessity of psychologically preparing children for
'emergency room visits; written by_nurse, story'reveals Eric's injury, his fears,
his response to medical help; accompanying black-andwhite.photographs depict EriCi

----emergencyroom-facilitiesi-instruments,-treatmentvutilitaran,-as-well-as-interesting
book; will generate questions, responses in group discubsions

Doubleday 1979. .57 $5.90.

marshall, ,Jimmes- GEORGE AND MARTHA ONE.FINE DAY 'Houghton

Grades-K-2-

Five more brief, humorous stories about two hippopotami: 1) Martha almost loses
her confidence as she walks a tightrope; 2) George is overcome with curiosity as
Martha writes in her diary; 3) Martha convinces George not to tell any more "inky"
stories at meal time; 4) George scares Martha; 5) Martha scares George; simpl- text
crayon-like full-page illustrations (Caldwell County)

Massie, Diane Redffeld. CHAMELEON WAS A SPY. Crowell, 1979. unp. $6.89. Grades K-5

Certain that he will make the perfect_sPY, Chameleon convinces pickle company to
hire him to recover their secret formula stolen by rival firm; while escaping with
the formula, poor Chameleon slips into a jar of pickles destined far marketr:7-rescue
and, heroism eventually come in this sprightlY', easy-to-read tale full of small,
amusing illustrations

Mayer, Mercer. OOPS. Dial, 1977. unp...' 4.17. $1.75 paper. Grades K-3

Described on Fall 1978 Easy Books Advisory Lis



Merriam, Eve.,, UNHURRY HARRY Four'Winds, 1978; unp. $5.95. Grades K-4

' Hectic day in the life of-Unhurry,Harry, boy whose-mother, sister, father,
friends; teacher are always saying, "Hurry, Harry"; black-and-white line
drawings, representing dull-reality, juxtaposed with brilliantlycolored
illustrations, representing Harry's .fantasies,:will evoke significant
student reaponse

Miklwitz, Gloria D SAVE THAT RACCOON!- Harcouit 1978.. unp.. $5.95. $1.95 paper.
Grades K-4

Tender, realistic story about what happens_ to raccoon when his .forest home-is
demolished-Thy-fire; raccoon and other forest animals,who-wreak.havoc in the
town where they .take- refuge, are caught and Otnsportad tonew-home; meticulous
pen -and ink drawings tinted with orange appropriately depict. the appealing, .-
informative text

Miles, = iiskaf ENNY'S-CAT-Uni-corri-/Dutton-, 19

In days of oil lamps aa.Coal furnaces, little Jenny and her family move to
new town when her father begins-newroute as passenger train conductor;
dispirited and friendless, she adopts a stray cat in spite of her mother's
foreboding s. unusually weli-deVeloped characters convey family love,without
trace of sentimentality as. the cat and her. 'inevitable kittens find-welcome
homes and Jenny finds a friend;-black-and-white drawings reflect tone of
story easily read alone by older students

Miles,.Miska. MOUSE SIX AND THE HAPPY BIRTHDAY; Unicorn/Dutton, 1978. unp.
$5:95.' Grades K-3

Mistaking Mouse Six's intentions when she sees him with a knapsack, Squirrel
. starts a rumor that he-is running away; local animals take gifts to cheer Mrs.
Mouse, arriving just as Mouse Six returns with his knapsack full of gifts for
her birthday; all join in happy, low-keyed celebration; .black- and-white
drawings emphasize animals, not activities

Millers J. P. and d-Ratherind Howard. DO YOU KNOW COLORS?. Random, 1978. unp.

$3.99. $.95 paper; -Grades K-1

Fourteen colors (including lavender an&gray ).illustrated by.plants And
animals' though pictures are large and clear, some items seleotedBeem
arbitrary because of their unusualness-blue dragonfly, white 'rooster; fun
for color study (A-Kandom House PicturebaCk Book);

lord, Sue and Jerry. MAGGIE AND THE GOODBYE GIFT.
$6.67. Grades K-3

Maggie and her family are transferred to a town filled. with strangers; bored
with her-family!'s moping, she decides to open and play with a special good-bye
gift; there was only one thing to do with all those open cans of food, so the
-family did itturning a neighborhood of strangers into a backyardfull of
friends; Maggie and the text are bright blue spots on black-andwhite pictures.

Mitchell,. Cynthia. HALLOWEENA HECATEE AND OTHER RHYMES TO SKIP TO. Crowell, 19'78.
unp. $6.89. Grades.K-4

Wide array of rhyming lyrics designed to accompany skipping rope; includes
verses for a fast skip, a daring skip, a hopping-from-one-leg-to-another skip,
group counting skip, many others; suggests number of jumps for each; imagina-
tively detailed, intricate illustrations will initiate enjoyable browsing as
well_as_actual,'skipping;_f,or ohildren_who_love_this_favgrite_recessactivitY-

LothroP--1979, unR:
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itchell,.Cypthia. PLAiTIMECollins Pubs., 1978. unp. $6.91. Grades. K-3

Beautiful rhymes (ParticipleaOnly)-and lively pictures of charming group of
children "running, rao4ng,-cheering,'chasing...growing"; Ichikawa's pencil and
watercolordraWings will be enjoyed alone or in groups; verses.will encourage imag-
inative additions ,(Wilkes County)

rison, Bill. -LOUIS JAMES HATES SCHOOL. Houghton, 1976. 2 p. $6.95. Grades K

Amusing story about Louis James, who hates and frequently skips school; he.learhs,
the hard way that if he wants a good job, he must learn to read and write, mediocre
story line uplifted by fastrpaced action, striking, illustrations, valuable theMd;
entertaining and encouraging to students who are apathetic about attending school

untain, Les. UNCLE SAM AND FLAG. Oddo, 1978. 32 p. 15.75. Grades K-1-
.

The .Pledge of-Allegiance explained.in terms easily understolpd by young child;
definitely a usuable book, lin spite-of_painfully cute animal:sand:instructor.
Uncle_S: ra -straight -backedeaglewith -a --red4--Whitel-an -bluetophat

Myers, Steven a THE ENCHANTED STICKS Coward, 1979. unp. .16.95. Grades 25
_ _.-. . .

. . ,

Old man, assisted by bundle of.syperpatural stioks, triumphs over brutal band of ,
--i

robbers who.kidnap-young' girl; fantasy Set ih ancient Japan.is enhanced by
delicate pen-and-ink drawings

Ness, Evaline. MARCELLA'S.GUARDIAN ANGEL. Holiday, 1979. unp. $6.95. Grades K-5'

Marcella'd invisible guardian angel hovers over her, acting as her conscience; since
Marcella is inclined to misbehave, her angel is busy; Marcella can rid herself of
the angel by learning to "turn herself inside out"; when Marcella tries this "flip-
flop," she has more friends, positive feelings; self-discipline, the story's moral,
doubtfully-will,be recognized by this age group; attractive woodcuts, portraying
Marcella in various moods; accompany fairly- sophisticated text; read aloud or
silently

Newman, Shirlee P. TELL ME, GRANDMA; TELL ME,GRANDPA. Houghton, 1979. 3_

$6.95. Grades K-2

When the little girl asks her grandparents to tell stories about her parents, th
'readily oblige with brief, amusing incidents; she, however, can, only imagine he
parents as they are now--a fact outrageously and brightly illustrated with scen
such'as Mommy'd riding her bike around.the living room and Daddy's sitting in
high chair with bowl of cereal on his head; good fun for reading aloud or alone

N vole, Ruth. THE. MESSY RABBIT. Pantheon-, 1978. 35 p. $5.99. Grades- 2-4

Charming, detailed watercolors take edge off didacticism of this tale of little
rabbit taught lesson on- `neatness; large maigins,'Manageable format ideal-for
individuals and small groups (Wilkes County)

Nixon, Joan Lowery. THE BOY WHO COULD FIND ANYTHING
$1.95 paper. -Grades K-3

HarCoUr

David muddles his way to fame: as a finder of lost objects--lost speech falls on his
head when he bumps into ,a bookcase, lost false teeth take a strategic bite, when
he flits; unfortunately, his luck does not hold when it comes to his iown possessions.
at home; familiar yd Hoff fare in illustrations
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Nixon, Joan Lowery. FIE MOUSE AND THE BUSY BIRTHDAY. Seabury,- 1978, 47 p.
$6.95. -Grades 3-5

Muffle Mouse'helps her mother have the best possible birthday by.preparing
sbreakfastin bed--PeppermiAt candy sen4wich and root beer; during theday'
she,teacheS anon-aharing,friend-to share, helps a .cousin pass through a
scary "phase";.day endsas4Muffie provides prettiest party decoration--a
smiling fade;. lengthy-text: in fonr chapters accompanies small'blackand-
white drawings

Nixon, Joan-Lo ery, THE NEW' YEAR'S MYSTERY. Whitman, 1979. .32 p. $
Grades 1-3

When:New Year's party treats disappeat,,Susan and Mike Set out:to.sOlve
.mYstery;Antriguing and-fast-moving tale for beginning readers; humorous
illustrations in blue tones A ,

Noblc, June:. -TWO HOMES-F $6795- Grades-2-5

Unfortunately shallow treatment of the breaking up of a home; actual pain
and confusion six-year-old Lynn feels after her, parents' divorce is quick
supprEssed with acquisition of imaginary friend who is unreservedly welcomed
by both parents; challenging vocabulary for early readers, but book Could
serve a.need if read aloud; soft brown-and cream colored illustrations ate
realistic, attractive -

I

Oakley, Graham, THE CHURCH MICE AT BAY. Atheneum, 1978. unp. $8.95. Grades

Sixth story about church mice and Sampson, the cat; Sampson gets thrown out
when substitute "mod" vicar decides to replace Sampson with a cat who will
"catqh mice, not hob nob with them"; mice revcue Sampson from the pound and
subsequently eject the new vicar; colorfully detailed pictures are Witty
extensions of matter-of 7fa4 text; delightfully.funny

Oana, Kay D. THE LITTLE DOG WHO WOULDN'T BE. odd°, 1978. = 32 p. $5.75.
Grades X.-2 -

Even a four-year-old will understand the moral, "Be yourself," as the
ow-Owl grants plain Brund's Wishes to be various otherianimals; after

suffering predictable misadventures, Bruno welcomes chance to be himself;
large_ unusual-.,` dark print and Colorful, oil painting style illustrations

Oana, Kay D. ROBBI AND THE RAGGEDY SCARECROW. Oddo,-1-978.
Grades K-2

Pleasant picture-story. about a little boy's visit to his grandmother in
the country; Robbie saves her cherry. -tree and future cherrY pies-by building
a scarecrow to scare off noisy birds;:unfortunately, JaCkie StepherOs
colorful illustrations lack charth or hUmor

to, Svend, TAXI DOG.' Parents 1978. unp. $5-41. Grades R.-2

-
In COpenhagen Jasper-enjoys pretzels, coffee,- taxi rides' until he gets: into
trouble chaaing clickens;_ cu fing short resultant stint as tied -up watchdog,
he catches ride on a taxi bak to the city and resumes his former way of
life,until-he meets a-charming-_dachshund "by far the-sweetest dog he'd
ever seen"; clear, cOlorfuli.full-pag4 plcpures with minimum print make':
this ideal for _sharing; durable librarY'binding.
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Oxenbury, Helen.. _THE QUEEN
Grades K-3

32 =.

D ROSIE-RANDALL. Morrow, 1978.

A telephone,call from the Queen sends. Rasieto the palace to help organize enter-.
tainmert for visiting King Wotteemazzy; she leads royalty and staff in a variety of
children's games, such as blindman's bluff and hide-and-seekr each game ends in
pandemonium, but a-good time is had, by all; full-pate color illuFtrations project
distinctly British flavor; tinjr black-and-white drawings decorate text pages
(Wilkes. County)'

anek, Dennis. CATASTROPHE CAT Al. THE ZOO. Bradbury 1979 unp. $7.95. Grade K-2

Catastrophe CaWthrough series of misadv,entures, cavorts with various animals in
zoo; large, double-page illustrations colorfully depict Catastrophe's riding

. hippopotamus, sliding down camel's neck, swinging cer alligators, being balanced by
seals, rescued by giraffe; action-packed picture book with only four pages-of 'print

a enteau.,__Shirley-__SECRETS_OF SCARLET,Childrens, 1979 31 p. 5 50 Grades 2-5

Moralistic .story which teaches that something old cLi be just as good as
something new;in Marie's case, learning her grandmOther's art of making lace,
instead of discovering an innovative idea for solving her village's financial
dilemma, is best solution; early historical setting in Southern France; plain black-
and-red illustrations do.not detract from entrancingstoryline, thought-provoking
theme; for child tired of J8hventional-style,books

Parish,'Peggy. BE HEADY, AT. EIGHT. Macmillan, 1979.- 63 .95. Grades 2-4

Lovable, forgetful Miss Moll must ."be ready at eight," but she does.not remember
why; after adaY of questioning friends and neighbors, she°surprises herself with
a birthday party; children's and adults' affedtion for Miss Molly is unmistakable in

their aoceptancepf,her absent-mindedfiess and in.gay line drawings shaded with green,
ofange; readable text, likable characters will attract readets

Arish,, Peggy. _MIND OUR MANNERS! Greenwillow, .1978. 56 p. $5.71. Grades K-3,

.Beginning-guide to-courteby;_includes_sleep-tover,..supermarket, and party_situations_____
:.as well 4s expected basics; ideal for class discussions, though illustrations will
'be enjoyed.for themdelves

P r, NanCV-Winslow. THE CROCODILE UNDER LOUIS FI EBERG'S BED. Dodd,,157
'.Gradesl 2-4

When his pet crocodile'is too big to.fit under his bed,LoUis Finneberg disappears;
only-the reader knows for sure why the crocodile inexplIkably begins to speak and
fly kites; humor of newspape story style and vocabulary will not be grasped,by
intended audience unless read aloud; neat black-and-white-drawings are as precise
and uncluttered as text

Parker, Nancy Winslow. THE ORDEAL OF BYRON E..BLAUKUEAH. Dodd, 1979.'. unp.

Grades 2-5

Engaging dramatization of how the best laid plan .of even scientistth 90 awry;
ligh-heartedly exemplifies steps of a scientific experiment designed to answer
question, "How do bears bleep five months every wintpp"; Byr041 B. Blackbear's
amusing 'reaction to this invasion Of privacy not only'evokes empathy for the bear
bUt also insight into resiliency- bEscientific community, simple text complemented
by apt illustrations of storyi scientific equipment, types of bears. (Goldsboro City)



Paterson, Diane. THE BATHTUB OCEAN. D al, 1979. . unp., $6 46. Grades K-1

Inventive story about Henry, typical little boy who imagines his bathtub is
the ocean; he dons his flippers and oxygen tank, "diVes" into his ocean-,
where he rides the back _of whale, sails with a sailfish, Sees other fish,
then starts home as he hears his mother's call; effective full-page pastel,
pen-and-ink drawings; good read-aloud (Haywood CountY)
-0.

Paterson, -- Diane. THE BIGGEST SNOWSTORM EVER. Dial $4.58.
Gades-3

Described on January 1976 Easy Rooks Advisory List

A PEACEABLE KINGDOM: THE Si-TAKER ABECEDARIUS. Viking, 1978. unp. -$8.95. Grades K-4

Unusual alphabet book based on an old 19th-century Shakzt Abecedarius used for
teaching, reading; soft, delicate watercolor illustrations by Alice and Martin
Provensen simPlY0 but artistically. represent such_linas_ef_Abecedarius_as
"Alligator, Beetle, Porcupine- Whale /Bobolink, Panther, Dragonfly,-Snail'
ftrword, providing information on Shakers,'makes thi:s'book a, potential.

supplementary source for older children studying U.S. History -.

. Pearson, Suean EVERYBODY KNOWS' THAT! Dial,. 1978. unp. A6.46, ,Grades,K-2

Kindergarten story about best friends, Patty and Herbie, who had always played
together, until they started school and suddenly there were games and things
boys did that girls could not do; Patty decides to teach Herbie a lesson about
the disadvantages of "male" and "female" roles; heavy-handed and inconclusive
but good for those interested in the rights and importance of girls; brightly
colored, full-Page drawings

Peet, Bill. COWARDLY CLYDE. Houghton, 1979. 38 p. $8.95. Grades K-4

Clyde, fainthearted war-horse of brave, young Sir Galavant, hopes that-his
-13revery will never be tested;' when countryside_is ravaged by "owl-eyed, ox-
footed ogre," SirGalavant and Clyde set out to destroy the beast; they
accomplish their mission in surprising fashion;humoroUs crayon and black-
line illustrations accompany this amusing adventure tne which will be an
appealing addition; lengthy text may require reading aloud to.some groups

FREDERICK'S, ALLIGATOR. CrownPeterson, Esther Allen.
Grades K-3

Pleasantly entertaining story of Frederick, whd Invents stories Abdut-having
wildwild animals; no one ever believes 'him until he finds an egg that hatches into
a baby alligator; after exciting' episodes at-school, Frederick decides to
return alligator to, riverbank;' however, now hda friends pay serious` attention
to Frederick's animal stories; ink and-color wash illustrations-depict amusing.
scenes, expressive characters ;. racially rePresentative school, group

.Peterson, Jeanne Whitehouse. THAT IS THAT. Harper, 1979. unp. .$7.89. -Grades 1-4t :
Whitehouse.

'Reveals Emma Rose:s:feelings'and her relationship with her younger brother when
their father leave/ home;- contemporarytheme unusual for.children's books;-

-

poignant content and warm, sensitive illustrations;-however, illustration of
'

child's nudity may prove-offenaiveto some parents
- -

, . .

-',_

pfloog, Jan , PUPPIES; -Random, '1979. unp.- $2.50 paper. Grades 1(3_

Adorable color pictures of various types of puppies dominate this eye-catching
book which simply describes puppies' characteristics: noisy, hungtY
naughty--aidepy;:ManageabII-Si2e; thiEk-bo-Sid gaged wil attract YoUng-'-feaders,
viewers; deserving of individual. or-group '.use 35
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Phillips r Charles Fox' .RASPBERRY CRUNCH. McKay, 1978. unp., $5:95 Grades 1 -4

Novel little story done in rhyme about an old lady and :her 89:dogs, 33 chickens,.
44 hogs, who invented and. deoided to -market Red Raspberry Crunch; humorous fantasy
exquisitely depicted in busy pen-and-ink drawings; subtle_moral and ambigilous ending
will prOVoke diacUssion; rhythm, rhyme will make this am.entertaining read-aloud

Pierce, Robert. THE DAY' OF THE WIND,. RAIN AND SNOW. Golden Pr. 1918.

Grades K-3
72 P- $5.95.

Three vividly portrayed action stories set in different kind of stormy weathersnow,
wind, rain; basic plot of child's getting stranded and being rescued appears in each
story; rhymed couplets, brilliantly colored illustrations assure student selection;

''perfect as read-aloud (Clinton City)

Pinkwater, Daniel M. PICKLE CREATURE. Four Winds, 1979. unp. $7.95. Grades K-2

Conrad brings home from the grocery store a green, lutpy; friendly Pickle Creature
with a fondness for raisins; .his grandmother knows just how. to make Pickle Creature

--comfortable- with- OA tmeai-cookies-'end-a-fuz zy-bedspreadl-simplest-of=stor ies with

bright, full7page, aimply.drawn pictures

Pollock, Penny. ANTS DaN T GET_ SUNDAY OFF_ Putna a978. 47 p. ,$5.69. Grades 2-4
.

Worker ant, AziYa,- bb-r-ed and overworked, lOngs f r change of pacei untila2rainstorm
brings more than enough adventurav her diligent habits pay off, even though she has

to -eat a wad of bubble gum in order to regain h r home and-again be- told to get back

to work; realistic details in simple tex and alternately black -and -white and colored

pictures (Wilkes County)

postma, Lidia. THE WITCH'S GARDEN, McGraw, 1979. unp'. $7.95.- Grades K-5,

Bewitching story of children who become enchanted by an old woman they have previously

feared as a witch; after meeting the-old woman, visiting her garden, listening to,

her, tales of gnomes and elves, children rush home to discover their own. Little

People, intriguing adventure into fantasy, delicately detailed color illustrations

will spellbind readers, listeners; sophisticated text .will necessitate reading aloud _

to` _come groups. _

Prelutsky, Jack. THE-MEAN OLD MEAN HYENA.' GreenwIllow, 1978. .`unp. $5.57. Grades K-3

In -fresh, sustained rhyme, Mean Hyena ,plays trick after trick on his jungle friends;

chanting his proud refrain. after each sly act,.'he remains unrepentant to the- end;

black-and-white illustrations highlighted with yellow capture' chagrin, humbr of each

scene.

P ovensen, Alice and Martin. THE, YEAR AT MAPLE HILL FA

$5.69. Grades K-4

Numerous illustrations, informative text elate year-round events on a New Englandinformative
farm; temperaments,. activities of both people and animals reflect seasonal environ-

mental Changes; practical format includes basic text at top of each page, detailed

text at bottom, thereby making book useful for group or individual reading; versatile
.

purchase (Caldwell County)

Atheneum, 1978. `unp.

'Qijakenbush, Robert. CALLING DOCTOR QUACK. Lothrop 108. 63 p $4.76. Grades 3-6

Drs. Quadk- is kept .busy _ou't'ing ailments traceable to Snapping Turtle, whose bad temper

is finally cured by removal of cans and bottle caps under his shell; pronunciation

is piovided for six medical terms; could be used for-beginning career education;

charming pictures would have more appeal in colors other than green, black, and

white (Clinton City)
0



Quackenbush, Robert. DETECTIVE MOLE AND THE.T1P-TOP _

$4.76.. Grades 274-

Emery Eagle, Tip-Top.Inn manager, hirenDetective Mole to solve mystery strange
occurrences which' have led to deParture of-ind's guests; treasure is discovered;
culprits Unmasked,\reputation of inn preservtd1--)bonus of simple, healthy snack_
recipe at endvsimplistic tale for early mystery-readerd; multi-shaded green illu
trations have no particular appeal (Clinton CitY)

Quin-Harkin, Janet. PETER PENNY'S DANCE. Dial, 1976.
Grades 1-3

unp. $7 47. 2.5 paper.

Described on -January 1977 Easy Books Advisory,Lidt

Rabinowitz, Sandy. A COLT NAMED MISCHIEF.. Doubleday, 1979. unp. 7.90. Grades K-3

Mischief,-a c6Itiliyes up to his name by plucking chickens, chewing clothes, making
a general nuisance of himself Sara's father'decides he must be sold; he changes his
mindchowever, when theColtcatohea_two4Cattle_rustlera_by_chewinig_tires_on_their
getaway :truck; text is almost unnecessary and-clearly secondary to warm-hearted,
watercolor illustrations (Haywood County)

Raney,' Gail. THE NIGHT STELLA HID THE STARS. Crown, 1978. unp. $0495. Grades K-2

'Story-hour fantasy of Stella,,the Star Lady who rebels against dusting stars everyday;
she hides them and flies off to enjoy a couple days.of freedom, thus.causing miseky.
and confusion on earth; brief .tekt supplemented by humorous illustrations filled
with colorfdl details(Caldwell County)

.. .

Raphael, Elaine, and Don Belognese. DONKEY AND_CAKLO. Harper, 1978. 32 p. $e.79.
.._

. Grades K-3
--

1:1
Simple? commonplace actions carry story-of Carlo and-Donkey

.

as-tfiey tend their
garden; Donkey reluctantly agrees tio-go-to Market after Carlo promises to get
home by dark; distractions of buStling marketplace nearly spoil trip. for donkey;-
_Softi_brownrtoned drawings-are as gentle-as,story_

aphael,- Elaine--; and Don Bolo-gnese. SAM BAKER, GONE WEST Viking, 1977. unp. $6.95.
Grades 2-5

ISath Baker, hungry for more.land, follows directions- of'Old peddler and takes his
family West, where he,hopesLto-get land for-"nextto nothing'"; Sam's greed-,
ironically leads to his oWn-dethise so that-all he needs is a plot of.land'six feet
long; Tolstoy's "How Much Land-Does a Man Need?" inspired.this.moralistic tale

, Which id,-vividly poktrayed tn-the mixed media of pen-and-ink-and dolor acrylic
paints

Ressner, Philip. DUDLYIPIFPIN'S SUMMER. Harper, 1979. '42;p. $5.89. Grades 2-4

Dudley's 'summer in the- country:.,beginb aq' hTS.'family- leaves- city early ,one
morning. when' the air 1"Sinelied as if no one- 'had breathed it yet"; briefly we share

,

some of his,special encounters: the farmer who invites .him to listen to the
potatoes grow, his special friend Mariot, an elf who has, no family--only a big
boWling team; short, independent chapters perfectly complemenind by-pencil sketches
(Clinton City)

--Richteri-A4ce, and-Laura Joffe-Numeroff.- yopc !TTUTCBRACES ON SPACES.
GreenwillOW-, 1979-56 4571 Grades 2-5

I

Informative story concerning an experience many Ohildren face today, getting braces-
.

on their teeth; told with empathy and humor, young boy witnesses his brothees
I

getting braces and'WiShes he hadrthet toci; not an- exciting Story, but pleasant
-reading for child havingi -or-soon--getting-braces-- , .. .

I- 1--------Q-7

,..,_
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.

Rigks,:charlotte Hall. LOOK AT rte. Houghton,-1979-; 32 p. $7.95. Grades 1(2"

therine-is still,unable to get her
disappearing act; beautiful treatment
thesis lovevone-line of print per:

Having used all the ingeniousness'imaginable, .0
busy mother's attentionuntil she pulls off her

4-of a little girl's need for reassurance of her m
page under siMple, full color illustrations

Robb, B ian. MY GRANDMOTHER'S WINN-. Parents, 1978.' .unp. .,$5;41

Humoroust fanciful tale of djinns that tales the reader from afelatiVely sedate
family life in England to mysterious, exotic lands of North Africa; after many years
of being imprisoned in a bottle, a friendly djinn escapes.and persuades English
family tohelp him find his wife from whom he was.separated-yearit before; lengthy,
occasionally tedious, text accompanied by enterfeining,'4colorful illustrations;
could be read loud to-younger children

Robinson,-Marileta. gokra-HAD:Gpop 39p. '86.89..-Grades 1f3,

Navajo- setting provides backgrourid7,tortbese three. briafT-hUMProUtOripe-t-Mr-,;-Goat
searches for---motedirttofinishbis house,-Grandfather Sheep cannot ind his favorite
OlcLilat, Jerry Prairie Dbgbas lost his blue grid white coffee pot;-- gay illustratite
depipt lustariess, prediCtable stories;'-however,Jarge4rint,',animitcharacterSPV-
.length of pointed tales will l-hold child enls attention.

Robisonil ancy.J_.. _THE MISSING BALL OFSTRING. Garrard, .1977.
. _

Grades- 1(. 3

,
Unbeknownst to Peter, a robin confiscates his kite-6tring.everytimp he puts.J.E.down.;
children -will enjoy slight suspense. as,Petersearcbed.lbal.pu1041tdiften evident in
three-colbr illUstrations

ockwell, Anne and HarlOw.0 BLACKOUT Macmillan, 1979. 63 p. X6.95. 'Grades KL4

Interesting, informatiVe story about inconveniences, dangers which accompany powe
faiTage; in calm, 'Ivell.74irganized way each family member, does his part; includes
helpful suggestions for preventionof pipes' freezing, JEr:.keeping warm, for eating
simplyf-fast-paced-aption-inIdgicak-sequenbec-effectively-Fepresented in gray --
.drawings tinted with.blue;'excaI,lent:fOr preparing children,for blackouts

,

THE
-.

RopkWell, Anne. THE BUMP.
-
IN TIE NI9-1,T. .Greenwillow, 1979. 56 pr $5.71. Grades 1-3

...---..

-Easy-to-read story about Toby. the Tinker, who reassembles a Shakespeare-like'. ghost,
who Arad been phoppOd-up by robbers, Toby becomes rich after digging up . .,

-- .

--..-

treasure and TearfaSsly inhabits the -ghost's pestle; bold print,J.,Jrepetition,
.

sequencing of test will maintain.:Teader interest, as will the suspense of this story;
simple, but attractive drawings:adequately represent 'tale

li

Rockwell, Anne. G0G018 PAY DAY. Doubleday, 1978. 32 p $6:90.. 'Grades K-4.1;*

Brightly:q0lOred illustrations and clear, :green print deplOt-GOgo the plownhis-
penevolence:and:his lack of restraintvwben GOgo gets-arise, .hespends-his meney-
on presents-.for his friends:7tbrgetting-ta:saVe.fo; hie.rent;excellent lessOn'in.
economics provides simple representation of managing, borrowing, repaying Money;

. .. .

-1for group-or individe41:reading
.

, -- , .

Rockwell, Anne. TIMOTHY IODW.S'..GOOD-THINGS ARE GONE. Macmillan, 19/8. 63.p.
-

Grades 2-4 -
..

. -..:. 7

peddler,. loses his pack; after spotting i bobcat, crow, bear with same
he bargains. viith an old man for lodging; lengthy text in large print,
is- illustrated by line drawings tinted with blue; not, particularly
Storyimali,attract_youngsters_interektedJA'simplistic mysteries

Timothy Todd,
of his wares,
poetic format
exciting,_ but



Romanek,Enid Warner. TEDDY. Scribne-

37 -

: .

7979.- unp... . Gradet K-3
_

Typical day in life:of-any-youngster-js illustrated wi Teddy and other stuffed
nnimals; unremarkahle story is give unique character bY:beeutifully detailed 'etchings

and'whimsical ending of Teddy's taking his tiny humenSt0,bed .. ,

f

Rose', Anne-. AS-RIGHT AS CAN BE. Dial, 1.976. :unp. aper.- Grade's'

Described on January 1977 Easy Books_Advi_sory List

Rose, Gerald. THE TIBER SKIN RUG. Prentice', 1979. imp. Grades K-,4

Tired_old-tiger substithtes 'himself for-siglace.ru0 unlortsnately,-his leisurely
life -- he risks discdvery until hip timely routing of burglarsadds- suspicious

,
leaVes him a 'herd, lastrStions are.bright and humOrduS:

, .
- .

Roy, Pon. AWFUL THURSDAY. Pantheon, 1979. 42 p. $4.99. Grades'
. ,

Jacklsawful-Thursday" starts -after -school-when -bag -eontaining7tape-eredorder he-is
..- 'bringing home from school gets squashedrafter spending all everang,w6rrying about how

. . i . . .

to explain to the_; librarian, ZAVk. discovers he was carrying akempty hOX;'.easy reader
.with plot that will keep childlq interest td the end;- blackand-White.illUstrations

- _

. 'by L.ibban ,t%

Roy, Ron.: THREE DUCKS WENT WANDERING.. eabury, 1979. unp.' $8.95. -Grades K-2-

Three litle dUcks.wander away from their mother and barely, escape wit theirlives
from several dangerous situations; ducks are-unaware of their near-4Se ra and
thoroughly enjoy their day; illustrations:are typical first qualitlrof.Galdone;
suspense makes this book a good= choice fo orytelling

Ruck-Tauclubt, Gina. lOWTHAT KOALA! itloGraw1179. unP. __$7.95.. Gradee'13t-,-- ' 3 , 1

ConfOrmipg,-punctealBear Street residents,.. K044'-bear until:his homesickneas
surfaces with the full Moon;4monthly pdrfomande of rooftop singing an_ d danding in---
his sleep distresses neighbors; nasty fallalerts-hitn-tbthe problemvgreatly em--
barrassed,_heresolves'to returnto4ustra.iaj Ebssakowska'sclear7warmdoublekage_.
illuatrations are perfect fore enjoying as tor is read aloud :

uffins, Reynold. MY BROT R NEVER FEEDS THE CA Scribners, 1979; unp.
Grades K-I

-11a;idoes ten chores one

dbiTghtful story (on the.
:treated to scenes of -k

jobs'to be "done by:anyon
trations not only.iupplede
(Ha: ood County)

ay,while her brotherBarhey.-
ast page: we find that Barney

'Cooking, -an integrated
ho boy or girl'Sboit
grief teXt but alSo

Ryderlacanne. .FOG-IN Tg:

IneadoW; firstlo
safely eluding h

evoke windy,eVe

.ea'n'onevbesideshavIng a
:s,alpaby), readers are

rhood,, a discussion of
double-page illus-
Anna'A elusive cat

OW. -larper, 1979. 32 p. $7.49 Grades K-3t,

accou f'aniMals' search' for Shelter as fog-A wafte4-Cv
confused, they gradually recognize scents and sounds,
iPhtly waiting-gray fox; soft[pastel illustrations pe
hed,byfog.

-St.,:George;:AT

T4in4f-the-century:story #ut .a.little girl and her imaginary playmate who, try to
unravelmystery of neighbo ppdpumpkin smaSher4,although--imaginary friend becomes,
a little tiring, reader is trOduted bhmany feetur' of life in this period,
es e Tally

a
throudh-61SC-k:41- -white and autumn-Colore pictures

LLOWEEN-PUM:PKIN:SMASHER-.-:PUtnam,-l978;-: 47:p.

the
hus
feCtlY.



. .

Salus, Naomi Iranush. 'MY DADDY'S MUSTAcRE. Doubleday, 1979. unp Grades K-2

,Warm, loving book about young boyos enchantment with his.father's mustache; father
and son, moment of cuddling affection, imagine.silly fantasies'of what-could
lurk in the Siustachei-delightful black-and-white drawings emit tenderness; large,
easy-to-:reed print

.

Salzman, Yuri, HO' % YOU'RE FEELING-BETTER; Harp -ex, 1979. unp. Grades 1-3

. Eat, inactiVe.Moriy'the,bear clearly represents anyan camper who has ever felt:out ci
placer though goo4natdiedfand:61Rver with his hands, Morry is teased because hR
aVoids-phyilcal-aativity; on ill; 'fated raft trip, he rescues fellow camper6'4nd..
dis overs how much-they-dolike. him, children .will easily identify with illustra4onsr
of nimsl.campers

Scarry, Richard; RICHARD SCA
unp., 3.99. $.95 paper.,

_

POSTMAN PIG AND HIS'ATSY LiEIGHBORS. ndOm;
ades.K1

PstM&n RiT5lelive
gift from hie neig
tifyin activities

;the schoolteacher,'

rs mail througiiout the town, ending with adelivery td himself--a
hborS for his faithful servicevprimary students will .enjoy iden-

,

of-community helpers ,, such-as Snip-S6ip the.barber., and Miss Honey,
busy, multi-colored'picturep:.With animals which = all look alike-

Schermer,' Judith. MOUSE IN HOUSE. Ough=tOnt.1978-'.- .32.p. $6.95. GradSg:K71 .'
. . .

Niqtbfian' faMily members make:ashambles,of theikhome. as they try tCyca e the
,.

resident Mousevjust.20 simple words'.and several -marvelously detailed'illustration-
tell the story,__complete with_prfeetly happy naing

Schick, Eleano SUMMER AT THE,SA. Greenwillow, 1979. '.56 p. $5.71. Grades 2-4

:PJ,easingly t ang4i1 story abbirit.young girl's, summer et the beach withhOr family -.
'andiftieds;:realisttc characters, exploit-6 described in chapters about:the:sea,
planting- pansies, going fishing, returning '.home' to.,pity;'ivivid, poetic images a:.$.

reflected in softly shaded illustrations;'clear, bold print and picturesquepover
will'1nvite'seledtion t

6chbley, Arthur.. ALLINKA AND THE GOLDEN ,ORD. Prentice, 1978; unp. -$6,95.

Grades K-3

Beautiful Christmas s-story of a wood6arver'Sysbnl-Erederick, who makeea great
sacrifice by destroying-his masterpiece.to.make a bird f'or his sick friend; lovely,
warm, expressive illustrations'by Bernadette.Watts;'good story; to read.to'small ;

. .

Children who will enjoy _just looking at'illustrations .

scbuiiman, Janet. 'CAMP KEEWEE'S'SECRET WEAPON. G eenwillow, 1979%
Gr$des 2-4' ,

True-to-life#ory, divided into six sectibp, of Jill's struggle to find her
i entity With' her peers i children will unde_stand hbw she feels about summer camp,"
aking nSW:friends;.suitable vocabulary, print acCoMpanied-by expressively vital

illustrations; excellent selection for individual reaper

la Schulman, Janet. TIE GREAT BI9 DUMMIt. Greenwillow, 1979. 30 p.t' $5,95. Grades -K -3

Since no ne is free to play, Anna:preatepherlown playmate just her own size by
using-her,own clothes; together_ they have a happy, busy time; text and simple,
bright illustrations-perfect for independent enjoyment; attractive wipable binding



Schulman, Janet, JACK THE BUM AID THE UE0. Greenwillow, 1978.

Grades 174

Easy 197971986'-:

P. $5.71

Dubious coincidence,of U. S. Weather balloon's arriving just ih-ti:Me to acareoff
a land developer may. stretch adult credulity, but will.cheer young readets7espe-
cially those who have seen favorite play spots converted to houses or parking lots;,
adults may also be put off by smelly JaCk, but he is too amiable to offend; text,
with, just a few challenging words, illustrated with simple, watercolor scenes

Schultz, Gwen. THE BLUE VALENTINE. Rev. ed. Morrow, 1979. 64 p. $5.71. Grades 1-4

This story may.have been written to remind teachers of how it feels to be the new
child in a classroom: lonely, scared, eager to be liked; children will understand
and sympathize; although written about a-first grade:child, level is closer to thir
illustrations of this 1965 story.have been updated, but°directions for constructing
Cindy's blue valentine remain intact

Schulz, Charles M. IT'S YOUR FIRST KISS, CHARLIE BROWN. Random, 1978. unp- 409.
Grades 2-.5

Hardcover, Comic-beok-style version of television ahoW in which Charlie Brown must
escort the Homedoming,Queen to the dance - -she happens to be the little red haired
girl; devastation at his loss of the football game (thanks to Lucy) is ally

eclipsed when the queen accepts his kiss; aPbeat ending for-Chailie-B

Schwartz, Stephen. THE PERFECT PEACH. Litele, 1977. 48 p. $7.95. Grades K-3

Oriental "folktale-like" story written in verse; Pee-chee, Chinese prince, decides
to run away from his doting' parenti and have fun, like other children; his travela
takeWim to the home of the sky gods, where his games cause problems on earthy
is finalrY returned to his home in the tom of a giant peach, which later opens .to
reveal him sea, and unharmed; tedious storyline, best read aloud, offset by metic-
ulously contri'vd illustrations which deserve close individual attention; instruc-
eionaran area of ancient Chinese culture

Seabrookerenda THE BEST BURGLAR ALARM, Morrow. 1978. unp. $6.67. Grades 2-3

Humorous story in which three house pets outdp-i.a co plicated alarm system in
catching a burglar; combination of cartooniskillus rations and lively adventure

--complements this- amusing treatment-of a re fProbkem.:,today--burglavy

Segal, Joyce. IT'S TIME TO GO TO BED. Doubleday, 1979. unp. */90. Grades K-2

Droll illustrations' of 13 different snimals'and simple text depict the eternal
struggle-between mothers and children at bedtime; unrealistically, not a 'Single
father is shown, nor does any baby animal disobey his mother cClin n -'tY)

sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. MITCHELL 16 MuVING. Macmillan, I97o, 46

Gradep 1-3

Tired his ,Id surroundings, restless i L140 UlLi(JO,AtAL, Lo nisi

a new home for himself "two weeks away"; however, he quickly gets very lonely
his old friend and neighbor, Margo; warm, humorous stdry about friendship, written
and illustrated in clever style, sure to entertain readers

Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. MR. JAMESON AND MR. PHILLIPS, Harper, I1979.
4-*unp.

$7.89.

Grades K-4

JEdifying animal story truly depicts our crowded'aociety; lesson in ecology maojili-
fied

y
Mr. Jameson and Mr. Phillips, artists who search for a clean, quiet place

to live and work; readable print interspersed with detailed color4picitires that
effectively reflect-mood of story7,separate chapters enhauce practicality of,
A.hldepen,dent or gropp_xeading _4 1



*asy' 19791980

Sharmat, s Marjo ie Weinman. SCARLET MONSTER LIVES Harper, 1979.: 64p: .

Grades K-3

Scarlet Monster, anxious to make friends in her new neighborhood, goes to all
extremes to attract visitors: hangs a sign, .makes brownies and pickled. beets,
builds a fire; height of irony depicted when Scarlet discovers, after berating her
ugly self, that her neighbors are monsters too; expansive color illustrations
-accompany print whickis-spatiously placed-on da6nrpageveye-catphing cover,-bizar
visual characterizations will encourage selection; theme will encourage discussion

;. , 0
iShatmat, Majorie Weinman. :THORNTON THE WORRIER. Holiday, 1978.. unp. $5.95.

GraOes-K.7.2

ThornteriRabbit,prize-Wor.rier, sees a house' sitting half on and half off amountain;
though' he worriesabout.its falling, the owner does not--until it does fall; after
this,- Thornton inexplicably changes his attitude and joins ranks of his non-worrying
friends; amusing, delicately shaded black-and-white drawings .(Caldwell County)

Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman, THE 329TH FRIEND.- Four Winds, 1979. unp. $8.95.
Grades K-3

While washing 1,975 dishes after his party for 328- gueste, Emery Raccoon reflects
that he is his own best friend; read-aloud text accOmpanied.by colorful pictures so
detailed they invite delighted scrutiny

Sharmat,Jilarjorie Weinman:. EKLE BORIS AND MAUDE. Doubleday, 1979. 62 p. $5.98.
Grades K-3

-Maude Mole.uses-her ingenuity and finally devises,a plan to help Uncle Boris with
is boredom - during -thy snowy - winter, half -page and fd 1- page pen- and -ink drawings

clear print add to appeal, of'story; last lines on pages.30 and 31 were out of order
in preview copy

e
Sharmati Mitphell. REEDY RATTLER AND.EASY EAGLE. Doubleday, 1979. 63 p. 5.90.

Grades

Unusual-plot line cente son Reddy Rattler's search for solution to his problemof
not being liked because h is a snake; Reddy's innate ability to rattle gains him
a:14.4cPWith_a4.00cViel**improving Reddy'e popularity andself-esteemi_opmic
three-color sketches acOmpany bold print; useful bibliotherapy fotindividuals
or groups

Shearer, John. BILLY JO JIVE AND THE C4SE OF THE MISSING PIGEONS. Delacorte, 1978.
47 p. 5f47. Graded-1-43

BillYda0.4ve and Susie Sunset help Flip find person responsible for stealing his
pigeons.dtory ends on a moral note with Sunset's injunction, "Man, stealing ain't
what'sliappenin"; situation, jive talk, and .c,haracters in three-color illustrations
are familiar to4regular Sesame Street viewers

Shearer, John. BILLY JO .JIVE; SUPER PRIVATE EYE: THE CASE OF THE MISSING TEN SPEED
BIKE. Delacorte, 1976. 47 p. $5.47. Also available from Dell for $1.50 paper.
Grades 1-3

Described on Fall 1978 Easy Books. Advisory List

Shulevitz; Uri., THE TREASURE, Farrar, 1978. unp. $7.95. Grades K-3

Short,- simple folktale with universal message; Isaac. dreams that he should travel
to capital city, 4,b0t for a treasure under the bridge by the Royal Palace; reluc-
pintly,,he travels to capital city and surprisingly finds clue to- a'treasure that

F'

4
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THE TREASURE. (Cont'd.)

was in-his-home all the time; luminous, color illustrations are inShulevitt's
'Usual high quality; brief text in clear, readable print; for individual or groLip
reading, discussion

Silvis, Craig. . RAT.STEW, Houghton, 1979 1 p. $6.95. Grades 1-6

Extraordinarily creative book, written in seemingly nonsensical rhymes, about
nature of relationships,' intriguing verses about such unusual associations as the
complementing lantern and night, dashed hope and memory, transient friendship
between breeze and feather; difficult, masterful allegory can also be simply

roached as putzle, riddle; large print neatly parallels boxed-in, colorful
drawings; entertaining bibliotherapy; positive learning experience

Singer, Marilyn. THE PICKLE PLAN. Dutton, 1978. unp. 5.95. Grades K-4

Wily Rachel trite to get attention--by being different, by being mysterious, by
being lively; what finally brings her out of-her self-centeredness is asking Billy
Michaels why he always has pickles in his lunch box; the two disOover they have
many thoughts and questions to share; intricate line drawings, shaded with gray,
portray demonstrative, likable characters; large print, brief text suitable for
even youngest readier°

Skurzynski, Glaris. MARTIN.BY HIMSELF. Houghton, 1979. 36 p. $6.95. Grades 1-3

Mothet's fitst dag on anew job and Martin's'first afternoon at home alone result
in pandemOnium for the hOusehold until Mother and Martin together set things rights
soft color drawings augment this humorous, possibly relevant, tale

Sleator, William. ONCE, SAID DARLENE. Dutton, 1979. 56 p. $5.95. Grades 1-3

Darlene tells tier friends that she was Once in a jungle, once in a desert, once on_
a ship, once lived in a castle, once had fairy animals, once was a princess; when
only -Peter says be- believes her, she 'returnB to her own magical home, taking Peter
with her; imagin'Aive tale with simple text, vivid gray and .yellow drawings;
attractively illustrated Cover'

SMith, Jim. -THE-FROG BAND'AND THE MYSTERY OF LION CASTTAE. Little, 1675- unp.
$7.95. Gadea K-4

Alphonse le Flic, frog detective, unceremoniously arrives at Brooker'lLion's
castle just after arrival of the Frog Band; through a series-of misadVentures thty
manage to solve ancient disappearance of one of Brooker's relatives; large, colorfUl
illustrations have enough detail to keep readers and non-readers happily ?coupled
through many sittings'

Smith,, Lucia B. A SPECIAL KIND OF SISTER. Holt, 1979. unp. $5.95. Grades K-3

Feelings of love and responsibility commingle with embarrassment and resentment
for sensitive seven-year-old S ah who struggles with these conflicting emotions
regarding her mentally retarded younger brother; compassionate, brief, simple text
with soft black-and-white drawings

Stadler, John. CAT AT BAT. Dutton, 1979. 31 p. $5.95. Grades K-2

Simplest of rhymes with no more than ten syllables per tale accompany accurately
detailed; full-page, Black-d-hd-white illustrations; true humor provided for begin-
ning readers in this book of silly verses about various animals



Stanton, Elizabeth and Henry. THE VERY MESSY ROOM. Whitman, 1978. unp. $3.56.

Grades K-2

After parents totally empty her room, narrator faces absolute necessity of cleaning,
it; she redecorates with branches and plants, among which she arranges her toys;
simple text, bright and realistic pictures depict unique idea

Steinmetz, Leon. CLOCKS IN THE WOODS. Harper, 1979. 32 p. $7.89. Grades K-2

Amusing tale combines things that fascinate young children: animals and clocks;
sprightly, full-page illustrations in soft colors portray animals' excitement and
response to wearing watches sold them by porcupine; entertaining plot, predictably
realistic ending, clear print will attract readers; adaptable for tell-a-story

Stevenson' James. "COULD HE WORSE!" Greenwillow, 1977. unp.. $5.94. Also available

from Puffin for $2.25 paper. Grades K-3

Described on September 1977 Easy Books, Advisory List

Stevenson, James. MONTY. Greenwillow, 1979. unp. $7.63 Grades K-3

Every day Monty the alligator takes his three friends (rabbit, duck, frog) across
the pond to school; tired of listening to-their continued suggestions for smoother,
straighter crossings, Monty decides to teach them a lesson; when he takes a vacation,
his friends soon realize they have taken. his service and good nature for granted;
pastei,watercoloi illustrations, uneven print in comic strip form impart humoro6s,

valuable lesson eye-catching cover (Haywood County) -

Stevenson, James. THE SEA VIEW HOTEL. Greenwillow, 1978. unp. $6.67. Grades K-t

WinsOme Herbert, young mouse, turns disappointing, two-week vacation with his parents
into an exciting adventure; bored at the exclusive resort where there are no other
children' Herbert-meets Alf, handyman who introduces his young friend to simple
activitiesand wonders. of the area; comic book format, including pen-and-ink:wash
draWings and simple verbal style, should appeal to wide: audience

Stevenson, James-. WINSTON, NEWTON, ELTON, AND ED., Greenwillow, 1978. 56 p.

$5.71. Grades 1-3

Winston, Newton and Elton, three walrus brothers, fight at the flick of a tail;
missed supper lead to competition to be most courteous--with inevitable results;
after ice split separates penguin Ed from his family, he becomes Message writer for
gregarious terns; to repay"his kindness, _they arrange ansportation home for him;
simple text extended by humorous illustrations in icy co_d grays, blues

Stone, Bernard. EMERGENCY MOUSE. 'Prentice, 1978. unp. $7 5. Grades 1-4

During his hospital stay, Henry worries about his pet mo e, Whitey; his concern
spurs a dream in which Henry views a 'Mouse hospital) comlete with mouse surgeons,
mouse patients, and Champion Mouse; entertaining text acc mpanied by,funny color
illustrations of distorted looking mice will probably not do much to allay children's
fears of hospital

Stott, Rowena. THE HEDGEHOG FEAST. Windmill/Dutton, 1978. unp. $6.95. Grades K-4.

Ten naturally beautiful watercolor paintings by Edith Holden, -whose earlier paintings
comprise THE COUNTRY DIARY OF AN EDWARDIAN LADY, are complemented with an imaginative
tale of Hedgehog family preparing for their hibernation party; credible sequences
involve father's transport of apples, frisky curiosity of hedgehog children;'glossy
rose-beige paper, brown print are suitably subordinate to full-page Prints
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Siren, Patti. SLOAN AND PHILAMINA OR HOW TO MAKE FRIENDS WITH YOUR LUNCH.,
HhicOrn/DUtton,:J9.79. unp. 16j95; Grades:3-6

.UnliShal treatment of .traditionally incompatible types choosing to be friends; with
an 'elephant joke, ant Philamina halti anteater Sloan just as he is about to have her
for lunch; in spite,of dire threats from other anteaters, they stay together, ever-17
Wally having 4- successful party for all their disbelieving relitive4; pace of- rather
lOhldtOry-maintained-bY-freggentAokds-SiMee-iine-draWingg-With-bebblid-CCMMenIe--
strategically highli_hted by splashes of blue; some humorous references may he beyond
young audience

Stubbs, Joanna, -HAPPY BEARS DAY. Andre Deutsch, 1978. (Available from Dutton.)
unp. $6.50.- trades K-2

Baby:-Sear hates being around other bears until the day he discovers that he-needs,.
belt and that working together can be fuh; vivid watercolor illuitrations alternate
with .black- and -white drawingS1 lengthy text, despite large. print, may necessitate-,.
reading aloud to.younger :groups; moralistic, happy ending will satisfy readerbwhc

6select this attractively bound book

Sumera, Annabelle. WHAT LILY GOOSE FOUND. Golden-Pr. 1977. unp. $4.57. Grades K-2

Lily Goose-unsuccessfully looks for something special for each of her friends--
Tdm Turkey, three ducks, Black Cow, Smiley Pig--until she finds a hat that is perfect
for Fat Brown Hen's roosting; children will enjoy detailed color pictures of animals',
readable print, manageable size, appealing cover

Sutton, Jane. WHAT SHOULD A HIPPO WEAR? Houghten, 1979.. 32 p. 86,95. Grades K -3

-Charmingly fat-Bertha, a-hippo, -discoversoialue-of-being naturalwhem-Prediiher .- ;7--
giraffe date for jungle dance, prefers her without ke-uP anda-fanOY.:ftesevvoqab-
ulary, lengthy text may be advanced and plot.somew pedestrian, lut expressive
illustrations=are_dei)tiVating

Swindells, RoberC. A VERY SPECIAL BABY. PrQntiq, 1977. 47 p. 95: Grades'

Abdul and his son -Ali know that their dgmel born with three humps must have a
special reason for being; purity of their confidence foretells that the camel's
destiny must be tt) serve the Three Wise Men--as it does; slight adventure of. Ali.
will interest capable readers at any season

Taber, Anthony. CATS' EYES. Dutton, 1978. unp. $9.95. 'Grades K-6

Tiger's life from bi h to death--learning, doing, resting; detailed pencil drawings
capture many scenes from cat's point of view; sparse separate text supplements, but

. is not vital to enjdyment of extraordinarily expressive, photo-like illustrations

Tallon, Robert. LITTLE CLOUD. Parents 1978. unp. $4.99. Grades

Mean Mountain scares, all clouds away from the dry valley behind:him; Little Cloud,
,defying Mean Mouhtain's gruffness, gathers a flock of.his cloud friends, returns
to dry-valley and -its thirsty animals to sprinkle them with rain; instructive,

.

personified.explanation,of rain cycle enhanced by simple, eye-appealing pastel
illustrations; elementary vocabulary in distinctly readable print

Tarrant,. Margaret-, .sel. NURSERY RHYMES. Crowell, 1978. 96.p. $7.49. Grades K-6

Splendid collection of favorite and unfamiliar nursery. rhymes; superb:color illus-.
trations scattered throughout text reflect Simplicity of Tarrant's original drawings;
.independent reading for older-children, readaloud for younger children
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Taylor, Mark. THE CASE OF THE MISSING KITTENS. Atheneum, 1978. 46 p. $7.95.
Grades K-4

Detective Angus, long-haired dog with seriocomic expression on his face, perse-
veringlyAlunts for Mrs. Friday's hidden kittens; after finding them in basement of
old house, he painstakingly carries each one to safety; blue-and-white, detailed
Skebches_Winsomely_glepict.Angus_and_his_surroundings;_tender_story_that_will-par,
ticularly touch animal lovers

Thaler, Mike. MADGE'S MAGIC SHOW. Watts, 1978. unp. $4.90. Grades-K-3

Madge perforts her magic before an enthralled audience; all goes-well until she tries
to produce a, rabbit and pulls everything else -- including a horse--from her hat;
slight, amusing story with large print, colorful illustrations

Thayer, Jane. GUS WAS A GORGEOUS GHOST. Morrows 1978. unp. $5.49. Grades K-3

Gus, an amiable ghost who is disenchanted with traditional-Sheet outfit, sets out
to add color to his attire; he finally decorates his drab'white'with colorful potato
prints after reading in "Laws of Ghostdom" that white is net specified; black-and-
white illustrations at beginning of bookr colorful potato Prints-later on'add excite-
ment to,Gus's efforts to remain spook, but colorful ;, audience will certainly want
to create vegetable prints after hearing'story

Thomas, lanthe. ,HI, MRS. MALLORY! Harper, 1979. 48 p. $7.89. .',Grades 3-6

Li'l Bits, young black girl, lovingly tells of her relationship iith old Mrs. Mallory,
her poor white'neighbor; their sharing friendship is touchingly described and portrayed
in_accpunts-pf'Mrs..Mallory's. .cooking and lairy_tales,..scenes_of_Li'l Bite's.. helping
around the Shack; shaded pencil sketches tinted with green warmly depict tender story,
charaCterizations; individual or group reading will evoke important discussions on
death, love, poverty, friendship

Thomas, Patricia. "THERE ARE ROCKS IN MY SOCKS!" SAID THE OX TO THE PDX. , Lothrop, 1979.
unp. $6.67. Grades K-4

Light-hearted nonsense abounds as the fox attempts to help the ox get rocks' but of
his socks; however, situation goes from bad to worse as this rhythmic rhyming narrative
Continues: the ox-gets a-taCk -in his back, a eau on his tail, a bee on hi knee;
a bird gives the logical solution; comical black-and-white line drawingsr interspersed
with few colored ones, depict hilarious characters, circumstances; large print in-
tensifies_book's appeal to young readers who like to laugh (Haywood County)

Thompson, Jean. DON'T FORGET MICHAEL. Morrow, 1979. 64 p. $6.95. Grades 2-4

Four delightfully told Short stories about Michael, hock he thinks, feels about being
youngest member of large, active, noisy family; true-to-life experiences, with touch
of humor and adVenture, will maintain students' attention; large, dark- print supple-
mented by-occasional black- and -white sketches which are appropriate to text; useful
for encouraging children to write or tell about similar experiences

Thomson, Ruth. PEABODY ALL AT SEA. Lothrop, 1978. unp. $5.71. Grades K-4
4

Another solve -along mystery in which Detective Peabody and aHumbug, who are on vacation,

solve
Q

solvece- thievery case at sea; each stage Of story Contains queption in-dark print that
encourages readers to scrutinize copious illustrations in order to locate desired
gbject,,response; bright, vivid pictures, exciting plot, reader participation format
Will invite individuals or groups
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Thomson Ruth._ PEABODY'S FIRST CASE. Lothrop, 1978. unp. $5.71. Grades K-4-

Busy litt "book about Professor Augustul peabody and hid dog Humblig, who with three
clue eir first case--a bank robbery; solve-along format encourages readers'
parts' o y poding questions that can be answered by examining multi-colored,
multi-d ailed illustrations which overspread pages; designed for readers to ex-
perience,' not just read; potential sharing prOject

Titus, Eve.: NATOLE AND THE PIED PIPER. McGraw, 1979. 32 p. $7.95. Grades K-3

in his tenth- recorded adventure Anatole, most talented mouse. in Paris, rescued--
24 schoolmice piped away by flutist Grissac who uses their reactions to gauge the
success of his new musical composition -- "mice are known as excellent judges of music ";
Anatole's rescue plan involves a mouse 15r9pestra and chorus production of the ;.

1812 Overture; Galdone's illustrations, like''the'story, maintain familiar quality of k

these stories

Tobias, Tobi, AT THE BEACH. McKay, 1978. Drip. $5.95. Grades K-3

Serene first-person narrative by little girl who spends quiet, pleasant day at the
beach with her brother and parents; such family activities as walking, swimming,
eating, napping, all sandwiched between child's peaceful morning awakening and her
calm evening retirement, establish the tranquil tone emulated by soft, halcyon char-
coal.drawings; for individual'Or group reading

Todd, H. E. GEORGE THE FIRE ENGINE. Childreps,
,

1978. 31 p. $4.955, Grades K-3
. .

Cheerful .

detailed story of how Bobby.BreWster.eaves George, an ,old- fashioned fi0
,

engine, from being scrapped; large pr t effectively interspersed with vivid, cartoon-
like illustrations which depict gepi considerate characters; satisfying ending
will please children

Tompert, Ann. THREE FOOLISH TALES. 1979. 48 p. $6.95. Grades 1-3

On their way to the fair both .Raccoon and Skunktell a tale for Fox to Judge which
is best,-the prize being Fox'S cherie purple umbrella; wheh the tales about
foolish animals are told, it is4A q,s atiers who become the fools; clever -story
with cheery, predominantly tinu1 ti4us rat =ions, clear print, simple dialogue will
hold beginning readers' _inte:reAse.

Torgersen, Don Arthur. T
$4.95. Grades K-5

Beguiling tam of "old, ago
ish and leave a mess in ifid

reach compromise; entertai
accompanied by striking wa
aloud to younger children

E. Childrens, 1978. 31 p.

is angry because children catch all his
s-lake. all ends well as troll and children

'16t with valuable environmental lesson
1betYations; lengthy text will require reading

Tudor, Bethany. SAMUEL'S TREE;rHOPS 1979. -unp. $5.91. Grades 1 -3
, =

-Appealing storybook about Sam "1 -ng'.mads'of plush" who builds a tree house
in the process he learns that,11 i ui 'd -'t ings alone, but more fun with
.friends; tiny watercolor illustr;Stisine'edia y'depict Samuel and his friends--
Mr. Owl', red squirrel, Mrs. Chic7a,deef.-*odpeckers; simple vocabulary, precious
drawings on cover and in text, sbOrWlessOn spretpvdelight young readers

Tudor, Tasha, and Linda Allen, illue.'':.TAiiiiiWUbORS.FAVORITE CHRISTMAS CAROLS.
McKay, 1978. 52 p. $7.95. GradeL1-6

Seventeen old favorite _ChristmapLaaro4,
illustrations (Tudor's easily iden44-
their origin and survival through001

nied by, full-page-colarlui,-deldo-ete
*givs a brief history of carols--
vtdualcarols are accompanied by
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TASHA TUDOR'S FAVORITE CHRISTMAS. (cont'd.).
-

historical sketch, national origin, anaomposers wheh known; last page contains
guitar chords; for all to enjoy, but f mat invites use by elementary grade children
first learning carols

Turklei Brinton. RACHEL AND OBADIAH, .Dutton, 1978. unp.- $7.95. Grades 1-2
=

Rachel and Obadiah Starbuck,,Quaker children on Nantucket island in the early 1800's,
race to win the chance to carry message to the captain's wife that the SPEEDWELL is
arriving.(TORTOISE AND THE HARE theme); sensitive color illustrations; girls will
find this story particularly appealing__

Van Horn, William, TWITCHTOE, THE BEASTPINDER. Atheneum, 1978. 36 p. $9.95.
Oradea 273'

In the land of Little, odd Jobe are done by beasts, such as Skinnywpgie and Whisk-
wottle; being naturally lazy, they tnd tide and have to be found' by Victor
Twitchtoe, beastfinder; elusive Snort is the first beast to outwit im; though never
actuallYkotUring Snort, victor does succeed in controlling hiM; d usual read-aloud
story with appropriately imaginative orange and purple illustration

Van Woerkom, Dorothy O. DONKEY YSABEL. Macmillan, 1978. 45 p. $6.95. Grades 1-3

Donkey Ysabel, replaced by an automobile, is sac1.amiCjealous; however, when the car
fails, Papa-returns to dependable Ysabel; livelydialogue ptesentstthe animals'-point
of view on the farm; appropriate pen-and-ink colbr illustrations in text and on cover-

van Woerkom, Dorothy O. HARRY AND SHELLBURT. Macmillan, 1977. 48 P. $6.95. Gradet K-2

When Harry Hare and Shellburt Tortoise restage.fabled race, Shellburt outwits HIrry
just as Aesop would have bet; but the winner does not waste his- ,breath moralizing,
instead the invites Harry Hare to share a friendly lunch; warm green and gold
trations depict detailed, yet uncluttered setting; -positive attitudes toward Com-
petition can stimulate discussion in young readers and listeners (ASU)

_O'dith.. ANYHOW, I'mOLP,D I TRIED. Whitman, 1978. unp. $4.31. Grades K-3

attar- tries to befriend class misfit and bully, Irma Jean. throughout book
ing afforts are unappreciated, but end of book lets reader in on Irma Jean's

_large watercolors interspersed with gray and WhitVillustrations;
EiuSed for classroom discussions (Caldwell County)

HE SNARE: A VERY LONG STORY., Houghton, 1978. unp. $7.95.

longest trip ever taken by any snake--past innumerable signs of City and
til.he ende up where he started; no particular plot in brief, large print,

lly intriguing for observant child attuned to symbols and subtlety; green
snake travels above mixture of impressionistic watercolors

Wagner, Jenny. ARANEA: A STORY ABOBT,A-SPIDER. Bradbury,'1978. unp. $6.95.
Grades -K-3

Well-told story spanning a few summer days. gives factual information about a spider
and entertains the.readerdetalls about building a web are especially good; appro-
priately illustrated in black and white; Could be used as picture book story with
xoUng children-Or as informational book with middle grades
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Wahl, Jan. THE TEENY, TINY WITCHES. Putnam, 1979. unp. $6.95, Grades K-3

Ma, Pa, and Sam, a teeny, tiny witch family, are constantly being run out of every
little home they find because they are too small to perform great magical feats;

after many moves, they find a cozy cottage with, hospitable mouse who asks them to
share his hole; while not highest quality literature, this story will entertain
children during Halloween season and is one beginning readers can manage; black-and-
white line drawings interspersed with those shaded by warm, fall colors

Wakefield, Joyce. .ASK A SILLY QUESTION. -Childrens, 1979. 32 p. $5.50. .Grades K -3

Rhyming, nonsensical comparisons in riddle form--"what's the difference between
a nipkle-and a pickle? If you put a pickle in a parking meter, you'll get a
ticket"; funny, even silly content and pictures sure to'appeal to young children;
May encourage attempts at thinking up non-sense questions; in spite of brightly
-colored cover, illustrations are dull gray, blue and white

Wakefield, Joyce. FROM WHERE YOU ARE. Childrens, 1978. 29-- ;1 $4.95. Grades K-1

Nice little book teachingconcept of perspective: "a ball looks small...uniess
you're not tall" (as an ant); 12 ideas illustrated with large, colored pictures,
clearly showing contrast; easy words in large bold print

Walsh, Ellen Stoll. BRUNUS AND THE NEW BEAR. Doubleday, 1979. unp. $8.90.
Grades K-2

Brunus, a teddy bear, becomes jealous when Benjamin gets a new teddy bear; at
first sad and deserted, he soon learns that he still holds a place in Benjamin's
life; delightful read-aloud story with obvious moral for youngsters who may be
faded with new younger- siblings; lovely, neat illustrations in soft colors
(Haywood- County)

Walt Disney Productions. THE LOVE BUG. Random, 1979. unp. $3.50,. Grades 1-3

Picture book version of movie about Herbie, spunky little VW with a mind of
its own and a tendency to win races; simplified text and bright,pictures charac-
teristic of WONDERFUL WORLD OF READING books

Walt Disney Productions. DONALD DUCK, INSTANT M NAI Golden Pr., 1978.
unp. $4.95. Grades 1-3

Donald Duck and his nephews look roLws,rd Lu u duy or tic wurk as Lhey houeesit
in Uncle Scrooge's totally automated home; being suerounded by pre-programmed
automatons proves more hazardous than fun; familiar characters and format

Walt Disney Productions. MICKEY AND HIS FRIENDS. , 1977. 48 p.Gulden
$1.95 paper. Grades K-4

Eight pleasantly humorous stories about. Mickey, Donald, Guory, Oncle oLiuoge,
and the kids; typical Disney farb with plenty of colorful illustrations

Walt Disney Productions. MICKEY MOUSE AND GOOFY : THE BIG BEAR SCARE. Golden Pr., 1978.
unp. $4.95. Grades 2-3

Mickey, Goofy, the nephews are foiled in their camping plans uniii Goofy manages
to scare away a family of bears who have taken over camp site; colerful Disney
illustrations, easy vocabulary
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Walt Disney Productions. THE USEKETEERS' TRAIN RIDE. Golden Pr., 1977. 'u

$2.85. Grades K-2

Mickey Mouse' Club members take a train trip to Disney World with a special, un-

identified friend ("you," the reader); on board they learn a few things about

activities on a tr large, full-color ),11ustrations'accompany text which may

be beyond reading evel_of audience_(Clinton City)

Ward, Leila. I AM-EYES, NI. MACHO. Greenwillow, 1978. unp. $7.63. Grades K-3

Breathtaking, aesthetically gorgeou6 illustrations dominate this narrative of

-a young Afrioarviiri who is enthralled -by the beauty of her native land:` "sun-

flowers and skieW "flowers_and flamingoes," "moon and noCnflowers," other

poetic descriptions; simple itOse and charcoal drawings of girl appear on pages

opposite the vivid illustrations framed-by colorful bands; overwhelming visual

experience .

Watson, Pauline. WRIGGLES, THE LITTLE WISHING PIG. Seabury, 1978. unp. $7.95.

Grades K-4

Wriggles has the misfortune of having his wish granted,and- becomes an unwelcoMe-

"gator-monster" with a kite tail, alligator head, crane legs, and pelican wings,;

amusing watercolors will hold attention of listeners to familiar reminder that it

isApetter to be-oneself

Watts' Marjorie-Ann. CROCODILE MEDICINE. Warne, 1978.. unp. $6.95. Grade's, K-3

.Julie overcomes her own boredom during a long hospital stay by helping a crocodile

-adjustvfarfetched:tale has many busy illustrations., most in color; appropriate

for children in or about to enter hospital

Weiss, Leatie FUNNY FEET!, Watts, 1978. unp. $4.90. Grades K-2

Useful tale for children with some temporary handicap; corrective shoes are

prescribed for Priscilla, pigeon -toed penguin; at first she is too embarrassed

to wear them, but her,love of ballet eventually wins out, and, she performs

gloriously in a, dance recital; simple, brief text; latge black-and-White pictures

brightened with purples and blues

Wellington, Anne. APPLE PIE. Prentice, 1978. unp. $5.95. Grades K-2

Chain of events, repetition of rhythmic text will have children chanting with the

reader as Mr. Bingle eceives numeroUs,suggestions -for reaching the topmost,

.enormousi juicy apple o put in a pie; full-page, detailed illustrations are

alternatelY black7and-wite and brightly colored

Wells' Rosemary. MORRIS'S DISAPPEARING BAG: A CHRISTMAS STORY. Dial, 1975. unp.

$4.58. $1.95 paper. Grades 1-3

Described on January 1976 Easy Books-Advisory List

Wells, Rosemary. STANLEY AND RHODA. Dial, 1978. 40 p. $6.46. Grades K-2

.,Humorous story of two mice siblings in ,three vignettes; mother tells baby sister

Rhoda to Clean her room; she is too. tired, so Stanley does the job while she

pickS harries;. Rhoda steps on a bee, screams until Stanley tells-her Daddy will

fikit by -soaking it inboiling butter or letting the doctor work on it with his

drill- -she decidesAtdoed not hurt sojmuch after all; both Rhoda and the baby-

,sitter are done in"by Stanley's help fITI-iMIVEd6-iW to care and feeding of Rhoda;

large, bright Mures provide additional details to the simple, brief text

(Caldweil.COU '
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Wildsmith, Brian. 'HUNTER AND HIS DOG. Oxford d. Pr., 1979. 31 p. $7.95, Grades K-3

Tender, Sensitive /story of fcompassionate hunting dog; his master is filled with
shame when he disdovers dog lovingly caring for wounded ducks, instead of,
retrieving them; hunter.takes injured ducks to his home and then releases them
after caring for thei wounds; beautiful, stylistic illustrations done in bright,
rich oils; bold print; e-catching oil painting on sturdy binding (Haywood County)

Wildsmith, Brian. WHAT TOE MOON SAW. Oxford U. Pr.,'1979. unp. $7.95. Grades K-3

Moon complains o hoW;little he sees, so sun gives him a tour of. daylight world
dUfag which Wildsmith on contrasts: fast cheetah-tlow turtle, fierce
tiger-=timid rablt.;0rge, colorful-geoMetric and impressionistic` pictures
accompany. single line:::Of text on each page

Williams, Barbara. JEREMY ISN'T HUNGRY. Dutton, 197,9; unp. $5.95. Grades K-3

-TrUthful.-depittion of-little- boy's diligent- efforts appease his unhappy_ baby_
brother_;_while-Mama is.getting ready for a schp014rogram, Davey tries to stop
Jeremy's crying'by playing with him, feeding him; frustrated Davey, Jeremy, Mama,Y'-
are realistically portrayed in theshaded,gray and orange illpStretions; humorously
baffling situatio will appeal tb-ChUdran with younger

WilliamscJay. THE CITY WITCH AND TBEL9GUNTRY'WITCH. Macmillan, 1979. unp. $8.95

Belladonna, city witch, and Foxglove, country witchadecide'to change4elades for
a vacation; they discover their-usual forms of magi have little useintheir new
environments until they learn to improvise on old,tricks; delightful, humorous
story-will delight -and amuse children any time of. year .

fi

Grades K-3

Williams, Vera H. IT'S A GINGERBREAD HOUSE: BAKE IT, BUILD IT, EAT IT!
Greenwillow, 1979. 47 p. $5.71. Grades 2-6

Brief story introduces detailed recipe; precise, easy-to-follow, illustiated
directions also indicate when additional assistance is required; patterns and
special hints included .

Witt ,_Evelyn. -.THE MYSTERY. 9F THE MISSING BICYCLES. Childrens, 1978..
4.55. Grades 2-5

Jdnny Marsh, her_brother, and her friend discover stolen bicycles in the old
carriage house; realistic plot, curiously daring characters, simple mystery will
attract young readers to this typical, thin Witter book; readable print balances
bold, color illustrations'

Witter, Evelyn. THE MYSTERY OF THE RED-EYED CAMEL PIN. Childrens, 1979. 31 p.
$5.50. Grades 2-5

When Jenny Marsh loses her family's antique camel pin at school, Roger, Al, and
Jenny gp,on a treasure hunt; they follow dirdctions of a mysterious note to not
only the pin but also to a.new friend; intriguing story weaves themes of respons
bility, compassion for others; satisfying conclusion, obvious moral, realistic
color illustrations will content young mystery lover

Wittman-, Sally. A SPECIAL TRADE. Harper, 1978. unp. $7.89. Grades K-2

Tender story of.healthy relationship between youth and age; when Nelly is small,
Old Bartholomew walks her, plays with her, talks to her, loves her; when
Bartholomew gets older, Nally takes care of him by pushing his wheelchair, talking
to hin, loving him ; ,this natural exchange, is affectionately rendered in the deli-
date, mUlti-colored line drawings which profusely decorate.the_stratghtforward
text,- dompet little book With-valuable, heart-warming.theme
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Woldin, Beth Wein r. BENJAMIN'S PERFECT: SQLVZION..

Grades K-1

How to get quills like other porcupines is Benjamin's biggest worry; COera
himself with mud puts branches in it, sticks on a book of matches, even
a sweater of net'tl'es, but he cannot fool anyone;,discouraged, he goes,awayand
meets a stranger who solves his problem by telling him he is an oppossurn Charming
pencil-drawings-in-soft browns accented in red-1Deautifullli-complement-read-a14d,-
story (HaywodCunty)

Worsham, Genevieve'. COTTON CARTA: TO OUR CITY COUSINS 'id :TOWN, U.S.A. Oddo, 1978.

p, $5.75., Grades K-3

Though the title will take some explaining by the teache, this attractive,
'easily understood picture and resource book provides clear description of the
growth, processing, use of cotton; rhyming text, accompanied by brightly colored,
appropriate illustrations on-slick pages, is interesting and informative

Wright, Dare. ''EDITH AND MIDNIGHT. Doubleday,. 1978. ppp; ' $6.90. -Grades R-2
. .

'- Anotber in a series-of plpture
.

books about Edith, a dollA this time black-and-
f

white photographs tell ofqdith and her adventures with Little'Bear, i.. stuffed

'animal,' as they=' tame-end tapturea wild, pony; -although characters .arc inanimate
.

objects, their. appearance in real;tit settings will captivatsland deligwilling
. _ ,

young readers
,'

Yolen, Jane. THE GIANTS GO CAMPING. SeaburY,' 1979. 48 p. $6.95. Gradea'2-41'

Five entertaining episodes feature five lovable giants on -cation in the mountains;

Grizzle, Stout, Grab andGrub, and Dab have such camping ventures as assemblin
atricky hammock, soft-heartedly returning a caught fish _o the river,, bringing a
stray bear to the camp; readable text,-.- accompanying black-and-white 'sketches tinted
with turquoise expressively portray amiable giants; humorous characters and situa-
tions

Yoler, Jane. NO BATH TONIGHT. Crowell, 1978. unp. $5495. 7'Grgdes K-3

Jeremy manages-Borne of minor injury each day so that he does not have to

_take a 134th;-at'en& eekvJeremy:s shrewd grandmother shows him how to read
tea leaves, then pr t. to tell him about his padt,,and future by reading leaves, -
from "kid tea"; Jere0Y:h-s to make the "tea" by sitting in a tub of water; clever
story adroitly enactedloy distinct line drawings shaded with various bright
colors; fun for individuals or, groups

Yolen, Jane. THE SIMPLE PRINCE. Parents, 1978. unp. $3.99. Grades K-3

Young prince, tired of dress balls and foolishness, leaves his castle, determined
to experience the simple life; .after learning from farmer and his Wife that simple
life requires hard work, prince hurriedly returns to his castle - -a more polite,
gratsful,Manopportunity for children to learn manners and to be thankful for
what they'habright, expressive illustrations by Jack Kent obviously portray
changes in prince's attitude

Zemach, Kaethe. THE BEAUTIFUL RAT. Four Winds, 1979. unp. $7.95. Grades 2-4

Because her mother feels that Yoshiko is too beautiful and clever to marry a
rat, they appeal to the sun, a cloud, others until their Search leads to the
rat next door; original folktale told in simple language; bold illustrabiens:'
transmit aura, but not style,-of Japan
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Zimmernithl Andrea Griffing.
Grades 1-4 E.

Four stories ut Yetta, mischi*eYokrW'Y
who plays tricks (which backfitp.by tbe
.community members; dstiie0 pen-and.--ink .
peasant costume; open i youth-fedult

'zations-and

YETTA,TBE:TRICKSTER. Seabury, 1978.

.

Easy 1979-1980

48,p. $6.95.

'Ling girl in an. Eastern European:village,
.end of each story) on her family and
drawings picture characters in authentic
-relationships; delightful characttri-

, .

*Briggs, Raymond. THE SNOWMAN. ;Random:1'978. unp. $5.99 Grades K-3

Wordless book, illustrated with-several small frames per page,'por rays small boy,
and snowman he makes which comes -to life; first the boy shoWs the snowman his,
world; then the snowman takes'the boy on short trip to snowy lands; pastel drawings
-maintain appropriate snowy atmosphere

Books in a Sends

Del 4g e , Ida. OLD:wITCH BOOKS. Garrard, 19787 1979
Greats K-3

Titles: THE OLD-WITCH AND. HER MAGIC BASKET; THE OTLD WITCH AND-THE DRAGON;
THE OLD _WITCH AND THE GHOST PARADE

Amusing books depicting adventures of Old Witch with nearby townspeople;.tales
playful frightening, entertaining sick child with magic, and ridding town Of'
dtagqi-are depicted ip,boldly colored pictures, easily read text; exciting, but
not so -scary stOxies.fdt!any.tirrie of year

each 48 p.

-

EASY VENTURE BOOKS. Garrard,.1978,,1579. each'3 p. each $4.48. Grades
DeLage, THE SQUIRRELks-TREE`FART-1
Kessler, Leonard: DO YOU HAVE. ANY CARROTS?
Ktesler, Leonard. TRICKS 11R TREATS ON HALLOWEEN-

.

Winsomely.adorable animal,aharacters'adorn these pratusely illustrated books
designed-for, earliest readerel simple plots instructively entertain readers:
bunnies, in search of more carrots, meet many different animals, and squirrels
not knowdng :what to do, on a rainy day, prepare for-a sunny ,day party; large bald
print, apprOpriately spaced for_easy reading; and attractive cover will attract
inexperienceartaders-

,

FAMOUS ANIMAL STORIES. Garrard, 19174,1918. each"4d p. each Grades 2-6

Colver, Anne. PLUTO: BRAVE LIPIZZKNER STALLION
Deniel, Justin F. SCAT: THE MOVIE CAT
Glendinning, Richard and Sally. STUBBY: BRAVE SOLDIER DOG

Heart - warming, -well- written stories about historically and fictionally famous
animals; Stubby, mascot of Yankee Division of World War,I, follows his friends
to battle in France, warns soldiers of gas attackaicaptures a'prisoneri receives
many awards for bravery; Pluto, lead stalliOn of Li6izzaners, during World_War II
courageously performs for General Patton, who decides to save, these famOUs

.
horses.; Scat, stray cat that becomes movie star, daringly kinds his way'home.to
his owntr;'even though texts are lengthy and there are feW pictures, manageable
vocabulary, thrilling plots will quickly inVolve'an4 Magnetize readers

GOLDEN I.00K7LOOK BOOKS. "Goldtri Pr., 1977, 1978. unp.

Reif, Seymour. . BUGS BUNNY GOES. TFIE DENTIST,

BUGS -Immur _ T-
ScatrY;:Richird. MICKY GOES TOCTBE.DOCTOR

.

'Farhiliar'boM0 charaotets, dolorful,illuatrations, and basid vocs:
Ularr:introduce readers to importance of routine'health caxe (see Science li
additional GOEDEWLOOK7LOOK BOOKS).

f _; ;

each $3.30. .Gradep



Gunther, Louise. FOR REAL BOOKS. darrard 19781979. each 48 p. each $4.60.
'Grades 1-5

Titles: ANNA'S SNOW DAY; A TOOTH FOR THE TOOTH FAIRY

Eneertaininginner city books introduce good friends, Anna and Rose--not the
same girls in both books, however; easy-to-read, cheerful stories describe a
fun day of playing in, the snow and Rose's anxiety about losing her tooth, for
'which'she expects money from tooth fairy; well-spaced bold print and easy vocab-
ulary charabterize this text which includes frequent dialogue; multi-colored
illustrations adequately represent characters, plots

Holl, Adelaide. SMALL BEAR ADVENTURES. Garrard, 1978, 1_979. each 48 p.. each $4.48.
Gradeso K -4

Titles: SMALL BEAR AND THE SECRET SURPRISET SMALL BEAA WOLVES A MYSTERY

Simplest oft mysteries in theee books featuring Small Bear and his fri
Hinky_and,Alpia, tender, heart-wermIng-ataries-centbr
and Small Bear's thwarted apple party; large, dark print, basic vocab
amusing black-and-white qllustrations shaded with blue will attract,
young readers

IMAGINATION BOOKS. Garrard, 1978, 1979. .Oraaes K-4
Hoff, Syd. HENRIETTA, CIRCUS STAR. 48 p.1. $4.60
Hoff, Syd. BENRIETTAGOES TO THE FAIR. 48 p. '$4.60
Kesslpr, Leopard. THE PIRATES' ADVENTURE ON SPOOKY ISLAND. $4,60
Pape. Donna Legg.:; DOGHOUSE FOR SALE. 40 p. $4.48
Pape, Donna Lugg WHERE IS MY LITTLE JOEY? 48 p. $4.60

,

.Colorfully -animated stories with elementary, plot lines: Kora Kanga 's lass of !

her baby, Freckles' making numerous improvements on his doghouse, Henrietta Hen's
experiences at the circus and fair, Captain Ben's rescue of prisoners from Had
Bart; plethora of_ illustrations provided for the fast-paced actionp easI-to-read

UnsoPhlsticated dialogue;)excellent for individual or group reaping and foi
experience in observing use'of quotation marks

ends,
baby sister-
ulary,
entertaiii-

MYSTERY ,BOOKS.' Carrara; 1978, 1979. Ggades K-6
Lynn. THE MYSTERY OF THE SCHOOLHOUSE DOG. 64 p. $4.70

-.Robison, THE MYSTERY AT HILLTOP CAMP. '48 p.

Shapiro, Irwin. THE HUNGRY,GHOST MYSTERY. 64 15. $4.70

Intriguing stories with simple.plots will charm and interest young mystery lover
schemes include such puzzles as missing milk, apparitional dog, spectral Captain
.Greybeardl eXciting, satisfying conclusions will whet reader's appetite for more
suspense; attractive covers, manageable vocabulary,' unaffected style, black -and--
white illustrations shaded with color will appeal to readers 4Clinton City)

PatterSon, Lillie. FIRST HOLIDAY BOOKS. Garrard, 1979. Grades K-4
CHRISTMAS TRICK OR TREAT. 4 p. $4.60
TH GROUCHY SANTA. 40 p.: $4.40'
HAUNTED HOUSES ON HALLOWEEN. 48-P. $4.60

Charming:Stories that all end happily treat such favorite holiday motifs as
haunted toUses, gnomes who are testowers of good fortune and o'f'devilish pranks,
retirmed Mr..Groucb.in,A CHRISTMAS CAROL tradition; simple plots, large print
widely spaced, colorful text and cover illustrations will attract variety of
,tSaderai THE-GROUCHY SANTA is misleading tide
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TELL-A:-TALE REMERS. Golden Pr 1978. unp. each $.95. Grades -2
Titles: THE ELVES AND THE SHOEMAKER, JOE .CAMP'S_ BEMJI THE DETECTIVE;,

RAGGEDY' ANDY AND THE JUMP-UP = CONTESTy TWEETY.AND SYLVESTER AT THE FARM

,Diminutive book with bold print, action illustrations feature familiai r:chaacters
in fast-paced tales;'drawings on eachpage, Manageable' sfZe, readable text will_
appeal to readers,. but some books contain roughly textured paper, weak crayon,
drawings _

J
TROLLaEASYTO-READ MYSTERIES. Troll,.-1979, each 48 . p 6 :each $5.t1. Grades. 25

T'itieS: THE CASE OF THE M ISSING CANARY; THE CASE OF THE MISSING CHICK;:THE ,',-
GHOST IN THE ATTIC, THE GRAPE JELLY MYSTERYp HAROLD AND:TALE' DINOIAUR-,
MYSTERYi- MRS.. W1GGLESWORTH'S' SECRET, MYSTERY AT THE ZOO, MYSTERY OF_THE
LOST LETTER; MYSTERY OF THE LOST PEARL; MYSTERY OF THE' MIDNIGHT VZSITORS1MYSTERY
MYSTERY-OF-THE RUNVAY-SLED4,7-MYSTERY OF THE-I.WITCHIS SHOES ,

. . _
_ ,

.

Exciting,..easy-to-follow-Myetery stories center on everyday kinds of ,proble
finding missing sleq, 4aking.new friends,. Ociphering soileg note, finding 10ZX

_ . ..

letter-, hearing strange aounds in attic,.wearing new glassasv divers=ified settings
human" and animal- characters; varying settings and styles of expressiVe. illus- , .,,.

strations appropriate to texts enhance these simple mysteries, s6iutions ;- desirable :
.

format includes eyeaPpealing, action scenes on coders,. plethora of . colors :inter-.
.

spersed with distinct pr int 'on slid{ pages

Virin, Anna. THE ELSA, BOOKS. Harvey, 1978. unp, each $2.79, grades-K1',
Titles: ELSA'S BEARS; `ELBA TIDIES HEg HOUSE, ELSA ,IN. NIGHTi: ELSA'S EARS

NEED THE DOCTOR; ELSA'S BEARS IN, THE PLAYGROUND; ELSA'S'IEARS
TO PAINT

Series of easy short storiesabout Elsa- and her toy bea s adventures are realis-
tically child-like, make7belleve- bold, blear print accompanies simple, bright
pictures which can tell the -story without words; small size of books will facilitate
young _readers' uses_

YOUNG READERS., Golden Pr., 1977, -1978 .unp. 'each $2.97. grades 'K-3
Titled; BIG BIRD'S RED BOOK, COOKIE-MONSTER AND THE. COOKIE 'TREE; DONALD DUCK'

AND_T#E ONE BEAR': A TURD ABOUT`' TALE, , yadkEy MOESE AND THE BEST 'NEIGHBOR

CONTEST; MICKEY MOUSE AND THE MOUSEKETEERS: GHOST TOWN ADVENTURES;
WHERE WILL ALL-TEE ANIMALS GO?

Six, more stories .tradition" of this series of 100 titles with fatiliar,
. .

colorful. illustrations, :simple vocabulary: Big Bird is oblivious to excitement of
.

fire ehginesr_ Santa Claus
:

searches .in his .bag for .something, red, Matt learns
o:

that farm animals knOw wherw=to go during a storm; witCh gets shortchanged when
Aharing her-cookie tree with Cookie Monster ; :.in a reversal of the three bears,
one tisar visits Donald's house and eats'all the pineapple and satdina pizza;

_,

.
.

Mouseketeers di sot:Aer gold while helping a reCluse cultivate his garden; helpful
.

, .

Goofy Nat . Mickey ' s ,good neighbor contest ,
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' A BOOKS REVIEWED IN. OTHER -SOURCES
7,0

Thebgoks listed beldw eas.rj received favorable

-;

following reviewing sources. ode iqtters for
..- after- the bibliographic.ent ,oor ach title.

.0,

letters -are as foll vizi

reviews in one or more of the
the reviewing sources are cited'
The reviewing sources "and. their code

s;,,Ar&ISAN ,BIBRARIES

'1-BOCre'REVIEW DIME B
BeOKLIST

.

BKL,
BULLETIN OF THE MITER FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS.. BCCB

LDRENW BOOR REVIEW SERVICE CBRS
CHOICE,.

, BORK 'BOOK HB.

.KR

LET

NY=
FW

`,SLR

SBF
TN
WLB

US. REVIEWS
.LIBRARWJOURNAL-;
NEW YORK-TIMS BOOK RE
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
SCSOOL LIBRARY JOURNAZ
SCIENCE1300KS AN6 FILMS
TOP OFyIsp NEWS
WITZON tIBR4RY BULLTIN

#1
An ,as- codh letters forthe - reviewing `source

was highlyrecommended in that particular TeViewing,seugce.

Ke;log, Steven. 7- THE MYSTERIOUS TADPOLE. Dia14.197,7 Unp.
Grades K-2. BCCB 'BKL CBRS KR 1)14

Patersan,,biene.. IF I-WERE A TOADN-.
Grades K-1. BKL- CBRS 'J<R, PW

-amtty4-Mark-Aldm. WBSR4,S-MTBUROPOTAMUSDial,* 1977. :un_.
'Grades *72. CBRS RR

indicates that the title

Filmatrips (Silent) in a Series.

FILMSTRIPS SI

.46. -$2.25 p er

NON - VERBAL .F TRIP. PACKAGE. Westoh Woods,' 1977.'--2 HangUp bags each son fining.

1 color.filmstrip,:1-study guide ;e4irgh..$9. Grades R74
Titles: THE BEAR AND THE FLY; 2kFLYING SAUCER FULL OF SPORETTI

Ente'rtaining, instructive, vivid presentation of illustratidns from belgcted
picture bOoks; humorous, fansifol plot lines will retain_studen't attention and
stimulate-creative oral response, participaion; accompanying.guide'inelddes
spedific aqtivities,-disCussion questions fore each filmstrip; uSeful v%Aicle for
developing interprptative skills

'Filmst (Sound) in a ferias

FILMSTRIPS ND7

soup FILMSTRIP SET 43C. Westoi Woods, 197. 4 color filmatrips, l cassette tape,
4 Pmctbooklett Pradtki< -3 t

Titles: CHARtIE NEEDS A. CLO4K, PT. 3 N WMAT?; HENRY THE EXPLORER

EritertainiA0 picture book stories which provide subtle instruction on such
topics: as ,making cloth from mool, lisifenin g. perceptively to sounds, counting,

4
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SOUNDJILMSTRIP SET 43 C. (Cont'd.)

identifying; apxoPos,backgroUnd mnsic, clear narration, varying styles' of color
illustrations, suitable length will encourage young students to listen, learn,
re&d

SOUND `FILMSTRIP SET 47. Weston Woods, 1679, 4 HangUp bags each containing 1
color filmstriP,,1 cassette tape., 1, teat booklet each $15. Grades K-3

Titles: BEDTIMEi4 FOURTEEN,RATS AND A-RAT-CATCHER; JOHN BROWN, ROSE AND
THE MIDNIGHT CAT; THE TRIP

Beguiling, imaginative stories featuring animals, human's that communicate and
fantasies prompted by bedtime, AlloWeen; vivid illustrations depict mold of
each story, While'effective background musim, appropriate sound, .effects, ex-
pressive narrators enhance total presentation; contribUtory to.development of
-istening-skalsi-Uisual-Tesp6serpotentially usefUl-for motivating-indiVidUdls
tb, read or as a follow-up to reading

-; -

SOUND FILMSTRIP.SETS. Waston.Woods, 1978,,197.9, 7 .Han0P.baga each containing
1 color filmstrip, 1 cassette fape, 1 text booklet aaCh,$15.- .Orades K-5 - -

Titles: CLEVER BILL; MARY OF MILE 18; MORRIS'S DISAPPEARING BAG; NICHOLAS AND
.T MOON EGGS;- PETER PENNY'S DANCE; THE RAT RACE; EMILE FOR AUttIE

.

Narrative films rip versions of familiar picture books; varying in lengt from
three to'fiftae minutes, age range from kindergarten up to fifth grade;7faithful.
reproductions {

AWARD,EIBRARIES. Weston Woods, 1978, 1979. 5 color filmst(ips, 5-cassette tapes
4' text booklets, 5 HangUp bags each 'title $15. GradeWK-3 . -

Titles: DAVIDAND DOG; THE Epp', OF THE WORLD AND FLYING SHIP;
THE GOLEM; NOAH'S ARK; THE POST OFFICE CAT

Clear narration and color charactertze theie reproductions of five award winning
picture books; four_are_ exact_ replicationsv THE GOLEM iS pr6cededs:py an_ intro7___ _

duction explaining significance of the word and the legend and should be previewed-
heiore'use-


